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EDITORIAL

The need for
WE often lliink of cultural workers and artists

a

cultural

tliose inditiduals

Iff.N&AMf>S

living
people who should
be treated with caution, and we quietlywish our children never to emulate
as

sendo afjticks indivi

the margins of society. We therefore regard them as

on

reasons

that issues of arts and culture have

been accorded inferior status in many African governments'
be

so

seen

programmes,

—

as

iadas como i esiitiadu de Um pcnsameiUo ulterior,; Em certoscasos»
algufts indhi duos ckh lesda im porianda dasaricsc da cul tura såo obrigarios

jvezes q

a

those who have

T

no less to
publicise and advance our cause for liberation and
development, but whose contribution becomes forgotten after achieving
polidcal independence. Examples of this state of affairs abound and there
is not enough space to list them in this brief editorial.
As the main feature article and the interview herein try to
highlight,
there is need for governments and civil society to be involved in a
pardcipatory process that will lead to the evolution of a solid and organic
poliq' framework that will eventually give more value to our cultural and
artisdc expressions.
Through SADC, Southern African states have defined the noble goal of

a greater

regional integration through culture and the

fund the

activides of the S.ADC culture and informadon

to

sector, as

the failure of die SADC Theatre Festival inidally scheduled for

core

October 1996 in

Maputo can candidly demonstrate. Those responsible
for the event would prefer us not to use the word Failure, as
they would
want to have us believe that the event was
just postponed to March 1997.
But

we

consider it

to

have failed because it

was a

decision forced upon

member states

by donors, and not a sovereign decision taken by member
states themselves as a
response to their own political realities. This is the
epitome of the donor dependence syndrome that has engulfed many
states in this
part of the world. In the words of one of the donors'
representatives, “we found the project proposal and die period within
which it was presented to us not adequate enough for us to fund it”. So it
is that when donors, overwhelmingly from the North, consider our
plans
to be inadequate, no matter how
adequate we may consider them to be,
diey become doomed to failure.
Culture is not just a process of cultural affirmation; It is also a
process
that contributes to die polidcal and economic development of a
society,
and it is for that reason that we can not help, but continue to call
upon all
stakeholders, i.e., governments, civil societv' and the private sector to
begin to involve themselves in a process thatwill ensure that in future, our
cultural values are

promoted and preserved by none other than ourselves

and for the benefit of our future

2

generations.^

utna

taccla da CrfSe A/n«ma,

rnenos

fm'ram para

divulgar

c ptxmuiwr a causa

da

nossa

liherdadv

c

duscmphiuignto, mas cuja cqiitribiiieao sc Kiriia csquecida ap6s o alcatice
da independéiida poll lica. Kxeniplos destc estado dc coisas säo iriumcros
e näo liavt-raCspaeo .stUieiciiie
para alista-lus ncsic breve editorial,
;
Talcomopartigode capaeaeniicvisiaaquicontidostcniamilusimr, lia
necessidade dos gove mos e

da sociedade civil en volvcrcm-sc num proccs.so

pai'iieiptttivo que levc ä evoluqio (ic uma sölida e orgänicti plaialbmia
polilica que ipossa eycnlualmcnleidar tnais valor as nOssas expre.ssöes
cuiturais

arus£ica,s.

c

Através da SADC, os cstados da Äliicä austral jä definiiam o
ohjeetivo
nobre de alcattear uma maior inlegraeao regional alravcs da culuma e das

arts.

resources

dqiais instiuiiföes. El apena-s

cncaraospiirestaaluira noano passado, ilustraro papti dos uabalhadorc.s

:cuiturais da Africa auslinl,e dcscrevenio-losisomo sc-ndo åtjmies
qiie nada

Isto é

imporuin te porpuc uma comunidade de eslados partilhando o
mesmbespacb geoghillco e um deslinpcomum so se podc tornar viavcl sc
os sens
povQS poderciii atravessar livi eineulc as siias frotiteiras comttiis, nao
artes.

This is

important because a community of states sharing a common
geographical space and a common desdny can only be made viable by its
people crossing each other’s borders freely, and not by their leaders
gadiering once every year at a given capital to issue Final Communiqués.
The lack of commitment to such a noble goal has been
highlighted by the
little financial resources member states have been willing to commit in die
promodon of arts and culture programmes in the region.
There has been a heavy reliance, on donors in the mobilisation of

u-abalharcmarduamenle pai-ajpcrsuadirospoli lico.sa verema necyksidade

da criaeao

done

achieving

modb a concreti/arctii assuas eriaedes artislicas. Tais enudades säo tmilias

;

persuade politicians on the need to have diem
established. It is just one facet of the African Crisis.
We attempted round this dme last year, to
highlight the role of
to

Southern African cultural workers and described them

fKiTUiH

seguir b scu exemptd..
É por cs« t (Ultras r azöes qiic as qticsioe.s da arte c da cultnra tcnham
; ale aqui oaipado um lugai' menus prioritarki nos programas dos gowrnos
alVicanos, [al como podc .ser visto tia ma condivao cnfrciiuda pclos
itrabailiadores cuilurais y aftisias na regiab. Na maioria desics palses, as
entidadcs governmciitais responsaVeis pela area das arlcs e da cullura sao
de baixa doiaf ao orvamcnia|, rcsiiliandq nos arlista.s a'rem
que olhar para
; outros hoiidinics ^ invariavx-imente paia a Europa e a America — dc

far

in the

have worked overdme

dt«::ftat»Ihadbrys cult^is értosäriistas anno;

diiasåtnai^jcmiia s()ck(fe(ic.

pc.s.soas que devcm .ser u-atadascom prudentia, c muiio calmamen te
descjartios que (« no^sos filfevs iiunca caiam na teniacab dc prticurarem

plight of cultural workers and artists in tlie region.
In most of these countries,
governmentdepartmentsdealing with arts and
culture are inadequately funded, resulting in artists
hating to look
elsewhere
invariably Europe and America — in order to concretise
their artistic creadons. Such departments are in many cases set
up as an
after thought. In certain cases, a few arts and culture conscious individuals
as can

policy

Como

them.
It is for this and other

muitas vc/es

aua vcsdosseuslidercs

rcuniicni-.se ammlinciitcnuraadcterininadac,ipilal

emitircra Comtinitarfo.s Fitiais. A falta de empenho para urn lai nobre
pbjeclivq é Uustrada pelos eséass<is yeenrsos finaneeiros que os: e.slados ■
incmbrds tciri sc moisiradb pfcjiaradtis a aCiimclcr para a promd^o dos
para

;

programas arusticixuliurais ua regiao.
Caintimra a liaver cxcc,ssiva dependenda cm

reläeåo aos doadorcs na
mobili/,aeäo de rctursos para o litiandaiiicmo das piindjiais aclividades do
.scculr dä euliura c iiiibnnayäo cla dADC, como foi demonsuado
pcio

fracas,so do Festival de Teatro da SADC inidalmentc marcado paraOutubm
dc 1996 cm
usivsemos

Mapuur. (is rcsponsavcis por cste cvcnio prcfcriiiam que iiao

Fjitcasso; uma vez que gostariam que ilcr(xIitas.scnios
foiapemts adtado para Miufo de 1997. Mas nosconsidc.amos
que ele teiiha fracassado porque foi uma dcci.sao liiiyada pclos doadorcs
o

lettno

que 0 evento
sobre

os

cstados memhros, e näo uma dedsao soberana lomada

pclos

propiios cstados membixis cm resposta ä sua rcalidade [Hilitica. Esie c o
epitome do sindroma de dependeoda em ivlafäo aos doadorcs cm que
muitos esiados ncsia; parte do muiido sc encouuam envolvidos. Has
palavrasdc um dos repre.sen tantes dos doadorcs, “achamos a proposia dc:
pnijccto c o jjcriodo cm que cla nos I'oi apresenlada näo surieicntcmcnlc
adequadospara que aprov'äs.semoso scu finandamciiU)''. Eonantoé assim

qucquandt>QSdoadqrcs,maiOrititriameiitcoriundosdunorte.cotisidcram
os nosstis
plahbs inadcqiiados, llao linporta quäo adequados us possamos
iiiisconsiderar. elcs mrriam-setx)ndenadosaofraca.sso.
A cultura näo c apctias um pixKCsso

.

dc afirmaeäo etilairal; é lamiiém um

contribui para o desenvolvimeiito politico e ctonomieo dc
speiedadt;, c é ppr es,sa radio que näo podemos nos mänter :pässivos,

processQ que
uma

coiitinuamos

a apelar a todps as
partes inlcressadas, notneadamente aos
sraiedade civil e ao sccffir privado para que comecetn a
envotver-,se num processo que no iuuuo asscgtuxr que os nossos vtiKlrcs
cuiturais sejam ptximovidos e prcseivados por nös pix'iptios e para o
e

govenios, a

bcnclldo das: lultuas

geraeoes.Q
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An

Ill-equipped and Demoralised Army is a Liability
today, it would
easily overrun the Matabeleland province.
Disparities in pay among soldiers ofequivalent
the BDF invaded Zimbabwe

Kanye of Francistown, Botswana
(SAPEM Vol. 10. No. I,October 1996)
need not worry about Botswana invading
Zimbabwe or South Africa just because they

K

are

uni

to have a

well

ranks have led to low morale in the ZNA. There

salary scales in the ZNA. A general duty
private e^rns Z$2 500 (USS$250) while the

are two

equipped Defence Force

(BDF).

specialist private’s salary scale is Z$7 000

equipped army with high morale in
repel a large rag-tag,
ill-equipped and demoralised army. Look at
what has happened in the Great Lakes region of
Central Africa where Zaire’s 100 0(X) “strong”
A well

(USS$700)

month.
The army specialist is not a university or
college graduate. He is a soldier who undergoes
certain internal militay courses such as radio
communications, bomb disposal, repairing fire
arms e.t.c. But a fighting soldier who specialises
in para-trooping, artillery, tanks, commando e.t.c.
is not considered for the specialist salary scale.
The dividing line between a specialist and a

this age of technology can

forced to retreat by the RwandaUganda backed Tutsi rebels.

army was

At this moment in time, the Zimbabwe

National Army (ZNA) is very much like the
Zairean ill-equipped and demoralised army. If

per

general soldier is very arbitrary. All these have
contributed to the low morale among the
fighters.
Another case which has compounded the
level of morale among the ZNA members is
the misallocation of scarce resources. For

promoted 20 colonels to
brigadiers and Lt. Colonels and purchased
new 605 Peugeot cars for all high ranking
officers at a time when the average soldier is
going hungry and the army has no troop
carrying vehicles.The army is now very heavy
at the top and very expensi ve than before it was
instance, the army

reduced.

JM

Bulawayo, ZimbabweQ

Zimbabwe: Fire Local Doctors and Nurses,

Hire Expatriates
T

increments ranging from 70

H E ZANU(PF) government i n Zi mbab we

themselves hefty

has remained so indifferent to the

percent to 100 percent.
Further, the government bought 48 luxury

plight

of the

country’s civil servants.
are the lowest paid work-force
in the country, but still the government tried to
cheat them by depriving them of their 20 percent
yearly increment until 1997. When the workers
reacted, they were fired.
Ci vi I servants

What makes matters worse is that
servants

have

seen

civil

politicians awarding

Sapem December/January, 1996/97

cars

two-day solar summit, for Z$ 150
(US$ 15 million) when its servants were

for the

million

crying for a loaf of bread. This is quite serious.
When government took two months to respond
to the seven points raised by the civil servants in
August, junior doctors and nurses took to the
streets, leaving their hospital wards unattended

dying. The inconsiderate
through an acting minister of
labour, threatened to fire every striking nurse
and doctor and replace them with expatriates.
So, the government has the money to pay
expatriates, but not to pay its own people.

and

scores

of people

government,

Zondayi Chibanda
Harare, ZinibabweQ
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COVER STORY
SADC

Building a community through culture
Community (SADC) declared that it intended using culture as
one of the vehicles to build and strengthen the 12-nation grouping. A noble goal indeed, but one which
Fernando Goiigalves believes seems not to have been met by a visible commitment on the part of member

In

1994, the Southern African Development

countries.

A scene

play dramatising the fall of the Ngungunyana

a

ilh

W
care

most

of SADC member states

engulfed in deep economic crisis
and left with

scarce resources

to

for the most critical needs of their

peoples, it is perfectly expected that the
fields of arts and cull ore can not attract
attention

the

they desen'e.

To achieve its stated

goal of building the

community through culture, the
organisation lined up a number of festivals
in the various disciplines of arts and culture.
One music festival was held in September
last year, bringing together more than 300

of the region
capital, Harare.

musicians from different parts
in the

to

the Zimbabwean

Although the festival preparations were
nearly disrupted by Zimbabwean musicians
who felt that some of the best performers in
the region had been left out. there was a
general consensus that it had marked a new
beginning in the process of strengthening a
community that brings together some 100
million people.
A theatre festival had been

October this year
before the event

scheduled for

in .Maputo. But a week
due to take place,

was

Sapem December/January, 1996/97

Empire in Mozambique

participants were notified by the hosts in
Mozambique that the festival had been
postponed to March 1997, because of
inadequate funding.
This is where the weaknesses

of the

organisation, good intentions notwithstanding, lie bare for all to see. SADC cultural
events
like any other of the organisation's
activities
are heavily dependent on donor
funding. So, when the promised funds for
—

—

the theatre festival failed to

materialise, the

Mozambican government had no option, but
to

re-schedule the event.
Arts and culture officials in the

region

that there is need for a change in the
politics of financing regional cultural events.
"If member states want festivals to take place,
the funding must be guaranteed by the
governments of SADC," says Stephen
Chifunyise, permanent secretary in the
Zimbabwean ministiy of culture, sports and
recreation (See SAPEM Interview), who also

argue

maintains that SADC
events on

the

can not create

cultural

premises that partners and

donors will make them

The circumstances

happen.
surrounding the

postponement ofthe theatre festival are also

sharp reminder of SADC’s vulnerability, if
It
is believed that donors had in fact pledged
to partly finance the event, which was

a

it fails to meet the expectations of donors.

estimated

to

cost at

least US$500 000. As

hosts, the Mozambican government had
committed USS80 000 to cover the

preparations of the event.
In Mozambique’s cultural circles, the
unofficial explanation is that donors —
simply named as some Scandinavian
countries

—

decided

support after reports

to

withdraw their

surfaced alleging that

the SADC culture and information sector

(SCIS), which is coordinated by
Mozambique, had failed to account for funds
donated to the organisation for other
projects. Some observers saw the donors’
decision as an arm twisting tactic, intended
to bring home to member countries the
reality that they lack the capacity to
implement their own policies and projects
without donor money.
The head of the SCIS, Yolanda Mussa, was
fired from her post,

and legal action might
5

COVER STORY
be taken

want arts

the

permanent feature of the

against her for failing to account for
missing funds. This, Mozambican officials
argue, should have been seen by the donors
as a clear
example of the government's
commitment to ensure that public funds,
including those from donors, are put to
proper use. In their view therefore, the funds
for the festival should have been made

available.

and cultural festivals

to

become

a

organisation’s
activities, then they must take on the
responsibility of funding them, even if this
means
reducing the frequency and sizes of
the festivals.

This also raises another fundamental

problem. The festivals have often been seen
initiated by governments, and not
by the
artists themselves. The business
community,
another key player in the process of
building
a
community, has also been reluctant to
finance such activities because
they do not
guarantee profit. It is a dilemma, says
Chifunyise. “First, you want the festivals to
bring the people of S.\DC together, (but)
you can not ask a private enterprise to achieve
those goals, because theirs
as

But the donors insist their decision

was

purely based

on technical considerations.
“The .Nordic countries arc committed to

support the festival," says O. B. Harx'old. first
secretary at the Norwegian embassy in

.Maputo. "The problem is that the project
proposal was not good enough, and it was
presented to us within short notice.”

would be commercial".

One way

of easing the

situation would be that in
the initial stage

lenient

and

show

greater

allowing the free movement
of their respective nationals within
regional
borders. However, as evidenced
during the
music festival, free border

movement

is

not

yet seen as a key component in the process of
building SADC. According to the festival’s
organising committee, artists who attended
the Harare music festival were harassed at
borders, while others were detained by

immigration authorities sometimes for
periods of up to 24 hours.
The festival’s intended
spirit of
togetherness and cooperation was not upheld
by the artists themselves, some of whom only
saw it as a
competition, an opportunity to
prove their superiority over others, and not
a
platform for them to exchange ideas and
establish links for future collaboration,

including co-productions. In Zimbabwe itself,
were artists who were
unhappy that
some of their
colleagues were responsible
for running the festival, admits
Chifunyise,
citing as an example, what he considered
unfounded accusations of misappropriation
of funds and
complaints by some local artists
that they had
unfairly been excluded from

events

sector

are

viable.

that the

popular and

This

would

contribute to attracting the

involvementof the business
sector,

thus going a long

way to establish a dynamic
and viable arts and culture

industry in the region.
It is not only money that
has
hampered
the
development of a strong
A solid foundation comes from the tender age
regional cultural industry;
The postponement of the festival dealt a
narrow nationalism
politics and petty
heavy blow to the performing arts fraternity Jealousies among artists themselves have also
in the region, as most countries had
by then played their role. For example, although the
air travels.

be

of the

business

finalised all arrangements such as

states

commitment in

festivals, governments of
the region must assume the

responsibility to organise
them and prove to the

Most

region it is held," he maintains.
Strengthening a community through
cultural exchanges require that member

music festival in Zimbabwe

was

other countries in the

hailed

as a

there

the

event

because of poor

selection

procedures.
It would appear

that the main problem

facing SADC is

a lack of a solid policy
framework for the development of arts and

culture, as shown by the low priority given by
the

organisation in funding its information
sector. The
danger is that, in the
absence of such a policy framework and the
inadequacy of funds resulting from individual
governmental budgetary constraints, SADC
can never be in a
position to take cultural
initiatives without compromising their
and culture

critically, it also put into question
Mozambique’s capacity to head the SADC
culture and information sector, particularly

success,

insisted that the festival should not be
restricted to one place, and that every country

the

in view of the fact that the secretariat

should be

and culture

a

responsibility of governments. These must
play the role of facilitators, where their
intervention is necessary, but most
importantly, there is a great need for the
arusts themselves to
begin creating linkages
between and among themselves, while the
business community must become involved
in the process of
sponsoring such activities
with the hope that in the
long term, these can
be transformed into
profitable ventures
capable of attracting the interest of the
business community.Q

was

being investigatedforalleged misuse of funds.
In fact, some of the cooperating
partners
had expressed their unwillingness to commit
funds for an event that was being organised
by a team under investigation. Some arts and
cultural officials in the region even wondered
if the hosting of the event
by Mozambique
would not scare away potential donors.
This was a bad beginning, as it casts serious
doubts

whether donors will in future
fund other SADC cultural activities. However,
as to

Chifunyisebelievesthatif SADC gove rn men ts
6

region have

given an opportunity to host it on
rotational basis. This is a very
complex and

sensitive issue, as it

brings up the whole
question of sovereignty and equal treatment
of member states,
regardless of the capacity
of the individual states in
hosting an
event.

However, Chifunyise believes that
countries should

not

be embroiled in that

level controversy, as

issues of capacity and
availability of resources to run a festival must
take

precedence. “A SADC festival remains a
regardless of where within the

SADC festival

essence

both in

content

and format

to

suit

specific interests of individual donors.
Certainly, the development of arts
can

Sapem

not

be left

to

the sole
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Crazy rhumba fans
Zambian music has been

relegated to the background of entertainment because of Zairean
rhumba, writes Dave Chibesa

F

spasmodic waist
movements to a rhythmic rhumba beat
signalled the pace of the dance floor.

AST, up-and down,

Then

protests

a

horde of fans released a hail of

in

a

cigarette smoke-filled Lusaka

high density township hall which was in fact
a backyard of a large bar room.
The unified rowdy anti-climax cut through
the change-over lapse between the previous
high-strung rhumba tune and the latest.
The man at the discotheque machine
controls had tried a radical musical

musician who

can

play specific Western

instruments like a violin while Zaireans appear

of musical instruments apart from the
guitar.

exploits and went abroad to tiy their luck.
This has meant mimicking another
civilisation's music and hoping that in the
process, creative efforts would pay off.
In some respects, it has been worth the

array

On the latter instrument, Zaireans have

displayed an exclusive versatility and creativity
in its adaptation to their local music. They
have succeeded in blending local rhythms
with western sounds and producing a fusion

been

Aurlus Mabele of Loketo band: a
name

popular

in Zambia

level of obsession local music has never

she was

settling down to something to call her own
after independence which was a blend of
local ballads and western pop, hard rock and
folk music.

began a string of inspirational
composers harping on local themes much to
the delight of Zambian music listeners
struggling to wriggle out of a cultural
colonialist closet entrenched by the British.
In fact, opinion prevails that the British
were so mean about imparting knowledge
that today, the effect of that legacy is manifest
in the observation that one cannot easily buy
a guitar in Cairo Road whereas the Frenchspeaking Zaireans had afield day in mastering
the tenets of music given the little help they
got from their former colonial master.
The void in the mastei7 context is so
apparent that it is difficult to find a Zambian
Thus
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futility.

"The British

musical enthusiasts at

of cultural transmutation, just when

trek in

took root.

Zambian

attained. Zambia has been caught in a matrix

a

country and as a result, many are left to their
own devices. Thus inferior levels of mastery

a

the^expense of local
compositions. This music's rhythm and
melody has become Incomparable to no
other type into most Zambians.
The development exhibited an astounding

Larry .Malunga are some of the

Overall, there appear to be no clear
orientation procedure for musicians in the

commonplace feature of entertainment on
the Zambian circuit. Why? Rhumba music
has become second nature to

problematic dragnet of the

contemporaiy artistes who have gone abroad
to make a living out of music and it has not

conformist lot and the expert popularly
known as the disc jockey (DJ) obliged.

is

these Zambian musicians have

as

eluded the
Mwale and

shift with

here

effort

entertainmentbusiness. Ricky Llilonga, Anna

The revellers refused to be herded into a

invoked

those who

have a thorough background in an assorted

to

music.

scenario

are

have abandoned their traditional musical

something between western pop and folk

The

abyss of mediocrity. The few that have

the

shown flashes of brilliance

universally applauded as a popular
melody signifying unique autonomy.
that is

Whether one likes r humba music or not, it

the band leader who distributes to fellow
band members.

Competition has set in, however, with the
mushrooming of night clubs that thrive on

discotheques. It would not be far-fetched to
conclude that the exposure syndrome has
further relegated the Zambian musicians into

consen’ative in their

teaching appraoch. They are responsible for
the musical mediocrity found here. Zaire
formerly known as the Belgian Congo seems
to have been exposed to a wide range of
musical instruments whereas in Zambia it

on

common

three

■Mantembe,
music

for

band

rely only
guitars,” lamented Kenny

•has become

a

a

to

resident of Lusaka who follows

closely.

While local

is difficult not to marvel at the level of creativity

displayed by the Zaireans over the years unlike
their Zambian counterparts who seem to lag
behind the musical progression trail — a
sluggish journey compounded by economic
problems.
A day in the life of an average musician
reveals that he belongs to a band that lives en
masse in one of the townships and is hired
out playing usually at a bar for a living wage at
the end of the month. A lump sum is given to

were

popular music known as

Kalindula naturally carries locally understood

lyrics, Zambian music could be comparable
rhumba in

to

some

respects, albeit on a

as local music
instrumental limitation.

technicality,

has a problem of

theSerenje Kalindula Band which
thought was a set of talented musicians
who could go far ifgiven the right instruments
as their lyrical style was typically Zambian
and were not a replica of a foreign band.
Musicians have to struggle to make ends
meet and when they do finally find a place to
harmonise body and soul, they have to
contend with poor quality instruments that
He cited

he

are even

difficult to find.

Visualise

a

rubber band tied to

a

microphone stand while the cymbal on the
7
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enough rhumba tapes on the streets to
adequately supply neighbouring countries.
are

Lusaka for instance has become the hotbed

of pirated

rhumba music in

recent

times.

This

development also affected American
and European music to a
large extent. The
result was that local musicians started off
by
emulating music from those places. The
paradox can be explained on discovery that
evolvement of Zamrock
traces

as

local beat carried

of American and

European rhythms.
analyst would easily recall the
Beatles, Rolling Stones, Grand Funk Railroad,
Santana, The Deep Purple as foreign bands
An average

that local lads mimicked and hell broke loose
at one

time when there was a band called the

Lusaka Beatles.

Countless Zambians

are

in

a

similar

dilemma but the

only logicaljustification for
this musical passion could be that Zaire has
had deep-rooted social interaction with
“Loketo” and his
drum is

out

Zambians for centuries since historical ‘tribal ’

dancing girls soaking it out
and the

freewheeling

mechanism does not function because it now

a spell in a foreign land felt that there had
been “a vacuum” on the Zambian musical

has

market.

a

worn

piece of wire firmly fixing it in

strong

place.

“There has been

But the

a vacuum on

the local

key question inspite of the poor
quality instruments factor, is why Zambians

penetrate. Another reason is that Zaire has

like rhumba much

had

more

than their

own

music. Judith
She
to

Sibande does not like rhumba.
admitted that she is passionately averse

it. “But I think Zambians

seem to

like

market and this allowed rhumba music

a

tremendous influence

on our

to

tribal

history especially for the people on the
Copperbelt Province. The rhumba craze
started from there and then reached the

rhumba because of the erotic

Midlands,” he recalled.

understand?” she asked.

The emergence of roving discotheques,
specialising in rhumba music started the
importation of rhumba records from
Lubumbashi, the closest border town through
the Gopperbelt towns to the midlands. And
following the promotion of rhumba music in
the country, scores of Zairean artistes led by
the late Grandmaster himself, N'dju Pene
Lumbo Makiadi, popularly known as Franco

dancing that
accompanies it. This also drives one to think
about moral degradation...” she trailed off.
“Besides, the lyrics are not discernible.
How do you like something you don’t
But General Secretary ofthe Zambia Union
of Musicians

(ZUM) Maureen Lilandacame

to the defence of the hapless local musicians
by lambasting authorities on high import
duties slapped on musical instruments.

She said

even

individual musicians who

had gone abroad faced problems on return
if they bring any instruments.
On competence, Maureen said; “I
that local talent is just not exposed
most

artistes have

albums due

to

not

consoled the local

while

released any new

lack of money.

chance, Zambian music

think

can

Given the

do better,” she

fraternity.

However, veteran musician Brian Chengala
whose musical

exploits took him to Kenya in

the 1970s with the

now

disbanded .Mosi-oai-

Tunya ensemble the first outfit to make it for
8

traces appear ovenvhelm
ing in terms of crossborder co-existence.

This ‘cross-cultural

pollination’ has fused
musically.
The neophyte generation has had its share
of this poser. It can hardly retrace the
Kalindula origins as it is so engrossed in a
growing maze of reggae inspired musical regeneration. It seems to be one that has lost
the way to its roots, but perhaps consoled
by
the observation that acceptance of any idea is
at first
subjected to so much resistance.
In the post-independence
period, a band
called the Lusaka Radio Band was encouraged
to
play what was regarded as authentic music
or
indigenous and was given an average of
the

two

one

hour

known
their

nations

on

radio. The band later became

the

Big Gold Six Band following
sponsorship by the cigarette
a

manufacturers of the time.
The

experiment gradually faded

as

the

in the music circles, started their musical

government tried an authoritarian 90 minutes

crusade

Zambian music

across

Today,

Southern Africa.

on average

musicians,

some

Southern

African

10 top Zairean

based in Paris, tour the

region every year
intensifying their frequent musical
promotion. The void was also filled up as a
result of vigorous marketing by the Zaireans
who Ras Chengala said had gone to great
lengths to push their music worldwide.
This observation was given credence by a
myriad of cassette tapes on sale at open air
market stalls in the city. In fact, one would
not

be far off the mark to conclude that there

ruling on radio during the
Second Republic. There appeared to be subtle
resistance
keen

to

to

this

still suck

policy

to

as presenters were
their choices.

Today, the global village communication
has given more leeway to a diverse
taste of music
pouring in to the country known
as the
“youth” rap.
Perhaps, it is only a section of rhumba
enthusiasts jamming the airwaves too
menacingly and loudly now,butihe21st cenmiy
has still to unfold its secrets because
‘every dog
has his day’ as the English postulate goes.Q
concept
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Rhythms of yesteryear
kwasa culturally relevant to Zimbabwe? Charles Pfukwa argues that the
drop from the sky, but was spread by guerillas during the war of liberation as
part of a new political and cultural awareness

Is contemporary kwasa

music did not just

M

cultural experience and
the instruments that produce it, are

USIC is

a

of the culture, as well as the
lyrics. It is in this vein that I
explore rhumba rythms of today that have
grown out of yesteryear.
part

dance and the

one listens to Kanda Bongo
Pepe Kalle, it is fascinating to see

Whenever
Man and

how social

prejudice has done so much to

obscure the richness of African music.

Kwasa

they have popularised for
example, is a result of decades of hard work

kwasa, the beat

in East Africa and Zaire. These contemporary
artistes are beneficiaries of a past generation

Super Mazembe, D07
Shiratijazz, Daniel Kamau and Kawere Boys,
to name a few. What is most disturbing now
is that very few people acknowledge this.
Likewise, Zimbabweans are excited about
of musicians like

their

own

This scenario

changed

as

the liberation

to a

cultural awareness
in the form of music. This music had a strong
African tradition and came from the north in

and put more

the Zimbabweans especially the rural
population. They had been exposed to
rhumba rhythms coming from Kenya and
Zaire sung mostly in Swahili, Luo, Kasai and
other East African Languages.
be

Zimbabwe’s ZANLA forces in East Africa as

a new

were already free and were
expressing their new found independence.
The liberation forces trained particularly

countries which

in Tanzania infused a new interest in

rhumba

among

The Zairean music

was

older and

can

they were being trained in Morogoro,
Nachingwea and Mgagao. Still many more
danced to the music in the townships and

nightclubsofDares Salaam, Arusha, Dodoma
and on the ships that ferried them to and

call sungura

from

artistes

like Thomas

70s, rhumba in Zimbabwe

championed by the OK Success and the
Harare Mambo Band. Their rhythms were
heavily influenced by Zairean music. But
then, it was seen as music for the lower
classes. Most of the population especially
the younger generation, preferred pop and

was

rock music.

Western music was synonymous

with

sophistication. This was cultural self denial.
Local music was consequently stifled and
kept in the rural areas or it was never recorded
or
played extensively over the electronic
media.

Granted the colonial ruler had a

suppression of local music, the
suppressed were also equally responsible.

hand in
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areas

were

excellent dancers.

Music

Mapfumo consolidatec
Chimurenga music

Thomas

The late Manu Kambani and

Jethro Shasha and other Zimbabwean
musicians, played heavy rock of the Jimi
Hendrix type. Deep Purple or the soft soul of
Percy Sledge and Otis Redding.

ZANLA forces

operated from in
in the
.Makoni detachment had several singles by
this band. One of the band's greatest hits was
"Simon Agira” (1978) and another was
“Monica Akech”. “Simon Agira” which was
nicknamed “Changunda” always sent the
Chimbwidos into a frenzy as they danced
endlessly to it. .Most of the liberation forces
the

Zimbabwe. For example, every section

.Mapfumo have done a lot to develop local
music and give it an identity, chiinurenga. So
has Simon Chimbetu and other champions
of the sungura beat.
In the 60s and

.Mozambique.

D07 Shiratijazz was extremely popular in

Matshikiza and Abdulla Ibrahim.
Zimbabwean

suitable

townships of Nairobi, Mombasa and
Dar-es-Salaam. They dropped the saxophone

for the

emphasis on the guitar. They
brought in Swahili and Luo lyrics.
Outstanding among these East African
artistes are, D. O. Misiani of D. 0. Shiratijazz,
Dick Cheplin Otula of the Kawere Boys and
George Ramogi of C. K. Dumbe Dumbe and
Sami juma ofOrchestra Manga Kings. Other
bands which existed during this productive
era were Super Mazembe and Orchestra les
Wanyika. It is the music of these artistes
which had profound influence on
Mozambique's guerillas in Frelimo and later,

but also ushered in

home brewed version of rhumba

some

fast pulsating beat that was more

gained momentum in the late 70s. The
guerillas not only brought about political
awareness as they swept across the countryside,

war

and fail to
acknowledge its origins. It would be criminal
for the South African Ray Phiri, not to accept
the influence of Kippie Moeketsi, Pat

which

East Africans modified the heavy slow rhythms

traced

back

to

the

sixties.

It

had

characteristically heavy, slow rhythms and
largely for the mature listener. It was
suitable for the nightclubs especially in the

was

of society and the
saxophone and other wind instruments were
used to compliment the guitars. This gave it
a closer relationship with jazz. The vocals
were generally soft and low key.
Due to cultural exchanges and proximity
more

affluent segments

with the Eastern seaboard, Zairean music
found its way

into Kenya and Tanzania. The

was a

form of relaxation from the

tensions and horrors of

war

and had

a

therapeutic effect as it entranced both the
fighter and peasant. “Changunda” sent
people into a frenzy of ecstasy as it played on
their little battery powered radiograms with
poor sound quality.
Another outstanding group that captured
the souls of many was the Tanzanian Ochestra
Manga Kings. They hit the music scene with
a seven single “Seline Achieng”, written by S
Juma and produced on the Lake Victoria
Label. Itwasawell arranged piece that marked
a bridge between the slower Kasai rhythms
and the fast scintillating beat characteristic
of D07 Shirati. It had brilliant guitar work
9
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that blended well with

percussion and the

and this included the music they had
brought with them. Sales of rhumba music

are

vocals. “Seline Achieng” had a wide variety of
instruments with several

declined since rhumba

East African Bands have also influenced
Zimbabwean musicians in.naming their

merged into each other

movements

to

give it

touch. One distinct feature

lead

that

was

a unique
the use of

guitars and

a heat'y bass guitar.
Another variation from the norm was the
two

several

varying movements such that the
always discovered something new
everytime the song was played. “Seline
Achieng ”was given the nickname “KuDande”
by some guerillas of Kore Kore origin out of
afewnoteson the lead guitar which resembled
listener

the words “kuDande uko.”

refined and

This song was

complex than the
more
popular work of D07 Shirati Jazz.
The music of Super Mazembe in many
wayswentbeyondD07Shirati and Orchestra
Manga Kings. Super .Mazembe, Swahili for
Earthmover, had one outstanding single
Kasongofrom the self-titled album. Kasongo
was
agreat song, but it never
appealed to the masses in
the countryside. “Kasongo”
had heavy slow rhythms that
more

were more

mature
to

more

suitable for the

listener. Itwas closer

the heavier Kasai

tunes

of

Zaire than those of East
Africa.

It had

an

echo of

jazz, but fell short because it
did

not

upon

low social

The

was

associated with

a

singles gathered
shops and it no longer
became profitable to press the records.
Secondly, there was fierce competition from
other imported music mosdy m baqanga from
South Africa, reggae from Europe and the
West Indies and disco music. Bob Marley the
Rastafarian and reggae ambassador rose to
prominence when he appeared live on stage
in Rufaro in 1980
during Zimbabwe’s first
independence celebrations. There was a
reggae revival that took the nation by storm.
status.

seven

dust in the music

is

a

turned into Shona. The rest of the
song
thin disguise of the Kawere

Boys’ tune.

bands.

For

example, there is Orchestra
Kings. This is a direct borrowing
from the Orchestra .Manga
Kings or C K
Dumbe Dumbe. The
appendage jazz has
been borrowed from the great East African
groups like D07 Shirati Jazz or Mori River
Jazz. In East Africa, “Jazz” meant any band
and this trend has found its
way into
Dendera

Zimbabwe.
Kwasa kwasa is

has grown so

contemporary rhumba that

popular because

most

Hitherto unknown reggae groups came onto
the scene. .Music from abroad also had an

contemporary rhumba artistes migrated to

edge

over rhumba in that it had a higher
sound quality and was recorded in studios

Since ‘most’ Africans

vdth high tech equipment which A CKochomo
and company in Nairobi could not afford,

Kanda

Paris where they made a name for themselves.

anything from Europe
must

are

Eurocentric,

must be

good, so
Bongoman, Pepe Kalle and company

be

good. The sad irony is that the
rhumba giants of Paris, grew up
in the Zairean stable ageneration
ago. In Zimbabwe, we have had
this music in

years yetwe

backyard for
ignored itbecause we
our

shunned its courier, the comrade.
Kwasa kwasa is also

for live performance.

designed

It has never

made any significant impression
on those who have never seen the

have the horns.

music being played live on stage.
Mazembe’s
Super
In kwasa kwasa, it is not so much
“Kasongo” had a far
of the choreographic skills that
reaching influence on the
matter, but the erotic dance that
guerillas especially those
is closely akin to Egyptian belly
trained in Tanzania. They
dancing where old impotent men
John Chibadura & the Tembo Brothers: Grassroots entertainers
improvised box guitars and
sit and drool over imaginary
played this song among many others in the
Thirdly, it was sheer economics. Rhumba fantasies. In contrast, traditional rhumba of
evenings to entertain themselves. During was extremely popular in the rural areas and East Africa demanded formidable
the ceasefire of 1980, they marched with
in the townships populated
by poor people. choreographic skills and extremely nimble
these guitars into the assembly camps and
The poor could not afford to buy the music
feet. Many guerillas danced to the music
continued to play “Kasongo.” The guerillas
they liked. Generally in Zimbabwe, those with great dexterity and fancy footwork that
from Foxtrot in particular, modified the song,
who had the money to spare had other tastes
would turn many current belly dancers of
leaving out the complicated parts and and influenced by social status. They were into kwasa kwasa green with envy.
using Shona lyrics, turned it into eulogy for reggae and disco and other “imports” from
One new feature of kwasa kwasa is that it
the late Herbert Chitepo one of Zimbabwe’s
the “developed” countries.
is popular among the wealthy and nouveauprominent nationalist leaders. They then
Despite its decline, rhumba continued to riche.They can afford to buy the collections
called themselves Kasongo Band.
influence Zimbabwean music until its
in their various forms ranging from audio
The decline of East African version of
resurgence as kwasa kwasa a few years ago.
tapes when they are driving, compact discs
rhumba in the 80s is a sad tale indeed. There
Zimbabwe successfully developed popular
for heavy PAs and vinyl albums for their
are several
explanations. Firstly, after the groups like the Deverangwena Jazz Band record players.
euphoria of independence in 1980, comrade which blatantly copied Kawere Boys “William
In other words, kwasa kwasa did not
just
the popular word for guerillas became a social
Ogembo No 3.” The first part of fall from the sky, but it grew out of Zaire
pariah. The comrades were increasingly seen Deverangwena’s record “Second Hand” for some 30 years ago. We choose to ignore this
as social misfits who needed rehabilitation. As
example is exactly the same as "William point, but I believe we have to give Zaireans
a result,
anything, to do with them was frowned Ogembo No 3” except that the Swahili lyrics credit for this aesthetically satisfying music.Q
10
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Zimbabwe’s

Big Time

Film-making in Southern Africa has not been an easy task. But one film-maker in Zimbabwe is
into the biggest ofhis time, reports Shingai Nyoka

T

HERE IS

a

bank born almost evci'y

month in Zimbabwe,

a

trend which

might suggest a healthy spirit of
entrepreneurship. But while tens of
are lost in money clubs
exercises and other money spinning

thousands of dollars

schemes, very

few business people have cast

their eyes onto the
in the silver screen

possibilities of investing
industi7.

latest film by Moonligh t
by renowned
Olley Maruma, while telling

The Big Time, the

Productions
Zimbabwean

age

directed

old tale of love and money in the glitzy
advertising and modelling, is far

world of

removed from the real life ordeal that most

undergo in order to turn their
scripts into visual actuality.
Nevertheless, Olley Maruma, who is also
film makers

producing and acting in the film,is optimistic about the future films in Zimbabwe, her-

aiding his film, as the beginning of an era.
“I maintain that if you want to make a
successful film you have to step on some
toes, a good film is bound to excite and
upset.I am making this film exactly the way I
wan t to, nobody is breathing down my neck,"
he says.
The sponsors of The Big Time, a
Zimbabwean family trust who wish to remain

have given Olley Maruma
complete creative control, a rare situation in
a climate where donors usually attach “don ’ t
upset this group” conditions to their funds.
The only compromises he has made, were
brought about by inefficient staff who have
anonymous,

since been fired and other time restraints
which resulted in the

canning of two shots.
The
Big Time was initially a co-production with
the state-run Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Corporation (ZBC), with additional funding
Conceived of almost two years ago.

A

scene

from The

Big Time

food and toiletries

“I almost had a nervous break down, ” recalls

manufacturing company, in a product
placement scheme where Lever Brother’s
products would be used in the film.
After four months of negotiations, Lever
Brothers pulled out its funding which was
going to cover 20 per cent ofthe costs because
it objected to the nudity in the film.

Olley Maruma.
“But then 1 began networking again among
Black people I knew.”

from Lever Brothers,

a
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The

initial

US$220 000 and
lab

costs

will be

distributed.

cost
an

of the movie

was

additional USS.^O 000 in

met only when the movie is
According to Olley .Maruma,

USS300 000 is

fairly high budget for a
incorporates high
production values of international standards.
Focusing on the dy namics and complexities
of life, the film is about the struggle between
youth, love, money and sugar daddyisms in a
world where “money and status are
evert'ihing."
a

Zimbabwean film and

II
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Former Miss Zimbabwe 1993, Karen

Stally

modelling career as a launching pad to the
world of show business. Flanked by her long
time botfriend and
sugar

a

self-made millionaire

daddy, played by Maruma, she must

choose

one

of them.

Despite its success "The Big Time" has hit
a

reasons and countless others have
been in and out because of contract

mobile cinemas.

disagreements.
When, Olley Marumaras asked about this,
he said that no-one had resigned from set.
He added that filming was continuing and
the crew was meeting to plan the last week of
shooting.

Savings Bank, were designed to show
“Africans the European way of life,” where

personal

leads the cast as ayoung woman who uses her

few snags.

In the last decade

Approaching the end ofshooting, the film
became

set

a

series of “how

not

to’s” for

would be financiers

trying to navigate
through unchatered waters of Film Finding.
According to one crew member who
resigned from the set, the anonymous donors
did not have a sufficient understanding of
film-making and this had made production

descended

so,

Zimbabwe has

Zimbabwe. Almost 30 films

on

made in the space of seven years or so
and local entrepreneurs opened theirwallets

were

difficult.
The source revealed that while the donors

spending millions of dollars in sponsorship.
These sponsors were reportedly stung
because they never got a cent back. Although
they have somewhat warmed up towards
subsequent local productions such as A'eria
and Jit, there is still that prejudice.
Even so, the archive of pre-Zimbabwean
cinema has never been anything to boast
about. In the days when British paternalism

had

pledged complete support for the
project, the manner in which they were
nursing their pledged funds had made
production difficult and caused ill-feelings
amongst cast and crew.
Extras were not being paid on time and
one of the location
managers was having
problems with bookings because the donors
wanted to see reports before funds were

deemed mainstream movies unsuitable for
what

released.
Two

or

produced only a handful of feature films, a
phenomenon which has been attributed, in
part to mistrust betw'een private entrepreneurship and the local film makers.
The relationship turned sour during the
roaring eighties when a flock of film makers

crew

they perceived as naive African minds,
development and propaganda genres graced

members walked off the set, for

Films with titles such

Mr Mataka

as

as

The Post Office

the bread winner and head of

the Mataka

family would make deposits into
savings account, so that further down the
track, he could acquire “sensible" material
possessions for the well-being of his family.
This year the Zimbabwean government
commercialised its film laboratory, meaning
that there should be more money available
to upgrade the studio and
production
services. This is a step which will hopefully
bring Zimbabwean cinema nearer to the
his

level of its West African counterparts.
To understand the potential that lies ahead
for the

private sector,

the Mecca of

one must

look west at

film-makers, the USA, whose

entertainment

industry makes up 10 per
national product.
In addition to challenges to the private
industrv' to take up with film, there has to be
an
understanding that privatisation by itself

cent

of the country’s gross

is not a determinant in the

success

of the film

industry, and that there are three
unchangeable requirements for a good
movie, as laid down by Hollywood. These are
“a good script, a good script and a good

script.'D
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

Apartheid: Dead
and
Buried
dubbed
of the most liberal Constitutions in the world,

With the signing into law ofthe new Constitution
South Africa enters a new era in its newly

as one

found statehood. But Tendai Dumbutshena says no matter how
beautiful the Constitution may be, endemic poverty will still remain a threat.

Tuesday December 10,1996 in

n

o

Sharpeville, some 50 kilometres
southwest of Johannesburg,
President Nelson Mandela cheered by 30
000 Blacks, signed the new Constitution of
South Africa.
The

countr)’’s leading daily newspaper,
Star, proclaimed, "Into the dustbin

goes

apartheid” to emphasize the historic

The

importance of the occasion.
Observers were quick to note the irony
and symbolism of the venue.
It was in Sharpeville on March 21, 1960
where 69 Blacks were massacred for

protesting against pass laws.
That brutal act

sowed the seeds of

apartheid’s destruction. It set the liberation
movements, the ANC and PAC, irrevocably
on the path to armed struggle.
South Africa became a pariah nation
whose increasing isolation led to crippling
economic sanctions and a psychologically
debilitating exclusion from political, cultural
and sports international fora.
Mandela signed the Constitution

on

of CODESA (Conference for a
negotiate a
new dispensation from the aslies of apartheid.
Although an all encompassing

entrusted to the Constitutional Assembly,

the acronym

was

Democratic South Africa), to

the two houses of Parliament,

representativity was the underlying principle
of CODESA, it was clear from the onset

that

major protagonists — the
Party.
As long as these two parties remained at
the negotiation table talks could and did
suiwive the qualified support or withdrawal
of other parties.
A major breakthrough happened in 1993
when an interim Constitution was adopted
without the support of the Inkatha Freedom

there

purpose.

Again this process went ahead despite the
boycott of the IFP.
As a carrot to induce the IFP to

take part in

the 1994 elections, Mandela

agreed to

were two

AXC and the National

Party.
Constitutional basis for the
1994 elections which swept the ANC to power.
It formed the

More importantly, the interim
to

Constitution

immutable 34 clauses which
be included in the final document.

enshrined
had

House of
Assembly and Senate sitting jointly for this

as

The task of crafting

the new Constitution

international mediation to resolve two issues
close to its

However, after securing victory, and in a
typical Machiavellic fashion, the ANC ignored
that agreement and proceeded with the NP
to

draft

a new

described it

now

Most of its features

the

A justiciable Bill of
Rights,
a
clear
separation of the

end

of
the
legislature, executive
and judiciary, the
independence of the
judiciary and full
accountability
of
government through
national and provincial
legislatures are among
powers

there in 1902 that a peace treaty

ending the Anglo-Boer War was

signed.

paved the way for a series of
Constitutional developments which laid a
The treaty

solid foundation for the ascension to power

by the National Party in 1948.
It

was

here after decades of struggle

that

its features.

white supremacy was finally buried when
Mandela signed the Constitution and

It goes

Court comprising 11
judges has final decision

South Africa.”

on

signing of the Constitution was a
culmination of a negotiation process that
began in 1990, soon after the release of
The
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whether

a matter

Constitutional.
Parliament passes a
violates

which

Mandela.

parties and interest
groups gathered for talks convened under

further than

this. The Constitutional

opened a plaque which read: "In memory of
those who gave their lives for a free and just

A plethora of political

liberal
with

written Constitutions.

Sharpeville is a township in the
Afrikaner conservative town of Vereeniging.
was

to

democracies

there.

It

“the most advanced in the

are common

in wheelchairs.

irony and symbolism did not

as

world.”

where the massacre topk place in a
made more poignant by the
presence of 22 survivors of the massacre,
of them

of the most

enlightened Constitutions in terms of
entrenching civil liberties and checks and
balances. Days after Mandela signed the
Constitution into law, Cyril Ramaphosa, who
Chaired of the Constituent Assembly,

spot

The

Constitution.

Yet few doubt that it is one

ceremonv

some

heart—Federalism and the status

of the Zulu Monarch.

Architects of the new South African

Constitution, Roelf

Meyer (National Party) and Cyril Ramaphosa

(ANC)

fundamental

is
If

law
a

pillar of

the Constitution, the
13
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will

court

nullify it.

A ruling

Commissions for Human

new state.

party cannot use its control of the

Rights,

Gender Equality,

Promotion of the Rights of
Religious, and linguistic

nadonal bicameral legislature to alter clauses

Cultural,

entrenched to guarantee

communities have Constitutional rights

democracy,
accountability, human rights and good and
transparent government.
Mandela

captured the importance of this
aspects of the Constitution when he said in
Sharpeville; “Out of the many Sharpevilles
which haunt our history was born the
unshakable determination that respect for
human life, liberty, and well being must be
enshrined as rights beyond the power of
any
force

to

diminish.”

The Bill of

that
prohibit any organ of government from
interfering with their functioning,
impartiality, and independence.
The Human Rights Commission has the
widest mandate to promote and
protect
human rights.
Government departments and other state
organs are Constitutionally required to supply
annual reports to the Commission to inform
it on work done towards the realization of the

rights concerning housing, health care, food,
social security, education and the

Rights is comprehensive, and

formerly known

as

Benny Alexander, Is of

the view that the Constitution does not
address the needs of the masses and is
intended

to

bolster

a

stronger elite.

He adds: “Clauses like the
property clause
and other socio-economic clauses are

doing
elite

nothing

more than building up a new
rather than
empowering

people.”

South Africa has

problems
despite its status of the most developed
economy in Africa. Unemployment among
Blacks is estimated

enormous

between 30

as

to

40

percent. The

housing crisis is worse than the
poorer regional neighbours, with millions
living in shacks.

water,

environment.
There were objections to the first
Constitution presented to the Constitutional

Court. The objections
of minority

reflected the interests

parties.

The IFP wanted

more areas

of exclusive

provincial legislative competence and the
recognition of the Zulu king as a
Constitutional Monarch.
Another

aggrieved party were traditional
strongly felt that their power

leaders who
and

status

had been diminished.

The Constitution does

go beyond
saying that provincial Constitutions “can
provide for tire institution, role, authority,
Nelson Mandela:

and

Sharpeville revisited to

the

grounds of sexual orientation, and the
inviolability of citizenship.
In both nadonal and provincial elections,
national

common voters

preferred to

role has been

to

a

guarantee

.5 year terms.
The Senate, the

previous upper House of
replaced by a national
council of provinces in which all 9
provinces
will have 10 delegates each. This is to facilitate
provincial participation in law-making at
at

the

A number of institutions have been set
up

14

nature

of the

water,

as

last for

highest national

underpin the democratic

but

co-author of the

document,

was

undeniably
democradc and will in the view of Ramaphosa,

legislative body.
to

process

While the Constitution is

national level and to ensure that their interests
catered for

Party was concerned with
employers not getting the right to lock out
striking workers. This was not granted.
The XP made noises about
clarity on
provincial powers and the lock-out clause

This falls for short of IFP demands for fullbloodied federalism.

Parliament, has been

are

traditional monarch where

essentially happy with it.
The Constitution is essentially a
unitary
one with
provincial characteristics. There
are no substantive areas of exclusive
provincial
legislative competence.
They have exclusive powers on matters
such as abattoirs, liquor licenses,
provincial
museums, libraries, and sports amenities.

single member constituency
proportional
representadon in the legislatures.
Both the national President and
provincial
Premieres are elected by their
respective
legislatures and can sene a maximum of two
system

a

The Democratic

right

to abortion, the
unlawfulness of discrimination on the

a

of

applicable.”

bury apartheid
includes

status

not

|

generations, it has its critics.
Those mainly on the left of the
political
spectrum, believe that it essentially sen'es the
interests of capital and a white elite which has
co-opted a few Blacks.
Former PAC secretary-general, Khoisan X,

Buthelezi boycotted the Constitution - making

Access to basic services such as health care,

and electricity is limited among Blacks.
The government faces a mammoth task of

improving the quality of education in
formerly Black learning institutions.
In common with its
neighbours, poverty in
rural

areas

is rife.

Crime is

pervasive with rates of murder,
hijacking and armed robberies
the highest in the world.
It is on the ability of the government to
rape, vehicle

address these issues that the Consdtution will
be

ultimately judged.
If real

progress is made the new
Constitution will have real meaning and
relevance

to

all the

people.

In the absence of such
progress, the
document will be seen as serving the interest
of a

propertied elite with

lives of ordinary

no

bearing on the

people.Q
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A controversial
After the 1996 Zambian

victory

general elections, UNlP’s self-imposed polidcal sabbatical could make it
resurrect, writes Dennis Knpata.

difficult for the party to

T

HE POLITICAL climate

Additionally, if one is to consider an annual

in Zambia

which had heated up before
November 18 general elections

the

3

population growth and that those

percent

1991 became
eligible to vote in 1996, the number of potential
cooled down and it is now back to business for
voters in the country would be somewhere in
President Frederick Chiluba and his
the region of 3.4 million, which means the
Movementfor.Multiparty Democracy (M.MD)
level of apathy in voter registration was much
who were returned to power. Chiluba has
higher than 22 percent, while the proportion
since named his Cabinet, largely composed of
the

same

faces that were part

has

of his previous

one.

who were 13 years old in October

of actual

voters

electorate

was

in relation to the

potential

just over 38 percent.

despite the high number of
people who registered as voters, in absolute
terms the election was marked by a widespread
However,

voter

apathy.

It is estimated that some four million

of the

eight million plus Zambians are eligible to
Of these, only 2 267 383 bothered to
register. The opposition has alleged that the
government’s decision to engt^e an Israeli
company, Nikuv, for voter registration, was
designed to set the stage for rigging the

vote.

actually vote.
These figures show a 22 percent fall in the
number of registered voters compared to the
1991 elections, while the number of actual
voters fell by one percent. While the number
of people who cast their votes in the two
elections seems to have remained static, there

have been widespread apathy at
the voters registration stage, reflecting a
pattern that had been set in motion over the

appears to

years.

victory itself needs to
analysed very carefully, not least of all

President Chiluba’s
be

because of the

Constitutional amendment

which locked outhis would-be main opponent,
former President Kenneth

Kaunda,

on

grounds that he is a second generation
Zambian whose parents originated from
Malawi. Kaunda’s disqualification and his

subsequent call for a boycott may have forced
many people either to vote for Chiluba or not
vote at

all.
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Democratic

Congress (ZDC) President Dean Mung’omba
got 158 756 votes.
Political analysts believe apathy and
passiveness ofother political parties which had
not encouraged their membership to register
as voters played major roles in the return to the
M.MD to power because it was the only political
party which went all out to urge people to
register as voters. As it turned out, only MMD
supporters bothered to do so.
“On this basis, the question of rigging as
alleged by the parties which lost and are crying
foul did not arise,” says a political scientist at
the University of Zambia (UNZA).
The lack of political enthusiasm among
Zambians also played some part in the small
number of people who made submissions to
commission which

ushered in the controversial Constitutional

Of the total number of

whom 1 323 790 did

634 votes. This year, Chiluba scooped 917 382
votes and his second rival, Zambia

the Constitutional review

elections.

registered voters
only 1 320 310 cast their votes. In the first
multiparty elections in Zambia in 1991,
registration covered 2 931 909 people, df

multi-party elections, Chiluba

In the first

obtained 971 201 votes and Kaunda had 310

amendment. Many people came to realise the
Kaunda:

was

his call for a boycott

necessary?

possible explanation for this low turn
out could be that some Zambians may have
become disenchanted with the policies of the
.MMD, which has in the past five years been
subject to allegations ofcorruption, leading to
some of its key members resigning to form
their own political parties. But apathy dates
back to 1972 when the one-party rule was
introduced. Many people did not bother to
vote when there was only one political party.
Another is the disapproval of Nikuv’s
involvement in the compilation of the voters’
One

roll. However, MMD officials

refute such

allegations, arguing that the voteis’ regisu ation
was conducted before it had been conclusively
and categorically stated that Kaunda was not
going to stand.
They also point out that the claims are
disputable because the number of people who
registered as voters when Zambians were
beaming with interest at the re-introduction
of multi-party politics in 1991 is almost the
same as that which did so for the recent polls.

full implications of the amended Constitution
when it had

already been implemented.

“In both the voters’

registration and

Constitutional review commission exercises,
the

periods for registration and submission of

evidence

were

extended several times, but

due to lack of political

turned up to

enthusiasm, not many
participate,” observes the UNZA

academic.
It is

now

generally accepted that what the

1996 presidential and parliamentary elections
have done is to arouse political interest among

Zambians. Next time round, observers believe
the elections would be over-subscribed. Those

aspiring for political positions will try and
put in extra efforts to ensure they reactivate
the interest of their supporters.
Three opposition leaders who
into

had gone
hiding after police sought to interview
they
vowing to use unconstitutional means

them in connection with statements

made
to

force Chiluba and his administration out

of office, have
ZDC leader

re-appeared.
Mung’omba and his senators
15
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Andrew Banda and Azwell Banda, had warned

foreigners

leave Zambia for their safety
and allow Zambians to solve the political
impasse and other issues affecting the
to

country.

Mung'omba scored the second highest
of 12.02 percent behind Chiluba's 69.48
percent, and his party retains two seats in
parliament. The three opposition leaders
charged that their party had unsuccessfully
votes

tried

to

discuss the issue of electoral

irregularities with President Chiluba. They
said they had subsequently in vain sought
redress through the courts, and those were
the reasons why they were going to resort to
unconstitutional means to resolve the dispute.
However, Mung'omba refuted claims made
by his party's national secretary Derrick
Chitala that he and the other colleagues had
gone into hiding. It had been alleged that
the three politicians went on the run after
being tipped off that the police had in fact
prepared dockets to charge them with

that

it could

only be entertained after the
polls.
Just before the elections. UNIP encouraged
its supporters to

surrender their

voter

registration cards. .Almost 60 000 cards were
collected and police are still investigating the
case because it is now
alleged that UNIP was
buying the voting cards in order to prevent
people from voting.
In the parliamentary elecdons, the .MMD
won 131 seats, the NP
got 5 seats and for the
first dme since independence. 10
people were
elected as independents, and most of them
former UNIP members who defied
Kaunda's call to boycott the polls and MMD

were

members who were no t adopted by their party.
The Agendafor Zambia ofMbikusita-Lewanika
who broke away from
The developments

officials of

two

local

have Chiluba removed from office and have
filed another petition over his disputed

16

insists that the Consdtution
bar anyone.

was not

changed

to

.After the elecdons, the crucial and

most

the Constitution's exclusion

Chiluba administration the benefit of the

pledged

to'resume limited aid as

long

as the President did not include
individuals regarded by most donors as

corrupt

drug traffickers in his cabinet.

Chiluba has conceded that there

was

pressure from certain quarters which made

it

impossible for him to appoint some loyal and
hardworking .MMD officials into the Cabinet.
One senior MMD official who seemed to be
the comeback during the electoral

on

“VJ”

as

he is

popularly known, Mwaanga

could not be included in Cabinet

democracy. The politics of exclusion can only
lead inditiduals orgroups to achieve that which
is denied them by other means outside the
country's legal framework. If the opposition
had succeeded in boycotting the elections,
there could be no legitimate government in
Zambia today, and that must be seem
by all
political leaders as warning shots of what the
country mightharvestifeonfrontauon prevails
over consultation and
compromise.
If 10 percent of the registered voters had
heeded Kaunda's call to hand over their voters

the mandate of President Chiluba.

days before the elections, was
the Supreme Court, which ruled

won the
elecdons over UNIP and Kaunda. But Chiluba

doubt and

filed

few

place, the

MMD and Chiluba would still have

campaign against the government and
predicted that it would fall within six months.
Unconfirmed reports suggest that after the
elecdons, some donors decided to give the

parentage and nationality. An earlier petition
a

with the old Consdtution still in

response to

registration cards, this could have seriously
diminished the credibility of the elections and

dismissed by

Consdtution if it had waited to re-visit it until
after the elections. .Many believe that even

clause. Kaunda has pledged to make use ofhis
international acclaim to launch a world

chairman and South African President

two

polidcal isoladon
brought about by the controversial

important question is whether the MMD

Nelson Mandela and other Presidents in the

However,

would have saved itself the

government will survive if donors condnue
with the aid squeeze which was
imposed in

opposition leader, Rodger
Chongwe, chairman of the Liberal
Progressive Front (LPF) who wrote to SADC

monitoring NGOs, which were among those
which disputed the results, were questioned
by police and had their offices searched.
L'NIP and its allies are also still battling to

difficult for the party to resurrect.
Polidcal pundits however state that the .MMD

anything to go by, are not an encouragement
for the future of the country's
fledgling

Another

and fair.

by several of its members who stood as
independentsandwon, was criticised by party
supporters who believe the move has
completely shut out the party from the
country's mainstream politics. UNIP's selfimposed political sabbadcal could make it

the NP won two seats.
in Zambia, if they are

treason.

region warning them of a possible military
take over in Zambia if the political
impasse in
the country’was not resolved, was summoned
by the police but ignored the summons.
Chongwe warned the police of a gunfight if
they dared go to his house. The police later
questioned Chongwe at his house.
The Ignited National Independence Party
(UNIP) of Kaunda, together with other six
other smaller parties which had bovcotted
the elections are still contemplating holding
civil disobedience campaigns. Police have
warned that they risk arrest if they go ahead
with the plan, which might endanger
public
order and safety.
Some of the election monitoring teams,
which includes one from the Organisation of
Afi'ican Unity (OAU), described them as free

defied

UNIP's

boycott of the elections, which was

campaign is former foreign minister Vernon
Mwaanga, who was forced to resign in 1994
along with others, after allegations that he was
involved in drug trafficking.
For Kaunda, 72, the
only alternative would
be to hand over the
leadership of UTsTP to a
younger, more energetic cadre who would be
able to grapple with opponents in the
ruling
party. This would allow UNIP to come back to
the

political fold and face the 2001 elections
vigour expected of a former ruling

with the

party.
Zambia is

at

the crossroads and unless its

leaders can demonstrate a

capacity to transform
the country faces
the risk of being engulfed in turmoil,
threatening to reverse all the democratic gains
made in recent years.Q
into

a new

mode of politics,
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THE GREAT LAKES

Legitimacy and Ideoiogies
which more than
500 000 people were killed in Rwanda, confirms the volatile and unpredictable nature of the
Great Lakes region. Fernando Gongalves argues that a crisis of legitimacy and opposing
ideologies amongst the different regimes in the region seem to constitute the causes of conflicts
that have brought about so much human suffering.
The recent outbreak of war in eastern

HERE IS

T

a

distinct feature that makes

the Great Lakes

region so prone to
cyclical conflicts, that have resulted in
human tragedies over the past three

the

decades.

the conflict in the region is
understatement; it has been

In fact, to say

cyclical, is

an

condnuous, with

a

continuous, sometimes

silent process ofviolence, the scale of which
evokes genocide. The conflict is so endemic

that, in an attempt to find its historical causes,
some African
on

nature

Zaire, Just two years after the genocide in

ofthe overwhelming majority ofthem,

and hence the raison d 'étre of the present
conflict situation.

Zaire, which is the focus of the current
crisis, has for over 30 years been ruled by
Marshall Mobutu Sese Seko, whose sole
“contribution”

to

his nadon has been the

plundering of the country’s resources, the
proceeds of which he has used to buy off or
crush any serious opposition to his misrule.
Prior to the 1994 genocide in Rwanda,

analysts have blamed everything

colonialism, an easy scapegoat

while not exonerating
completely fpr its role in
fomenting the divisions in the countries of
the region, there has to be a recognition of
However,

dictatorship following the 1971
military coup against Milton Obote and the
political instability that set in after Amin was
overthrown in 1979, Ugandans have been
compelled to regard Museveni as the lesser
of evils, who has brought stability and reladve
economic prosperity. Western powers,
particularly the United States, have departed

the fact that other factors, born and

nourished within the

ethnic based

conflict, emphasising instead, on the
ideological nature of the conflict. However,
in most cases, such an analysis has been

(NRM).

Idi Amin's

colonialism

an

to

His continued stay in power has pardally
been due to two main reasons: After years of

complex problem.

dismissed the notion of

power after
overthrowing elected PresidentMilton Obote
in 1986, and although he professes what
could be considered progressive polidcs by
the region's standards, he has not yet held
any credible election. He was brought back
to power early this year in an elecdon that left
very little room for genuine opposition
politics. Museveni is a strong believer in his
novelty of “no party democracy”, underwhich
candidates campaign in their individual
capacity as members of the broad-based
came

National Resistance Movement

for such a

region itself, have
played a great role in the process of
perpetuating violence.
One cridcal factor is the crisis of legitimacy
that haunts most regimes in the region. This
is compounded by the reality of ideological
competition that has pitched one set of
regimes against another.
The pattern ofinter-state polidcal relations
in the region has therefore been such that
the survival of the ideology of one set of
regimes depends entirely on its ability to
depose the other regimes and replace them
with those of similar ideological pursuance.
Progressive analysts have, and righdy so,

Museveni himself

from their tradidonal demands for muld-

party democracy as ä condidon for continued
assistance and have tolerated Museveni’s and-

Museveni:

supported the RPF

Western rhetoric

simply because he has
be used by the Sudan
Peoples Liberadon Army (SPLA) in its fight
against a more dangerous monster, the
Islamic fundamentalist regime in Sudan.
Museveni’s critics accuse him of having
supported the Tutsi-dominated RPF in an
attempt to expand the dominance of a Tutsi
empire in the region. RwandanTutsi refugees
in Uganda’s Ankole region bordering
Rwanda joined Museveni’s forces en masse
in the war against Obote, some of them
reaching posidons of prominence in the
allowed his country to

Mobutu

unconditionally supported the
bloodthirsty regime in Kigali, instead oftrying
to prevail upon the government of President
Juvenal Habyarimana to stop persecuting
Rwandan Tutsis and
fled the country
to return home.

to

allow those who had

during the 1959 revolution

Mobutu’s hostile attitude towards the
Rwandan Patriotic Front
1994 represented

(RPF), which before

the interests of most of the

riddled with

inadequacies, mostly based on
the belief that the conflict is between “good

Rwandan diaspora, was based on his regime’s
distaste for the revoludonary and populist

and bad” guys.
A quick survey of the regimes prevailing in

rhetoric of

Museveni, who gave

Ankole, is said to be of Tutsi ancestry.
However, Museveni’s supporters reject the

the

RPF.

notion ofaTutsi expansionism, and maintain

region will reveal the undemocratic
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Ugandan President Yoweri
his full support to the

NRM. Museveni, who is a Bahima from
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that his support

for the RPF was solely in
the intransigence of the
Habyarimana regime to allow for the return
of the Tutsi refugees.
Other critics maintain that Museveni's deep
involvement with the RPF while not entirely
response to

ethnic-based,

must

be viewed in the

context

of a strategy designed to ensure that Uganda
is surrounded by regimes with whom it shares
the

same ideology.
Unpopular and ideologically opposed
regimes in the region, such as Daniel Arap
.Moi's in Kenya, have become increasingly
uneasy with what they regard as .Museveni’s
adventures, and are concerned that they
could be the next targets. As a result, reladons
between Uganda and its allies in Rwanda on

the

hand and other countries in the

one

region

the other have gone sour, with
accusations of plots to topple one

Mobutu with South African

deputy President Thabo Mbeki

on

mutual

another. This has resulted in the fact that

no

in the region — perhaps with the
notable exception of Tanzania which has
tried to play the role of a reconciliator—can
claim to hold the higher moral ground and
have reason prevail on others. When Maj.
Pierre Buyoya (aTutsi) toppled the legitimate
government of President Sylvester
Xtibantunganya (a Hutu) in Burundi injuly,
regional leaders were angry, and hastily
assembled to impose sanctions on the new
regime. Rwanda’s and Uganda’s adherence
to the sanctions were
widely seen as mere
public relations exercises, and suspicion is
brewing that the two have secretly let supplies
go through their territories into Burundi.
country

The desire for mutual extermination in

intervention force

quoted as saying that
to prop up Zaire’s
dictator. Mobutu Sese Seko, even though the
such

a

terms

was

force was intended

of reference of the force had been

clearly spelt out.
Kigali has had an uneasy relationship with
Zaire since the 1994, when hundreds of
thousands of Rwandan Hutus, including
militiamen who had been responsible for the

genocide in Rwanda, fled into eastern Zaire
from where they planned to launch a revolt
against the RPF government. But Kagame’s
utterances

concealed

a more

issue: That Rwanda itself

fundamental

part of the
conspiracy with the Banyamulenge rebels to
create instability in eastern Zaire, and force
most of the
refugees to return home.
Leaders of Uganda and Rwanda failed to
was

summit of Central African leaders

therippleeSfectofpolidcaleventsor^natingfmm
Uganda
While

Uganda may benefit from the
an
ideological cordon sanitaire
around it, it is very unlikely that the regime
may be able to survive unless it extends a
hand of cooperation to its erstwhile
neighbouring foes. The country has a
complexity of problems of its own extending
across borders. Anti-Museveni
insurgents
have begun staging raids in southern Uganda
creation of

from bases believed

secession of eastern Zaire.
Rebels of the Lord’s Resistance

-Museveni is

rebels

held in Cameroon, specifically to discuss the
crisis in eastern Zaire. And Pierre Buyoya,

suffering, lies a
barrage of demagogy that can be witnessed
in the bellicose and defiant language used
against such international efforts to establish
peace and security.
For example while the United Nations, in
fulfillment of obligations as prescribed to it
under chapter VII ofits Charter was grappling
with the issue of how best to approach the
recentcrisis in eastern Zaire, regional leaders
were
busy making anti-UN utterances
through the media, instead of cooperating
with the international community in
providing the necessan- leadership to solve

whose

his forces

the crisis. Rwanda's Vice-President Paul

"the

after opposing France’s
participation in a planned international

regarded as the result of the coalescence of
political and ethnic conflicts generated by

to

overthrow the other. And behind

all the confusion and human

Kagame,
18

regime is still under sancdons, only
attended the gathering to win sympathy.
Kinshasa maintains that the rebellion in
eastern

Zaire is the creation of neighbouring

Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda,

"there are no
dealing with foreign
aggression,” said home affairs minister
rebels in Zaire;

we are

Kamanda Wa Kamanda.
And

if

current

to

reinforce

strife in

north, where in the past three months
reported to have been forced to
re-locate

in order to personally command
against the rebels, believed to be
supported by Sudan. The recent resignation
of a Ugandan army Major-General as a result
of misunderstandings with Museveni on how
to conduct the war
against the rebels seems
to indicate more trouble
brewing in Kampala.
to

-Mutual mistrust and the insatiable desire

for the survival of the

point made by
many leaders in the region, in an article
published in the November issue of Africa
Notes, Edward Kannyo, of the Department
of Political Science at the State University
College of New York at Geneseo, writes that
as

a

eastern

Zaire

can

be

Army

(LRA) have intensified their attacks in the

attend

a

be situated in Zaire.

regime is already accusing
Museveni of conspiring with the Burundi
and Rwandan governments to support the

the

region is such that without exception, all
countries accuse one another of harbouring

to

The Mobutu

regimes of the Great

Lakes region seem to have played asignificant
role in preventing its leaders
from
cooperating to seek lasting solutions to the
problems facing them.
In Burundi and Rwanda, the minorityTutsi
and military-based regimes are torn between
having to cling on to power and by so doing
resort to
uncompromising dictatorships, or
contemplate the reality that a true democratic
Sapem December/January, 1996/97
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inevitably lead to the transfer of
power to the Hutu majority. The latter opuon

process will

carries the risk of the Hutu, once in power,

reviving the old dream to exterminate the
long run, the

Tutsi. However, in the

democratisation process
would be for the Hutu, who perceive
alternative to

a

having been humiliated by a
minority, resorting to the use of force to

themselves

as

regain their lost political power. This would
in turn pose the potential for a renewed cycle
of genocide.
The continued presence of large numbers
of Hutu refugees from both Burundi and
Rwanda in neighbouring countries has often
been seen as resulting from intimidation by
Hutu extremists who have used the refugees
human shields. However, it would appear
that fear of reprisals just for the sake ofbeing

as

Hutu

and

a

(even ifunsanctioned by the authorities)
highly preralent spirit of vengeance are

the main

causes

for the reluctance by many

refugees to return home.
refugees being killed or
starved to death in the rebel-held territory in
eastern Zaire does not help the case for the
return of Hutu- refugees to Burundi and
Hutu

News of Hutu

W

Rwanda. International relief

United Nations

High Commission for
Refugees (UNHCR) revealed recently the
existence of 50 000 bodies of Hutu refugees
buried in mass graves in Coma, since the
Banyamulenge uprising began in October,
and survivors have confirmed that refugees
had been massacred by the Zairian rebels.
This may explain why, when the Tanzanian
authorities gave Hutu refugees the deadline
of December 31 to leave their camps in
northeastern Tanzania, the refugees headed
everywhere except Rwanda, only returning
home after being forced to do so by the
Tanzanian army.
Powerful actors in the international system

be aware of the fluidity ofthe situation
region but, particularly with regards to
Rwanda, they seem to predicate their actions
on the assumption that they need to appease
the regime in Kigali, which has become so
cynical over the international community’s
failure to prevent the 1994 genocide.
A lasting solution for the problems facing
the Great Lakes state would necessarily
require that international pressure be
brought to bear on the regimes in the region

seem to

in the
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organisations

working in eastern Zaire, including the

establish democratic

to

structures

founded

legitimate and popularly elected
governments, not ones that derive their
power at gunpoint.
In that regard, no where else in the region
is the process of democratisation most
urgently needed than in Mobutu’s Zaire,
on

where the democratic forces have since the

early 1980s been calling for a democratic and
social transformation. Western interference,

particularly by the United States and France
who regard Zaire as too rich to be left
—

alone

—

have colluded with the Mobutu

regime to forestall that process.
Uganda, no matter howgood its intentions
might be, must be persuaded to concentrate
on its own problems and desist from
attempting to export its revolutionary values
to neighbouring states. For, each rebel group
it supports against a neighbouring regime, it
must
expect one against itself in retaliation.
Burundi and Rwanda, which share the
ethnic composition,
must be

same

encouraged to initiate moves towards majority
rule in such a way that the majority recognises
the need to provide strong guarantees to the
minority, through a legislated power sharing
formula.□
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A second revival for the Beira Corridor
The

dilapidated structures of Casa Bulha, a former high rise shopping complex in downtown
Beira, constitutes a living reminder that Mozambique’s second largest city has seen better days,
reports Antonio Gumende
HE DREAM of better

of specific

port into neighbouring Zimbabwe, Malawi

projects amounting to at least US$
by the time
delegates met in Maputo to launch the
initiative. No projects have so far been

and Zambia returned with the

identified for the BDC. In

Beira

BDC, the MDC received its blessings at the

T

days for Beira
and other outlying regions along the
Beira Corridor which

runs

from the

launching of
Development Corridor (BDC) in

Harare, in December.
In

the

1980’s,

the

height of
■Mozambique’s civil war, more than US$ 500
million in soft loans and grants were pumped
into the corridor which comprises the port,
the road and rail systems linking Beira to
landlocked countries in the region, and a
pipeline running from the oil terminal at the
port to Harare. The money was used to
spruce up the port infrastructure and the
railway as well as for the provision of
equipment to the Ports and Railways
Authority (CFM).
However, amidst the fanfare and high
hopes that marked the birth of the BDC, the
question nagging everybody’s mind is
at

whether the Zimbabwean-led initiative could
match the profile of the mainly South African

sponsored Maputo Development Corridor
(MDC), an infrastructure of road and railway
linking the port of Maputo, in southern
Mozambique, and South Africa.
The main advocate of the concept is the
Beira Corridor Group (BCG), a Harare-based
organisation that looks after the interests of
users

of the corridor in Malawi, Zambia and

Zimbabwe. David Zausmer, the

managing
that the concept will
open up opportunities and promote
investment in the central part of
Mozambique.
But the incidents that preceded the
conference, which was attended by more
than 200 delegates drawn from countries
director of BCG, says

which fall within what is

now

called “the

catchment area” of the corridor, stretching
from the port to as far as Zaire, suggest that
there

still many

hurdles to be overcome
match the profile of the
■Maputo corridor, launched in May 1996.
The two projects differ in style and volume.
In the case of the Maputo corridor a number
are

before the BDC

20

can

1.3 billion had been identified

contrast

with the

highest level, with the participation of the
two countries’
presidents at the inaugural
ceremony.

remained unknown entities in the country.
The chilly relationship is historical. For
the past

16 years the private sector in
Zimbabwe has not been able to cultivate

good working relations with its own
Robert Mugabe waged his war
against the Ian Smith regime
from bases in Mozambique, which by virtue
of its support for the struggle, became
Rhodesia’s enemy number one. Because
Zimbabwe’s independence took place in a

government.
of liberation

context

in which South Africa was still under

apartheid, white Zimbaweans looked upon
Pretoria as their source of inspiration, source
of

Joaquim Chissano

Mozambique’s

transport

communications minister, Paulo

and

Muxanga,
of the
for the

may have eased the anxiety
Zimbabweans when he turned up

conference. SAPEM has it from well
authoritative sources that Muxanga’s

participation at the conference was only
Joaquim Chissano
and his Zimbabwean counterpart, Robert
Mugabe, settled the matter by telephone, a
few days before the conference. Muxanga
described his presence at the gathering as an
expression of Mozambique’s “full support to
assured after President

this initiative.”

Diplomatic
reluctance

to

sources say that Muxanga’s
attend the conference stems

partly from the fact that, despite the excellent
political relations at government level, the
predominantly white Zimbabwean prrate
sector and the Mozambican
government do
not warm
up to each other. This is evidenced
by the fact that despite the influx of foreign
investors into Mozambique in recent years,
Zimbabwean entrepreneurs have by and large

raw

materials and market, instead of

accepting the new reality and cooperate with
their own government and its eastern ally.
The organisation of the BDC conference
itself was not without incidents. The meeting
had to be postponed twice while the
Mozambicans tenaciously resisted the
obsunacy of the BCG to hold the conference
in Harare. The BCG argued that the choice
of the Zimbabwean capital as the venue was
based purely on logistical grounds.
One probability is that the sponsors of the
meeting, who chipped in with Z$1 million
(US$100,000), may have refused to sign the
cheques if the venue of the meeting had
been relocated to Mozambique. The bulk of
the money was provided by Zimbabwean
companies and a western donor based in
Harare.

Despite claims by Mozambique that by
holding the conference on their side of the
corridor the

meeting would have accorded
potential investors a chance to scout for
investment opportunities, the organisers’
position carried the day.
The uneasy

relationship is in a way a
of the fact that the bulk of
Zimbabwean entrepreneurs still look at
Mozambique, and the corridon in particular,
consequence

in the

same manner

that Cecil Rhodes, who

is said to have pioneered

the route, perceived

it some 100 years ago. Rhodes saw the Mutare-

Beira rail link, built at the turn of the century,
as a

nothing more than a shorter outlet to the
Sapem December/January, 1996/97
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for Rhodesia than

Cape Town, which is

3,000 kilometres away.
The lack of interest shown

by the
by

Zimbabwean business sector is illustrated
the virtual absence of any

commercial activities

significant

by Zimbabwean

companies in central Mozambique, a region
that

can

be described of easier access to

Zimbabweans.
Save for

a

joint venture between a private

argument is that the initiative gravitates
around the BCG, än institution which is

building its own profile in
justify its continued existence to its
240 member constituency.
Analysts say that due to the fact that some
important parts of South Africa rely on the
port of Maputo as an outlet to the sea, white
Zimbabwean entrepreneurs seem to have
mistakenly anticipated that a free South Africa

concerned with
order

to

“alliance of titans" with

Zimbabwean company and the Mozambican
Ports and Railways Authority (CFM) in the

would form

an

Zimbabwe

force

leasing of a citrus terminal at the port and the

routes to

much vaunted establishment of a permanent

cost.

bonded exhibition for Zimbabwean products
at

Casa dos Bicos in Beira, not much

has taken

activity

place between the two countries.

The BCG maintains that the merit of the
BDC initiative lies in the fact that it exposes
the economic potential of the corridor to

to

Even the BCG which is now at the forefront
of the BDC initiative at times failed to make

strategic assessment of relations between the
two countries, preferring the doubtful
strategy of subjecting the Mozambican
government to trial by public shame.
At the height of the dispute over toll fees
two years ago, the BCG propagated the notion
that by levying high charges on foreign
vehicles Mozambique was violating the
International Law of the Sea. In a way, this
implied that the Zimbabwean government
should jeopardize the good relations with
Maputo by resorting to the International
Court ofjustice to seek redress. At the time,
Zausmer claimed that the attitude of the

Mozambican government
sad tale of greed."
One school of

“boiled down to a

thought believes that the

transposition of the BDC concept to central
Mozambique constitutes an attempt by the
Zimbabweans to prevent South Africa from
extending its market domination to this
region, which they realised rather belatedly
to be their possible zone ofinfluence. Another
Sapem December/January, 1996/97

as

those levied

on

Zimbabwean commercial

vehicles when

they enter Mozambican soil,
approaches adopted by the two sides
over the issue are poles apart.
The South Africans opted for lobbying
their own government to enter into
constructive dialogue with Maputo. The
Zimbabwean truck operators, on the other
hand, called for retaliatory toll fees on
Mozambican commercial vehicles entering
but the

their country.
But instead of hurting

the Mozambicans,

who had litde to lose due to their level of

already being exploited by

development, the retaliation backfired on

companies. For example, the
South African Breweries snapped up the
beer factory in Beira, modernised it and the
quality booze coming through its production
lines has pushed the imports of Zimbabwean
beer to negligible levels.
A Coca-Cola bottling plant under

Zimbabwean manufacturers, as the fees

South African

region, and it is questionable whether
companies need a special
regime in order to take advantage of the
enormous opportunities.
The private sector in Zimbabwe, which
openly opposed the involvement of its
government in the civil war in Mozambique
to protect its own trade routes, seems to hold
a
contemptuous attitude towards
Mozambique.

who tend to be
highly sensitive to criticism. This may derive
from the fact that given Mozambique’s weak
position in the relationship, the areas in
which the Mozambicans can effectively
exercise sovereignty is thin. For example.
South African truckers face the same charges

a

void which is

Zimbabwean

lower

Zimbabwean business sector has created

of the most liberal investment regimes in

the

a

chagrin of the Zimbabweans,
post-apartheid South Africa opted for
diplomacy rather than coercion and, unlike
the posture of the Zimbabweans, the strategy
is now yielding results.
The lack of interest shown by the
But to the

Zimbabwean investors. But Mozambique has
one

Mozambique to open its

landlocked countries at

Mozambican counterparts

construction in Chimoio, in central Manica

province, is a constant reminder that the
days of soft drink exports from Zimbabwe to
central Mozambique are also numbered. The
same

can

be said of

a

number of other

products, as the economic revival of
Mozambique takes shape.
The contention that Mozambique is a
difficult market is partly true. Bureaucracy is
cumbersome and corruption is rife. But the
alleged arrogance of Zimbabwean
businesspersons when they interactwith their
Mozambican counterparts only serves to
make matters

At

a

worse.

preparatory meeting

for the

effectively prevented Mozambican trucks
from entering Zimbabwe. Zimbabwean
manufacturers have
mountains

as

to

watch from the

the South Africans flood

an

recently by the London
magazine as one of the fastest
growing in southern Africa with their capital
and products.
Jeanne Stephen, an executive with a
Mozambican consulting firm. Austral Lda,
complained at a regional conference that
when the South Africans began negotiations
for the Maputo Development Corridor “they
were very
paternalistic and domineering."
But it did not take long before they realised
that “we consider ourselves to be good at
what we do and they had to do business with
us because their economy could not grow
without us", she said. Stephen added that
another lesson that the Zimbabwean private
economy described
Economist

sector

will have

to

learn is that “not all

bureaucracies work the same

conference held in Beira earlier in the year,

government

representative of Zimbabwe’s export
promotion body Zimtrade lost his cool and

fashion norat the same pace. "They may also

a

retorted that the conference could not take

place in Mozambique because the
Mozambican governmentcharges exorbitant
fees to foreign vehicles and visitors. The
strategy of choosing a line up offoreigners to
outline investment opportunities in the
corridor during the Beira corridor
conference may have raised some eyebrows
too.

The South Africans learned the hard way

the sensitivities of

dealing with their

want to

learn how best to

lobby their

government in order to muster the necessary
political support when venturing into other
countries in the
The issue is

region.
not

whether economic

development will take off in the Beira
corridor. There are already signs that things
are
looping up. The question is whether the
development corridor initiative as enunciated
by the BCG will lay the bait which will at last
attract Zimbabwean companies venture into
Mozambique in a big way.Q
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The bitter taste of sugar
South Africa
has

imposed sanctions which could cripple Swaziland’s sugar industry and
adversely affect relations between the two states if they are not lifted, writes Vuyisile Hlatshwayo
HE NORMALISATION of the

T

political situation in Mozambique
in 1992 was to be seen as a blessing
in disguise for the landlocked tiny
kingdom
of Swaziland four years later.
For a long time it never occurred to the
Swazis, particularly the barons of the sugar
industry, that they would be without an oudet
to the sea for their
product except for the
.Maputo Port in Mozambique.
Despite astronomical losses resulting
from sabotage in the early stages of the
civil war and widespread pilferage, Swaziland
continued to use the Maputo Port to
export most of her commodities to overseas

as a
joint venture. Storage capacity was 140
000 tonnes, divided among three sheds, one
of 60 000 tonnes and two of 40 000 tonnes

each.
The

two

associations also formed

ajointly

owned

company,
STA.M,
which
commissioned TECHSERVE to refurbish the

markets.
When the

war

in southern

.Mozambique

the
railway and closure of the railway and in
1991, Swaziland switched her exports to the
port of Durban, about 600 kilometres away

sugar

countries. Over 80 percent

Another

of all
imports come from South Africa.

reason was

that both countries

are

members of the Southern Africa Customs
Union

(SACU) which allows

a

free flow of

goods between the two countries. Conscious
of the substantial benefits of
using the
Maputo Port, the Swazi sugar barons
breathed a great sigh of relief when political
stability returned to .Mozambique.
Following the conclusion of the peace
agreementin 1992, the sugar industry began
exploring the possibility of switching back to
Maputo port. The sugar barons hoped to
make considerable savings on transport costs
because the distance is shorter. Much
interests was aroused when the Mozambican
Ports and

Railway Authority (CF.M) awarded
for the complete rehabilitation of
the railway line between the Swazi border
and .Maputo. The sugar associations of
a contract

Zimbabwe and Swaziland clinched an 8-year
lease
22

to

operate the

Maputo Sugar Terminal

No

harvesting

terminal at a cost of E2.5 million
(USS5.5 million) .The refurbishment project

started in 1992 and

completed in May
Security measures were also stepped
up, with trains travelling non-stop from Siweni
to Maputo where Manica
Freight, a
Mozambican
company,
provides
management and round-the<lock security.
On June 10, 1995, the Radnor
Ship
anchored at the Maputo Harbour and loaded
the first 12 085 tonnes sugar consignment to
the European Union (EU). In 1995, the two
associations exported a total of283 000 tonnes
to the EU.
Mozambique and Zambia also
send small consignments
through the
terminal. This year Swaziland and Zimbabwe
are
expected to export 400 000 tonnes rising
to 500 000 tonnes in 1997.
Despite the
increased use of .Maputo Port the Swazi
sugar association never meant to stop using
Durban. It wanted to keep it open as a
contingency route. In fact 28 000 tonnes of
sugar were exported through this port in
was

1995.

1995. With the full

to

access

the Industrial

Training
Edgecombe. Swaziland
sends many students to this training centre
and up to a third of the students are from
Swaziland. The training institute has allowed
bookings made prior to the announcement

Province, in South

co-operation and good neighbourliness, but

Swaziland

all its international

meet

by the sancdons imposed by the South African
Sugar Association (SASA) who accuse the
Swaziland sugar industry of
flooding the
South African markets with its products. The
Swazi minister of commerce and
industry,
.Majahenkhaba Dlamini, says that “the
sanctions on the Swaziland sugar
Industry
are for the fact that a lot of our
sugar ends up
in the South African market
giving the
South African sugar producers
competition. ”
As an exercise to cripple the Swaziland
Sugar
Industry, SASA has withdrawn a range of
*

Cane

two

to

However, the great relief sighed by the
Swaziland sugar barons has been snuffed out

Centre

Africa. The South African government
welcomed that move not only in the spirit of
because of the trade imbalance between the

able

obligations.

facilities and services from November 1996.
These include:

intensified in the mid 1980’s resulting in

in the KwaZulu-Natal

was

use

of the

(Maputo and Durban), the

two

seaports

sugar

industry

at

Mount

but from November 1996

no

further Swazi

students will be admitted.
*

A ban

on

the

export facilities.
commercial

of SASA’s Durban

use

Currently, Swaziland has a
with SASA which

contract

expires in April 1997. With effect from that
date Swaziland will have to stop using the
Durban facilities.
*

will

With effect from
not

have

April, 1997, Swaziland

access

to

the research and

extension facilities at the South African

Sugar

Association Experiment Station. This means
that Swaziland will
obtain

new

no

sugar cane

longer be able to
varieties and other

agronomic services from .Mount Edgecombe.
*

With effect from

April, 1997, access to
Sugar Milling Research
Institute will be stopped. The industry uses
these facilities for various analyses and other
adjuncts essential to the running of an
efficient milling industry.
The use of these facilities by the Swazi
sugar industry was charged at concessional
rates. Swaziland finds this move
by SASA in
direct conflict with the spirit of the Southern
the facilities of the
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goods. A source from the Swaziland

African

African

which

Sugar Association insists that “as members of

Development Community (SADC)
advocates free trade among member

the Customs Union,

countries.

Swaziland has every

also in conflict
with the Southern Africa Customs Union

right to export sugar to South Africa as
South Africa has the right to export goods

(SACU) rules which encourages a free flow
the two countries. After all,

and services to Swaziland.”

South Africa’s tactics

are

of goods between

80 percent of the kingdom’s imports come
from South Africa which means that

Swaziland is

a

sizeable market for South

Sources say

that South Africa wants to
keep the members of SACU whose economies
entirely depend on her, as perpetual markets.
They add that South Africa envies Swaziland

for the preferential access to European Union
markets for her sugar under the Lome

Agreement. Annually, Swaziland sells 120
000 tonnes of sugar to the EU and the United
States of America quota varies between 16
000 and 19 000 tonnes. Swaziland has
condemned South Africa’s attitude and views
it as

threat to the

spirit of co-operation and
good neighbourliness.Q
a

MOZAMBIQUE

A candid look at economic reform
Mozambique has been implementing World Bank/International Monetary Fund (IMF) sponsored
economic reforms for 10 years now and it is indisputable that the workers have borne the brunt
of the adjustment process. In this article the general secretary of the federation of trade
unions OTM-CS, Soares Nhaca, argues that the reforms have fallen well below expectations.

I

T IS AN established fact that the main

macro-economic

indicators

are

beginning to reveal a relative upturn in
the national economy. However, this growth
is yet to translate into development. The
main indicators for output, exports and
private consumption are still far from the
levels recorded in 1981. Macro economic
are still prevalent, the external
dependence has increased and most macro
economic iijidicators are still showing a degree
of instability and unpredictability.
The impact of adjustment and stabilisation
has become socially unacceptable given the
high human costs, crime, and widespread
poverty among the most vulnerable groups
who are the majority. Despite a restrictive
monetai7 policy and expenditure cuts in the
national budget, inflation has remained
stubbornly above projected levels.
Contrary to the views echoed by local

distortions

economists, we believe that the main cause of

Mozambique is the inability to
arrest the decline in national output and not
excessive aggregate demand.
How can one explain that a country with
the lowest per capita income in the world can
have excess demand? The only explanation
perhaps lies in the fact that given the growing
income disparities and the unequal access to
resources, the better off segments of society
who have greater propensity to import may
have a greater impact on inflation.
inflation in

The external debt has doubled since the
Sapem December/January, 1996/97

launching of the reforms and it stands at 400

the Mozambican

per cent ofthe Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
This means that each Mozambican citizen

poverty datum line. This group now accounts
for

more

than

population lived below the

two

thirds of the

population.

foreign creditors.
Mozambique today has the highest debt/

The minimum wage has declined significantly

GDP ratio in the world.

accentuated in the

USS350

owes

to

foreign exchange generated through
exports is a pittance when compared with the
import requirements of the country because
there has been little, if any, improvement
since 1987. The budget deficit has been
growing, worsening the country’s
The

indebtedness. In 1995, interest payments

gobbled up 14 per cent of total government’s
current expenditure or the equivalent of 70
per cent of the overall public service salary
bill. The external debt has become an

unsustainable burden
This is

on

the economy.

why OTM-CS decided to seek

since

1987.

The

decline

was

more

period between 1990-94,
during which the minimum wage fell by 32
per cent in real terms. Today the minimum
wage stands at US$23.54, which is less than
USSl a day, recommended by the UN as the
minimum requirement for human existence.
The labour movement in Mozambique is
disillusioned and apprehensive about the
programme. Its social costs are way above
any hypothetical benefits. We would like to
outline here some of the reasons that account
for the failure of adjustment and stabilisation

programmes.
The

adjustment process has ignored the

assistance from the Confederation of Free

main structural problems of the Mozambican

campaign aimed at
persuading the IMF and the World Bank to

economy.

cancellation and rescheduling of the nadonal

Instead of tackling the main
problems of the economy, it concentrated
on the effects of the crisis, such as organisation
and efficiency problems rather than the

debt.

essential bottlenecks in the economic

Trade Unions to launch
take

measures

a

which will culminate in the

For

by a new class ofbetter
offs while the poor become poorer. In 1987,
the government and the World Bank

example, the rationale of
moving fast on privatisation without creating
conditions that would set the stage for the
development of a capable, dynamic and
competitive private sector, instead of a
comprador bourgeoisie, is highly
questionable.
There are people who argue today that

esumated that between lOand 15

economic neo-liberalism is a form of fascism

The

adjustment programme is yet to

achieve the

qualitative and economic
objectives for which it was designed. Since
the launching of the programme poverty
and social exclusion have increased. The

rich have been joined

percentof

structure.
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At the P.O.S.B. we know that our customers don't really
enjoy queueing for their money. As we've been growing,
they've been getting longer and longer. So we've done
something about it.

Why we’ve employed
someone extra to help you
In our banking ha Is.

to

There is

\AfeVe employed o commissionaire in our banking halls
help direct the traffic and to speed up things generally.
You'll notice him in his uniform and RO.S.B. badge.
And he's there to help you.

a new

interest in you at the
The

People's Bank
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and economic fundamentalism because it

excludes the
the decision

majority of the population in
making process and from the

benefits of the system.

Thirdly, economic stabilisation measures
development strategies are at odds with
each other, because they seek to achieve
objectives that are incompatible with the
and

social and economic conditions of the

Macro-economic management to

country.

local business

community. This is aggravated
by the fiscal policy which penalises the formal
productive sector severely by emphasizing the
balancing of the government’s books. The
absolute priority accorded to economic
stabilisation through the containment of
aggregate demand, prevents business from
becoming competitive.
The objectives pursued by the programme
can never be
mutually exclusive; itisnotpossible

stabilise the economy has become

objective in itself This has had
negative effect in the ability of
the productive sector to respond

an

of

consumers

5)

adopt ajust fiscal policy.

nation should

achieve

have been

that

objective, the
programme has essentially been
aimed at reducing aggregate

negative consequences on
society and the workers in particular.
Within the framework of the tripartite
arrangement that brings together
labour,
the
employers and
government, the labour movement
has submitted the following proposals:
a) that thegovernmentshouldnot

Tlie devaluation of the currency,

policies and the

reduction in public spending have

reduce

demand, bring the A Maputo woman tries to make ends meet
balance of payments into equilibrium and
to
give priority to investment, rehabilitation
of the productive capacity, employment
bring inflation under control.
But the productive sector in Mozambique
generation, developmentof the private sector
on one hand, and on the other,
faces two basic problems which do not allow
fight against
inflation (through restrictive monetary and
it to take advanttige of the perceived benefits
fiscal policy of demand management). Faced
of devaluation: it depends heavily on imports,
which in turn become expensive with the fall
with such a cocktail of opposing objectives,
in the value of the currency; this results in
society ends up paying a heavy price
without reaping the perceived benefits of
higher production costs. The sector has also
these policies.
many structural constraints (technological,
In this context, it can be concluded that the
organisational, infrastructural) which prevent
an effective
Mozambican economy is strongly influenced
response to the hypothetical
incentives to exports.
by an array of structural factors which
The privatisation process has gathered speed
determine not only its potential but also its
and more than 500 companies have so far
vulnerability. It is fundamental to highlight
been sold off. For the trade unions, privatisation
the need to:
is only a means to achieve a certain objective.
1) establish mechanisms and modalities of
Some sectors in our society seem to look at
accessible credit for rural development
and of priority industries;
privatisation as an end in itself A significant
number of privatised companies have not paid
2) assist in the promotion of exports;
salaries to their employees for six or more
3) use fiscal and budgetary policies as
instruments to reallocate the luxurious
months, while others are technically bankrupt.
Since 1987, more than 90 000 workers lost
and superfluous consumption into
their Jobs while there was a net loss of Jobs
savings and productive investment to
between 1992 and 1994.
satisfy growth priorities and social
The productive sector of the country needs
development and from speculative
investment in basic infrastructure in order to
accummulation to productive activities;
be able to respond to incentives, but the credit
4) adopt pricing policies which give
incentives to producers in the priority
ceilings and high interest rates have made
sectors, butprotect the purchasing power
capital too expensive for the capacity of the

dissociate

aggregate
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discredited, with the

resultant

demand.

core measures to

to

Our views are based on the fact that

demand management and the
allocation of resources geared

become

make sacrifices in order

an

despite the accelerated privatization
programme, the productive sector has
been unable to respond positively and,
consequently, the initial expectations

the economic incentives.

restrictive credit

not

objective for which it pays more
than it reaps. The social harmony that we all
aspire can only be achieved with effective poverty
alleviation measures, improvement in the living
standards of the majority. Just distribution of
national wealth and an effective policy
of employment generation.

Instead of increases in supply and

towards

goods and

The labour movementfeels strongly that the

a

to

of essential

services; and

itself

from

its

responsibility in the control and
fulfilment of the agreements of
adjudication of companies and the
application of the law; and
b)

that the unions should be insoKed in the
process of prisatization, regardless of the
size of the companies being privatised.

For the labour

movement

there is

no

doubt that the

privatisation process is not
contributing for the growth of the productive
capacity let alone labour stability. That is why
we demand an
urgent sectoral and global
assessment of the privatisation
process.
The recent position taken by the
government with regards to the violation of
the terms of the agreements of sale in the
privatisation of two key factories although
highly commendable, came relatively too
late. But we cannot resist the temptation to
state that these developments only sen-e to
vindicate the revelations that the labour
had been making, namely non
of salaries, arbitrary dismissals, the

movement

payment

adulteration of the social function of

companies,

among

other irregularities.

In sum, the labour movement and the

Mozambican workers

are

concerned and

disillusioned with the

negative effects of
the Structural Adjustment Programme and
the results of the privatisation process.Q
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ANNAN AT THE UN

What

hopes for Africa?
IBBO MANDAZA

twill be 40 years

in 1997 since the first

What significance, if any, should be attached

globe. The circumstances under
eventually emerged the winner
only helped to highlight Africa’s marginal role in global politics. It would not only
have been more prudent, but also a firm
acknowledgement of her position, and determinadon to improve itself, if Africa had

this apparent historical coincidence? And

elected to decline Annan’s candidature once

I

sub-Saharan African

state

—

Ghana

—

attained political independence in 1957.

On

January 1, 1997, the first sub-Saharan
African
a Ghanaian
takes up the post
of Secretary General of the United Nations.
—

to

was

—

it pure coincidence, or a deliberate echo

of Kwame Nkrumah’s own words, when Kofi

Annan, in his first interview (December 18,

1996) since being sworn in as UN Secretary
General the day before, stated the following:

ern

Boutros-Boutros Ghali had been vetoed
the

'

the

XT'

or,

40 years ago, Nkrumah was only

Jl

more

philosophical:
“Seek ye first the political kingdom and all

else will be added

unto

it”.

Younger Africans in particular, might
today be tempted to dismiss Nkrumah’s
statement as meaningless against the
background of the history of postindependent Africa. So, according to
Boutros-Boutros Ghali

as

farewell

17, the 1990s have

on

December

he bade the UN

brought little or no respite to Africa:
“Despite high hopes for democratisation,
a counter-trend
emerged. Human rights
atrocities reached unprecedented levels. The
horror ofethnic cleansing emerged. In some
countries, democratisation proved more
difficult than expected, creating political
instability, social disarray and economic
disappointment. Democratisation in some
cases

slowed

or was even

eroded”.

Africa itself might attach

little or no
JL/ significance to the election of one of
her sons to the post of UN Secretary General. Indeed, Annan’s emergence has had
ven

less

to

tence

do with Africa (and the OAU’s insisto have its second term

that Africa had

of the UN
the
26

Secretary General post) than with
political calculations of those who gov¬

by

often

I 'herefore, Kofi Annan’s major challenge
is how best to lessen the strangle-hold of

very important for economic development.
But first let's settle the political issues and
the economic issues”.

more

than not, the weak have neither the courage
the conviction to make such a stand.
±.

move on to

powers-that-be. But then,

nor

“Economic, political and social stability is

then let’s

our

which Annan

major factors in global politics, towards

a more

democratic United Nations. In his

during his five-year term: “To succeed over
dme, democradsadon within a nadon

must

be

supported by a process of
democratisation among nations. The
democradsadon ofthe intemadonal system
is

of the greatest

tasks ahead... Some
problems appear to be solved. But new
problems—and old problems in new forms
—have emerged. For some, the world seems
more secure. But for many others,
one

old

devastadon, death and de.spair have become
common. For some, economic

more

progress races forward. But for
numbers of other, stark poverty

the vast

crushes
hope in every dimension of personal and
community life. What use the world makes

farewell speech,

of the United Nadons

the

years can affect the course of world affairs
for generadons to come".
11 the same, it should be one of

his predecessor emphasised
point, if also as a reminder that he had
hardlyfound the latitude to begin the process

A
the

Africa’s
new

more

UN

over

the

next

few

hopes in 1997 that her son,
Secretary General, will do

and better for the continent than his

elder brodier and
not

predecessor. For, was it
Boutros-Boutros Ghali who, at the

height of the Rwandan crisis of 1994,
suggested that the latter was an “African
responsibility”, to be resolved by the OAU,
while he devoted so much of UN resources
—and Kofi Annan himself— to die conflict
in Bosnia-Herzegovina? Coming as he does
from

background of peace-keeping in

a

the UN system, Annan might find it less
difficult to persuade the purse-holders

towards a more requisite attendon to Africa
as one

of the

major areas of conflict.

T) ut if, as might be expected of an African

JDwlio was of age when Ghana became
independent 40 years ago, he has also
imbibed some of Nkrumah’s philosophy,
Annan

will

have

to

mobilise

the

international

community into the
realisation that die polidcal and economic
crisis in Africa is a global problem, with
profound global causes, and, therefore,
requiring a global soludon.Q
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WORLD CUP PARIS ”98

Can Southern Africa break tradition?

S

INCE the

inception of the World Cup

Soccer finals in 1932, no Southern

African country has African country has
pardcipated in this great sporting spectacle,
but Tendai Dumbutshena says things might
change for die better.
The 1998 finals in France, where

gave soccer a bad image which made it difficult
to attract the sponsorship it needed to thrive.
The government

(just

over

has pledged Z$10 million

US$960 000)

to

fund the national

team’s World

Cup campaign. This should end
squabbles over money which sapped
morale. Despite the setback in Luanda,

endless

Zimbabwe, who have

a

formidable liome

Africa wll

have an increased representation offive teams,

presentSouthern Africa with its best chance to
send

one or two teams

to

Paris.

A number of factors have militated

Southern African nations

competing

against
on the

global stage with the best Europe and South
America have to offer.
Late entry into international football due to
colonialism, civil war and political instability,
severe financial constraints, and apartheid, all

conspired to limit the capacity of Southern
the highest

African states to compete at
international level.

Mozambique exported celebrated players
like Eusebio and Coluna, who were the mainstay
of Portugal’s team

in the World Cup finals in
England in 1966.
Many thought that a country which produced
players who made a big impact at a time when
Europe eschewed African players would
blossom into a powerful force soon after
independence.
A bloody and protracted civil war put paid to
that. Mozambique has plunged to such depths
of mediocrity that it suffered the ignominy of
being eliminated from the current World Cup
campaign by rookies Namibia. Angola also,
had all its energies consumed by Africa’s most
prolonged and intractable civil war.
But the Angolans have shown signs of
remarkable improvement and stand a realistic
chance of going to France.
They are in Group Four with Zimbabwe,
Cameroon, and Togo.
After a 2-1 victory against Zimbabwe on
November 10 in Luanda, the Angolans can
resume their
campaign in January with a fair
amount ofjustifiable optimism.
Zimbabwe did
scourge

of civil

not

have

war

to

contend with the

after independence in

1980, but have under-achieved given the talent
at

the

country’s disposal.

The government, until recently, has been
indifferent to the financial needs of national
teams of all

team,

sporting codes. The national soccer

also starved of meaningful sponsorship

from the private sector, laboured under serious
financial constraints.
Endless

bickering

among

administrators
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Mozambican

players: moments of that glory
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I

Zimbabwe’s

Captain Francis Shonhayi, with former coach Reinhard Fabisch and ZIFA chairman Leo Mugabe

record, have reason to believe that they can top
their group

and qualify at the expense of their
main rivals
Angola and Cameroon.
From a Southern African standpoint, the
challenge facing Angola and Zimbabwe is to
stop Cameroon from becoming the firstAfrican
country to play in three successive World Cup
finals. Group Three which comprises Zaire,
Congo, Zambia, and South Africa, presents
—

Southern Africa with an excellent chance

to

be

The chaotic state of their preparations was
illustrated by the team’sarrival injohannesburg
a mere

four hours before kick-off.

Only an inept performance by South Africa
restricted the margin of defeat to only one
goal. Can the Central African team put the
mess in its
country behind it and qualify for the
finals for the second time? It is doubtful but few
teams

will cherish

playing in the cauldron that

Johannesburg. Afterl-Ovictory against Zaire at
home. South Africa plays three consecutive
away matches in Lusaka, Brazzaville, and
Kinshasa.
If they can overcome the sub-standard hotels,

bad

pitches and hostile crowds, they would
a solid foundation for
clinching
qualification in their two remaining home
have laid

fixtures.

is Kinshasa.

The best scenario for Southern Africa would

Few would have

thought that South Africa
would be crowned African champions in 1996

be for either .Angola or Zimbabwe to win Group
Four and for Zambia or South Africa to clinch

African countries in international football.

after their disastrous re-entry in to international

Group Three. This will mean a Southern African

They have qualified for virtually all African
Cup of Nations finals, finishing runners-up in
1974 and 1994. But qualification for the World
Cup finals has eluded them. Could this be their

football four years ago. The South Africans
have exploited their comparative advantages

representation of two teams out of the five
places allocated to Africa.

international football ladder.

still in the mnning, never had a realistic chance

chance?

Soccer receives strong financial support from
government and the private sector.

of qualifying.

represented in France.
Zambia have the finest record ofall Southern

They suffered a severe setback in their first
match against Congo in Point Noire. Money
remains Zambia’s biggest problem. The local
football association is often not able to pay for
their overseas based stars to come and play for
the national team. They are forced to field an
under-strength team as was the case in Congo.
This could cost them dearly. Their main
obstacle tire South Africa, although Zaire cannot
be underestimated.
The chaos that reigns

in Zaire has inevitably
negadve impact on the performances of
their national team
the Leopards.

had

a

—

28

to

the full

to

rise

meteorically

on

If SouthAfrica qualify'forFrance, each player
will receive

at least R250

000

Namibia, the other Sou them African country

the

(US$55 600). This

is exclusive of the endorsements that will be

a

spin-off of such success. Such incentives are
beyond the financial means of any of their
opponents. South Africa can easily afford to
pay for its overseas based players to do national
duty.
The question is whether South Africa can
fully exploit these advantages to qualify for
France. The key is how the team will fare away
from the comfort of the FNB stadium in

This was confirmed by their 1-7
by Egypt in Cairo. The other teams in
their group, Liberia and Tunisia should be too
strong for the minnows who surprisingly
eliminated Mozambique in an earlier round.
So far only Tunisia, Egypt, Zaire, Cameroon,
Morocco, Algeria and Nigeria have participated
in World Cup finals. The stage seems set for at
least one Southern African nation to join this
elite group of African football nations.
If no single Southern African flag is hoisted
in France in July 1998, the region will continue
defeat

to

be

a

backwater

of

international

football.□
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When two

a

machine.

by Drew Docherty at the end of the 12th and final
tide on Friday night in Glasgow.
His thoughtlessness in collapsing from a blood clot upset the crowd
who proceeded to hurl chairs and beer bottles into the ring,
presumably to induce him to get up. If you like carnage, this was one
floored

was

round ofhis challenge for the British

to see.

As

one

reporter put

it: “Within

minutes of the first bottle

thrown, bare<hested
to

men,

being

oblivious

anything but their macho pursuits,

daubed blood from face and head
wounds

across

bellies,

The

their

exposed fat

violence

was

spontaneous.”
Unfortunately, Murray missed it.
The paramedics who rushed forward
to assist him were too busy protecting
their own skulls from the helpful
bombardment to be able to administer
the oxygen
alive.

sport?

ring and systematically pummel each other for up to 12 rounds, why
surprised when they kill each other? Asks Kanthan Pillay.

magnificentunseasonably warm autumn
Sunday at around the time when Scottish bantamweight boxing
championJames Murray was disconnected from the life-support

FLEW into the UKon

He

a

get into a

men

are we

I

boxing

that might have kept him

Fortunately, the fight was held in Glasgow’s reladvely posh four
Hospitality Inn. Who knows what might have been thrown had
the fight been held in less affluent surroundings?
The fall out was somewhat predictable. The British Medical
Association once again called for boxing to be banned, as has been
done in Norway and Sweden. This was followed by pitiful bleating
star

that if boxing were to be banned, it would
simply be driven underground, and more people would die.
An interesting comment, because since the Marquis of bloody
Queensberry Rules were introduced in 1884, more than 500 boxers
have been killed around the world. That’s in the region offive boxers
per year. Some of these were from our ranks, like Brian Baronet,
from the sports press

Patrick Diniso and Glive Skwebe.

those who have died. There are many more who
brain damage which shows up as slurred
speech, memory loss, impotence or paralysis.
In face of all these, a new debate has emerged in countries like
South Africa, on whether should boxing be banned.
This is an interesting question, since the country is in the process
of shaping its Constitutional future and this is one of those areas
where the rights of the individual clash with the wishes of the larger
And that’s just

have suffered permanent
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society.
see boxing as being almost exactly like the sex business. One
allows another person to repeatedly abuse his body until a
climax of a sort is reached, or they run out of time. Others pay for the
privilege of watching.
Sometimes, the participants get killed. Sex workers die from AIDS,
and boxers die from brain damage (although even that distinction is
fading with the ever increasing number of HIV-positive boxers).
Butfrom the pointofviewofprotecting the rights of the individual,
one would have to support sex work and boxing, because no society
should have the right to dictate to
any adult person what he (or she)

Some

person

can

or cannot

do

to

his

or

her

body.
But unlike

sex

work, where the

participants are almost uniformly
aware
that their profession
endangers their lives, boxers are
constantly deluded by promoters
and the press into believing that
their “sport” is safe.
The problem is with boxing
gloves.
Before the Marquis of Queensberry, fighters hammered each
other in bare-knuckle bouts that left shattered bones, bloodied faces,
and no doubt whatsoever as to the extent of the damage that was
being caused.
Boxing gloves changed that. By cushioning the superficial effects
of the blow, they allowed the damage to be transmitted to the interior
out of sight of squeamish patrons.
But the damage is very real. Torturers in many countries have
known this, which is why they use protective wet towels when hitting
their victims. No marks. Lots of internal injuries.
And this is particularly true in the case of the brain.
It will resonate like a tuning fork if struck, killing individual cells
each time, and on each side that it hits the protective confines of the
skull. Like a rubber mallet, a boxing glove does not damage the
exterior, transmitting almost all the energy inside.
We’ve evolved a species. We are stronger and faster than ever
before, but our brains are as delicate as ever. The figures for boxing
deaths will get worse, not better.
Take the gloves off now!
Let’s see the shattered bones and faces pounded to pulp, blood
and flesh splattering off the side of the ring inconveniencing the
spectators. And then let’s see who dares call this a sport.Q
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Donor

fatigue derails festivals

SADC's

goal of building a community
through culture has begun to take shape
with the staging, in 1995, of a music

festival in Harare.

However,

the

companies, and that may affect the quality of
plays. The delegations may also be different;
we deal with students and
people who have
other jobs, so we might find that the
plays we
will be taking in March will be different. We

postponement (orpossible cancellation)
of the theatre festival which had been

because

even the
two Zimbabwean
plays
wordy, so much in English that they
might not be understood by most people in
Mozambique. I hope we can still work around
this problem.
The postponement of the festival may raise a
question of credibility of the culture and
were so

Information sector of SADC, and there is
also a feeling that the reason why the donors
did not commit themselves was because of

planned for October 1996 has revealed
the weaknesses of the organisation in
relying too much on donor funding for its
core activities, as Stephen Chifunyise,
permanent
secretary
in
the
Zimbabwean ministry ofrecreation, sport
and culture says in this interview with

this lack of credibility. Do you see the issue in

that

same

light’

We were

aware

that doubts were expressed

by cooperating

partners, when they heard
that the secretariat of the SADC Culture and
Information Sector in .Mozambique was being

SAPEM's Fernando Goncalves:

investigated. Because of that some wondered
if holding

the festival in .Mozambique would
away donors and partners from
committing funds. However, we do not believe
that should hamper the organisation of the
festival in Mozambique. This calls for the

Gongalves: What caused the failure (or

not scare

postponement) of the SADC Theatre
Festival?
.Member

states

meeting in .Mbabane in

-May 1996. had confirmed that they were
sending theatre companies to Maputo, and
they had raised enough resources to meet

Stephen Chifunyise

festivals

their commitment which

had also

member states really want the arts and culture
festivals to take place they must guarantee
the funding; we should not create them on

travel

to

and from

was to

look after

Maputo, providing some

fees for the artists. But later

on

it became

clear that although

need

managed to get the artists clear off
their diaries to make sure they would be
available in October, but now it might mean
selecting new theatre companies, at an extra
cost. If
Mozambique decides that they can
not receive 30 artists
per country and they

the

have SADC arts and culture
be funded mainly by donors. If

not to
to

premises that cooperating partners and

again to re-audition the plays in

donors will make them happen. But this
raises a major fundamental problem, that
the festivals at the moment are seen as being
initiated by governments, not by the private
sector. After the music festival in 1995, we

alternative that
pay for the
accommodation and food in Mozambique,
but others felt that this would change the
whole formula of funding and of holding the

to come
up with smaller plays. We
believe the best way forward is to drastically
cut down the numbers from 30 to
probably

could not convince ourselves that in 1997 we
could have another festival in Harare as the
musicians had wanted, because when we

15, and instead of having two or three theatre

brought up this issue in Mbabane, some felt

SADC cultural festivals.

one.

What are the immediate implications of that
decision?

How can you explain
could be held in a

technically Mozambique
was
ready and that everything was in place,
they had not been able to receive adequate
support from cooperating partners to

force

people suggested

order

member

states

as an
would

For countries like Zimbabwe, which had
committed funds for that

period, are now
having problems because we now have to use

those funds for another festival, which is the
visual arts and craft exhibition to be held in
Namibia in 1997. The other issue is that we
had

already paid our artists for the work they

had done for the selection process and for
the rehearsals. That means that in March

(when the theatre festival is expected) we
may

be forced to think of another

way

of

down the numbers, that

want to cut

accommodate and feed the artists. Some

us

companies

per country just concentrate on

that a theatre festival
Portuguese-speaking
country, with most artists coming from
English-speaking countries?
At the beginning it was
thought that it
would be difficult for groups from Englishspeaking countries to contribute to the
enjoyment of theatre. However, it was felt
that the argument was unfair, because even
in what we call English-speaking countries
not everyone
speaks English. In Zimbabwe
for example, more than 70 or 90 percent of
our
people do not speäk English. So it was a
challenge to member states to produce plays
that would not be affected by language; which

paying. But the most serious problem is that
groups that were so well prepared for October
1996 might find that their members are now

would be much

different, that

believe this

30

some

of them have left the

might

was

more

visual. But I do

not

conveyed to the artists.

that the festival needed
rotational basis even if

to

be held

on a

prospective host
countries might not be ready or have the
resources. But in
any case we feel that
Governments should be the least prepared
managers of these festivals. What should
happen is that the musicians, artists and the
private sector and cultural associations should
be given the opportunity to bid to host these
events and use resources from
industry and
commerce to

fund these festivals, because

they have the potential to generate

money.
Governments would then come in with a few
of the resources that may be required, such
as

helping to transport the artists and paying

their fees. But the rest of the festivals should
be the responsibility of our mass cultural

organisations which could be regional
organisations.
Sapem December/January, 1996/97
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One is left with the

impression that there is

institutional framework that would make

no

permanent feature.
Everything is done on an ad-hoc manner,
depending on the existence ofadonor willing
these festivals

to

a

pay. for how long is this situation going to

last?
There is

no

institutional framework. For

example, even though we had a national
organising committee for the music festival
in Zimbabwe, which could have been

culture and information sector. They are the

only ones that would make our sector make
sense. That is why we should not depend on
cooperating partners and donors to fund
these

scared to go to them even if they were
free, because those were the venues where
were

normally they charge so much money. There
also people who had never heard about

were
a

projects.

Much has been said about the SADC Music

Festival which you chaired. What is your own
assessment?
The festival was very successful. We
managed to get the involvement of all
member states and to bring together artists
from across the borders for 10 days. We
managed to bring village artists who are not
normally the ones who take part in SADC
businesses, and we enabled the local people

SADC

event

which would be free.

shed more light about the upcoming visual arts festival?
In addition to bringing together visual
Can you

artists, the festival seeks to offer them the

which would then

normally create the

in Zimbabwe to know that SADC was very

opportunity to market their arts, meet
promoters and dealers in one place. It is also
to develop an exchange between our artists
and the art galleries in the region. The other
objective is to be able to discuss the
developments in the managementofgalleries
and to have an initial training workshop with

institutions that

would work with. We

rich in music.

managed to bring

the curators and exhibition officers. The

consolidated into an institutional framework,
that would be very difficult because there are

many member states where there are
fully fledged national associations of artists
not

we

the national cultural
associations so that they can become the
institutions that would run the future festivals.
What we are arguing is that SADC projects
work on a tripartite basis involving the
governments, the private sector, and the
mass cultural organisations. This is one of
the issues that we hope to debate during the
festivals which is the only time when we have
the artists coming together, we should use
these festivals as opportunities for the artists
to actually brainstorm on how SADC can
service them or how they can play a major
need

to

empower

role in the SADC activities.

Doesn’t that beg the question

ofwhether we

performing artists and then
in Europe. However,
there were serious problems. There were
artists who had difficuldes crossing borders,

to

fund initial

projects, and attract

investments, the concept of SADC arts and
culture festivals was
that they would

member states to appreciate the
potential of the cultural industries. However,
we have not succeeded in achieving private
encourage

sector

involvement. It is

a

dilemma because

first, you want the festivals to bring the people
of SADC together so you can not ask a private

enterprise to help you achieve those goals,
because their goal would be commercial. So
that is why the governments have to be
responsible for the initial phase ofthe festivals
in the hope that as soon as they become a
popular tool allowing for the free movement
of artists then the private sector would have
the capacity to invest in festivals that would
make money while building the community.
What level of importance do you attach to
these festivals?

These are the only practical projects in
Sapem December/January. 1996/97

the

the human

are

enable

artists who were detained at borders, because

people to appreciate the developments that
have taken place in various countries.
You are a man of the arts yourself, and how
do you reconcile that with your bureaucratic

immigration officers at different borders
did not regard the festival as important. Some

activities?
There should be no clash. I write plays and

invite them for touring

the

artists

were

harassed, others detained for 24
was a clear example of how

hours. This

difficult is to bring the people

of SADC

together, because they can not cross borders
easily. The second problem was that the
musicians

came with no

clear understanding

short stories, I am the Harare

erroneous

result, not much of that
collaboration has taken place after the festival.

will

festival. As

a

only mean that our musicians are
to working together. There were
also problems in people appreciating that
musicians can be employed to run the festival.

That
not

can

used

In Zimbabwe itself, the people were so critical
about the secretariat where
not want to see

their

musicians would

own

colleagues be

employed and earn a good money. The
committee was accused of having
misappropriated funds, and yet we had three
people from the European Union working
with

us to ensure

that all the resources were

properly utilised. There were also problems
with the venues; there were venues which we

thought were easily accessible but people

branch

chairperson ofthe Zimbabwe Writers Union,
I am also a performing artist. It is like anyone
who is member of a golf club, playing golf
and yet being a permanent secretary in the
government. There has been a rather

objective of the festival. Some
simply thought this was a
competition, some of them did not even
want to dialogue, did not want to go to
workshops, they did not want to contribute
ideas, they were still thinking that they were
here to show that the they were the best in the
region. And yet we wanted them to interact,
to be able to have joint productions after the
the main

commercial ventures?

dynamic and

requirements of

the visual arts sector, as well as to

of the

some

of them

endowed with resources, the capacity to grow,

understand what

event will

should not turn these festivals into
That is our biggest weakness. While we talk

us to

resources

also enable

promoters from all over the world especially
from the Nordic countries to come and see

as to

of cultural industries as

We also

view that writers

can not

work in

government, that writers are natural enemies
of government. There are many of us who
believe that if we have the ability to manage
and can still play a role in managing the arts
in government we must still be allowed to
play that role, but when we have the chance
write what we write, if there is adequate

expression in our countries we
any problem. If we disagree with
the status quo we should be taken in our own
disagreement just as writers, not as
government officials. In fact, 1 think that a

freedom of

not have

writer who is also

a

civil

seiwant

tends

to

be

problems of governing,
governing in Africa is a complex

realistic about the
because

issue, where

we

still have

a

lot of work to do

with empowering civil society, democratising
the institutions,

making the people know

their rights and privileges. We are involved in
very difficult task of collective governance
in an environment where people do not want

a

to

contribute to governance because they are

always thinking that the government should
do everything and impose the concepts, ideas
and

policies on them.Q
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HIS BOOK is
of

a very puzzling melange
good and bad, and cannot be

recommended without extreme caution

potential readers who are, essentially, school
pupils. The title itself DURAMAZWI bears
little relation to its objectives. Etymologically
Duramazwi refers to a compilation which 'says it
all’, that is, a book (dictionary) which “reveals
the meanings of words, phrases, idioms and their
origins, etc. A Duramazwi, therefore, goes beyond
a bilingual or an English dictionary which,
essentially, concerns itself with the manner in
which everything is expressed in words, that is,
with diction, hence the word dictionary.
First of all, Chimundu occasionally burdens
to
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41
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43
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with valuable diachromic considerations which

all the

are not

details about

some

carried to their

logical conclusion and

rather deals
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45
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Mind
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47

extensively with one regional
language or (less extensively) other regional and/
or immigrant languages within the borders of
Zimbabwe which he erroneously describes as a
country inhabited by “many Shona who speak
the language of this dictionary - Duramazwi.”
Those who speak other languages are therefore
excluded from the citizenship or residency of
Zimbabwe. Third and most importantly,
Chimundu’s treatment of cultural aspects of
language or of sociolinguistics, is extremely
and leaves very much to be
of variationist analysis.

uneven
area

desired in the

In all fairness to Chimundu, it should be

mentioned at the onset, that Duramazwi is most
Sapem December/January, 1996/7

subsequent entries gradually
major prescriptive and
descriptive concepts and approaches in
sociolinguistics as needed for an understanding
of the material to be presented in a particular
section obviously a pedagogically sound method.
This, in many ways, is done in a straightforward
introduce the novice to

his focus of attention. Second, Duramazwi deals

excess

particular aspect of institutions in Shona society
he knows very little about, thus detracting from

TRIBUTE TO HENRY

which should have been made in the preface. The
overview and

which highlights the appropriateness of
sociolinguistics for a multi-faceted description
of the language situation in Zimbabwe. His
attempts to go beyond the previous efforts to a
standard work by avoiding mention of the various
dialects after each entry, is plausible. This is no
mean achievement and it is certainly one
strength
of the book which makes its serious shortcomings

his reader with

i

likely
addressed
to
beginning students rather
than specialists, a point

manner

more

In this

regrettable.

review, 1 intend

to present the
questionable entries and issues raised by

Chimundu in this Duramazwi and to
book

use

the

springboard to suggest a contemporary
critique of lexicography which parallels similar
critiques currently underway in anthropology,
history, literary criticism, political science and
sociolinguistics.
Let me begin with what this dictionary is
about. The book points to the relationship among
language, reality, and world view, a classic topic
in the developmental history of language, culture
and society arguing that this topic continues to
be relevant, but requires a contemporary, critical
orientation. The nature of language rejects the
view that it is uniform, homogeneous and static.
as a
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deal with language
in use. synchronically, in order to fully explore
the relationship between categorisation and
conceptualisation.
Duramazwi when translated into English
means dictionary and this is a very powerful
word indeed. Authors and publishers have found
that if they call a reference book a dictionary, it

the first to

It is, therefore, necessary to

publish

a

Shona dictionary in

Elliot, W.A. Dictionary ofthe Tebele and
Shuna, 1897

onward,

dictionaries, came out in rather quick succession,

Buck, Mashona Dictionary, 1911

(vii)

Louw,

on

The quality of research thus shown,

its own, raise and enhance the

academic

standing of the compiler; the reputation of the
Department and the University’s excellence in
the region in particular, and the world at large. A
dictionary is thus, a book that lists words in
alphabetical order and describes their meanings,
including information about spelling,
syllabication and word-order, pronounciation,
etymology (word derivation), usage, synonyms
and grammar, among others and .sometimes
illustrations as well. In this respect, dictionary
definitions are usually confined to information
that the reader must have to

understand

phrase or word.
While not a textbook, Duramazwi is, in a way,

complex of topics
and more serious investigations within a general
orientation. Most of what is presented is not by
any stretchof imagination, original, nevertheless,
the work potentially but not creatively, attempts
to bring together various perspectives and old
analyses around an old theme in the context of
the art and craft of lexicography.
Insisting as the dictionary does, that language
should be studied as dynamic, heterogeneous,
emergent and social in use, Duramazwi falls far
too short of expected academic standards of
excellence and fails dismally on the issue of the
centrality of conflicting ideologies in the
diachronic and synchronic study of the Shona
language, showing how this cuts across - and
i ndeed relates to various aspects of regional and
new approaches to languages.
The major topics dealt with in this review are
a

‘valuable’ introduction to

C.S. English-Chikaranga
Dictionary, 1926

(viii) Biehler, Shona Dictionary. 1927
(ix)

Barnes. B.H. Vocabulary of the Dialects
ofMashonaland in the New Orthography,

(x)

Wi Id, H. A Southern Rhodesian Botanical
Dictionary of Native and English Plant

1932

Names, 1952

(xi)

Hannan. M. The Standard Shona
Dictionary, 1959

(xii)

Dale, Dwramr/cW, 1980

a

-

(xiii) Dale, Duramazwi, 1982

right of primacy in Shona lexicography is
privilege.
The history of lexicography in Zimbabwe
does not appear to include brilliant innovations
or bursts of creativity that leave us in awe, as do
revelations in politics and education in this
country. It is rather a succession of slow and
uneven advances in vocabulary and methodology,
tempered always in its early stages by promotional
blather consisting in equal parts of humble selfdeification and attacks on the very predecessors
whose works one has systematically rifled and
without which one’ sown dictionary wou Id have
been impossible. The point 1 am making here is
beautifully posed in the Shona proverb: Kugara
ntuikakuonadzevamwe, dynamically translated,
for people to know correct procedure in ritual
ceremonies, it is because they have seen their
neighbours.’
The

a

dubious and feeble

Culture Bound Inputs;

d)

Definitions of Objects, Actions and
Institutions;

Zezuru at Waddilove; the Roman

e)

Etymology;

among

0

Reflection of Social Values.

Catholics

the Zezuru at Chishawasha and Kutama

and the Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa

among the Karanga at Zi muto whi le the Sal vat ion
area.

before Chimhundu’s mono-lingual
dictionary - Duramazwi,

printing presses for the purposes of printing

German national, was probably

catechisms, bibles and school readers, to create

34

Bleek,

a

by Father Hannan’s Standard Shona
Dictionary, in 1959. 1981 saw the publication of
Father Da\e's Duramazwi. Contrary to the claims
made by Dr Chimhundu, Father Dale’s is the
first Shona to Shona dictionary.
Duramazwi as a synchronic dictionary,
attempts to deal with the present time in contrast
with a diachronic or historic one which normally
takes more time to compile. A synchronic
dictionary such as this one is less important since
it has chosen to ignore the study of etymology.
Hannan’s Standard Shona Dictionary (SSD) and
a minimum of ten years each
compile. Diachronic dictionaries, like these
are more scholarly than the one presently under

discussion while most
are

synchronic dictionaries

commercial.

anything to go by,
reading, one finds out that it
gradually assumes another though interesting,
but sad dimension-encyclopedia. Whether this
If the title of Duramazwi is

when

is

a

one

goes on

deliberate

move

towards that, there is no way

encyclopedia is a collection of
articles about every branch of knowledge and
although the articles are usually arranged
alphabetically, and though they often include
definitions, their descriptions go far beyond the
information given in adictionary. Thedictionary
deals essentially with the word whereas an
encyclopedia deals with historical subjects.
one can

tell. An

On the face of it, this appears to

be an

themselves to available information. Professor

c)

(i)

were

followed

Army settled among the Zezuru at Howard in the

A Brief History of Shona Lexicography;

gone

important dictionaries being Father

Hartmann’s and Father Biehler’s which

Chiweshe

When missionaries, like ’Christian soldiers

The Entry Terms;

chronological order, the following are
bilingual Shona/English dictionaries that have

the most

number of grammar books, including

development especially where the
word is eponymous such as we have in the entry
Zimta/jwe (wrong spelling). If this led to proper
and correct interpretation of the subject matter,
there would have been no problem. But as it is,
especially with the entry Nehanda, serious
reservations are bound to be expressed on the
accuracy of oral historical, data. First of all,
Nehanda is a historical person of the period of
the liberation wars waged against the settlers in
thelatterpartofthe 1890s. But now to define this
personage as a woman who is handed over to a
rain-making spirit medium, is gross and
unpardonable misinformation.
Obviously the lexicographers have not exposed

b)

In

a

to

a)

follows:

the unification ofthe dialects in 1928. From then

Dale’s Duramazwi both of which are diachronic

marching as to war’ arrived in Rhodesia towards
the end of the last century, they strategically
deployed themselves to all the four corners of the
country; the American Methodists among the
Ndau at Chirinda and Manyika at Old Umtali
(Mutare); the Anglicans among the Manyika at
St. Augustine; the British Methodists among the

as

Conference

works, have taken

an

unfamiliar

Rhodesia Missionary
passed a resolution which resulted
in the coming of Professor Clement Doke of the
University ofWitwatersrand, to write a report on

(iv)

Vocabularies, 1893

(vi)

will

Southern

Hartmann. AM. English - Mashona, 1894

they called it by another name, simply because

the country.

The

(iii)

Springer, Handbook of Chikaranga, 1905

(i) authority (ii) scholarship

who had become

Weal, M.E. Matabele and Makalaka

(v)

(iii) precision and (i v) economic development to

new converts

(ii)

stands to sell better and faster than it would if
the word suggests

literature for the

literate.

1856

The missionaries

immediately established

unavoidable

Solomon Mutswairo, the

only recognised,
knowledgeable and experienced academic in the
African languages Department has a poem in
Sapem December/January, 1996/7
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Nyakasikana’ and the

word, concept or phrase by another similar word,

Mr G. Muzadzi

Mr A.

MinisterofTelecommunications, Joyce Mujuru

concept or phrase. This sounds easy, but it is

Prof. S. Mutswairo

Mrs Bakasa

has immortalised

((iiv)u)u//aoannee

extremely difficult unless

Mr P.

Mr Pius Wakatama

the

measures or

Feso called ‘Nehanda

in

Mbuya Nehanda after whom
Maternity Hospital is named at Parirenyatwa
Harare. From this sketchy oral history it is

clear that Nehanda is the

man

who had been

‘given’ Kasikana (a young girl) as a wife and that
as she assumed importance during the wars with
the settlers, she became known as Mbuya
Nehanda, Nehanda being her husband’s name.
He became the owner {Nya} of Kasikana, his
wife’s

name.

Thus, Nehanda cannot be taken to

be eponymous to

the extent that her husband’s
name no w stands for the process of handi ng o ver
a young girl in a ritual ceremony any more than
Zimbabwe now is the name of the country in
which the people who li vein it areZimbabweans.
The entry Chiremba is eponymous, a fact which
is not revealed in the details supplied in the
definition. Chiremba is the head gear worn by
the medicine men just like the crown in Europe
refers to

royalty.

Nehanda is

personal name which is the
subject matter of another type of work a
Dictionary ofShona Names. Asa name, Nehanda
belongs to others with the following
morphological structures: subject concord (U or
A) + the adverbial inflecting morpheme (na-) +
the

noun or

a

headword:

(one with) chomho

Ne

(one with) handa

Ne

(one with) ndoro

Ne

[chomho =
weapon acolyte]

[handa =
rwanda leather]
[ht/orn=shell-

like white
ornament

signifying rank]
(one with) chibvute
(one with) chinanga

Ne

[chibvute =
shade]
Ne [chinanga =
blemish, brand,
var,

Thus, information

on

thorn

bush]

Nehanda, her arrest and

subsequent execution by the settlers belongs to
an encyclopedia; that on Zimbabwe, notwithstanding wrong spelling, excludes non-Shona
speakers from the citizenship of the country, and
that

on

Chiremba should have been handled

eponymously and the reader would have been
the wiser.

The
We

Entry Term

now turn to a

discussion of the elements

that made up

the dictionary, beginning with the
alphabetised headword, or main entry, by which
the word orexpression being discussed or defined
the lexical unit is identified. Identifying items
-

in the lexicon that

seem to carry a heavy workload (e.g. the core vocabulary) must include a
consideration of how some words are

characteristically used to talk about other words,
paraphrase them and define them and to
organise them in communication. Basically,
therefore, a dictionary defines and explains a
to

Sapem December/January, 1996/7

your own
rises to the occasion.

vocabulary

Before

a dictionary is written for a language,
language must have developed a standard
spelling and word-division, etc. In Shona, the
standard, which emerged in the last forty years,

the

was

Chidyausiku

(ii)Karanga
Dr E. Zvobgo
Mr J. Hungwe
Mr B. Zimuto

Mutyambizi

Dr C.

Zvobgo
Hungwe
M. Nyoni

Mr L.
Mr

that of the Central Mashonaland district that

included Harare.

Spelling remained variable
throughout the early 1960s until Hannan’s SSD
and lately. Dale’s Durainazwi brought about
greater uniformity in spelling. Though they
directed attention to the problem, they partially
succeeded in resolving it. Duramazwi which we
thought was going to deli ver the last catastrophic
blow once and for all, is still groping in the dark.
Duramazwi marks the beginning of a major
shift in educational policy on the development of
standard Shona. It has decidely taken and assumed
a new tone altogether. The centre has shifted
from Harare to Masvingo. There is definitely no
harm in this. The question 1 would like to ask is:
since this is definitely a dramatic change of
educational policy, was the matter ever raised
with the Literature Bureau who would have in

(iii) Manyika
Mr & Mrs A. Vera

Mr & Mrs Chidawanyika

Mr Chitsike

Mr Razemba

Bishop Hatendi

Mr.

Rev. Chitombo

Mr & Mrs

Philip Chipudhla
Dangarembwa

(iv) Korekore
Mr E. W. Chamba

Mr S. Mambiravana

Mr R.

Mr J.

Chigumbura

Dangarembizi

(v)Kalanga
Mrs W Kamba

Mr R.

Mr Saul Ndlovu

Mr Dumiso

Mr John Nkomo

D. C. Ndlovu

Dabengwa
Dabengwa

My objective in providing a list of ‘wouldhelpers is that dictionary-making as

have-been’
an art

and craft, is a concerted effort of the entire

turn, taken it up with the Ministries of Education
and Higher Education? Were the other interested

community which carries lexical items in their

parties such as the Teachers Associations and
other religious organisations ever consulted?
Let us assume that such authority was granted
and this immediately raises yet another question:
was the dictionary team representative of the
major “tribes” ordialects in the country and what
experience do they have regarding language
development?
The problem here is neither of spelling nor of
paradigmatic model, but of the absence of a
standard nomenclature. It is, in fact, not analogous
to the lack of a standard language, as in a country
with mutually intelligible dialects. The Zezuru
and the Karanga, including the Kalanga, for that
matter, believe that they understand one another’s
words, but they attach different meanings to the
same word. Two people speaking widely different
dialects, on the other hand, know very well that
they cannot understand each other. The
differences in pronounciation, tone, and other
linguistic features make the same word
unintelligible, even though it has the same
meaning in both dialects.
How did the dictionary team go about
standardisi ng nomenclature? I n other words, how
does one determine preferred terms when there
is no agreement among the various bodies and
experts? I should like to pause here and suggest
some names I think could have provided useful
information according to dialects:

Going back to the idea of standardised
nomenclature, 1 should like to suggest and

heads.

recommend if 1 may,

(i)

Dr Silas Mundawara

Prof. M. Wakatama

Dr Sadza

Dr Rwambiwa

Dr C. Chikonibah

Mr A. Mushore

as

criteria as follows:
in the published dictionaries,

novels, children’s books, school readers
and other reference works. All the Shona
novels and

they are not that many, should
have been fed into the computer to see
how

a

word is used in context

by the

novelist. This would have made it easier
for the editor, for he could have copied the
usage of the word concerned. As it is,
most of the sentences made up to illustrate
usage leave very much to be desired. Under
sentence used to illustrate

chi.sikwa, the

usage is so general as to be false: Hapana
chisikwa chisingadiwo kufara pasi paiio

(There is
be

no creature

that does not want to

on this here earth) and dialectal
constructions [IkcHakunaba - should have

happy

been entered.

(ii)

Did the dictionary receive any recommendations from authoritative specialist

organisations? There is

very little evidence to show this. NVould they have agreed
to the use of new

terminology in place of
of ajikitivhi?
Specificity, i.e., not vague or ambiguous.
Kasa is described as “red”, why should a
playing card be necessarily red?
Simplicity, i.e., short and terse as po.ssible
as no dictionary is spared the necessity to
save space. The adage goes: simplicity
promotes clearness or clarity. Entry
the worn-out usage

(iii)

(iv)

(i)Zezuru

Usage,
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dya mari
dya moto (not in the book)
dya nyika rutivi (not in the book)
dya pasi (not in the book)
dya vamwe
If this entry is anything to go by towards

mukadzi is described among others as one

-

capable of child-bearing, a definition
which excludes from womanhood those
women

Here is

who cannot.

a

-

simple

definition in seven instead of twenty-nine

this

idioms,

dictionary, then six out of eleven
54 per cent is too high.
Selectivity and omissions, i.e.,adictionary
cannot enter all the words the compilers

between have suffered. The editor has failed to
strike a balance

during the ' 'ar of liberation and they
mujibha, mu}, orira and mupuruvheya.
Even if these words, so commonly used

by making sure that his team was
one dialect against the
others. For example the use of the deficient verb
-to
(Kutorara naye) and extension - nani in
zvishomanani are Karanga. Other forms from

and

then and now, had been entered, the

other dialects could have been

musikana, one who creates, sika children,

compilers would not have discussed their
derivations, a decision 1 disagree with.

that describe the nature of the

For example Dzangaradzimu or
Dzimudzangara is about the (sudden)
appearance and/or disappearance of an
apparition. Further examples are found in

come across.

concept.

who courts,

one

murume

-

ruma

Conceptual relationship, i.e. related
concepts should ideally be related in
terminology. This recommendation brings
us

up

(x)

in Shona,
same

a

link between siki and sick, a

disease associated with concupescence as
result

a

of

the

introduction

of

industrialisation and the attendant social

The Little Oxford

as

simbi, handcuffs but the fact

from the English,
sadly missing.
(vii) Traditionally formulated images, i.e.,
formulaic expressions, idioms and
proverbs, should have been entered. Look
at entries muti and mwoyo and you will
see that the proverb - mwoyo muti/l
unomera paunoda - (The heart is (like) a
tree/it grows where it likes) - is not entered.
(viii) Alphabetisation
Dictionaries usually alphabetise letter by
letter rather than word by word. They
place chakasimba, simba, simba raMwari
that the word

comes

'catch them’ is

before simba. Duramazwi has entered
words

alphabetically, but has not done so
dealing with idioms relating to the
entry concerned. The compilers did not
know that entries, including derivations,
have to be in alphabetical order. Take the
entry - dya and look at the idioms relating
in

to that process. The idioms arejust thrown
in without due regard to their alphabetical

order. This is how the idioms should have
been entered

-

dya mabhii (not in the dictionary)
dya mbwa

-

-

-

-

-

dya manonoko
dya- mhamba (not in the book)
dya marasha

Dictionary defines culture

'intellectual and artistic achievement

as an

not

biased in favour of

-

brought in to
bring about the standardisation desired. The
overall effect is that the development of standard
Shona has not been enhanced, the situation being
exacerbated by poor spelling or word-order
(especially in ‘Rutendo’ p.vi).
If

we

is a language which deserves a category
by itself It is usually grouped with the style

etc.’

been

some more

a people’s way of life and,
than others reflect this reality

and

they are culture specific or bound as some
linguists prefer. For example, American and
Canadian football terms like tackle have

no

the definition of culture above,

S lang

or

In short culture is

to

‘improvement by mental or
physical training [the} customs and civilisation
ofa particular time or people' experienced over
the past fifty years.
all

words

refer

this undermines the

expression; refined appreciation ofarts; customs
and civilisation of a particular time or people;
improvement by mental or physical training;

mobility and urbanisation? Kechemu is
described

why has Chimundu not done the
with rod [rhorhi] ?

Culture Bound Inputs

disease. Would it not contribute to the
that there is

significance of the bracketted

word after the entry ruma [rhwna] and
since there is no such authorised spelling

into direct confrontation with the

understanding if he were told

Inconsistencies
What is the

compilers of Duramazwi who took it upon
themselves not to link usage with its
etymology. Siki is described as a venerial
reader’s

There are words which came

are

-ana.
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a word, phrase, idiom or
belongs, all in an attempt to build a
standard language. I support this effort. Having
said this, 1 have fears that the pendulum has
swung from one extreme end Zezuru. to the other
extreme, Karanga and the other dialects in

sentence

munhu-kadziSelf-descriptiveness. i.e. giving preference
to terms

(vi)

dialect to which

or

the assessment of the standard reached in

not a new one.

Duramazwi has not indicated the foreign language

-

3. munhu-rume anoila somunhu-kadzi

(ix)

the idea of slang.

The idea of standard Shona is

-

words; mukadzi DKKZ
1. munhu-kadzi 2. mukadzi womunhu
4. munhu-rume anenge

(v)

versus

-

labels ‘formal/informar and with the status labels
‘standard/non standard’

exactly what we have
talking about although it does not
comfortably fit with each one of these in
Duramazwi. Slang does not represent a
vocabulary that one can adopt to suit a respectable
social situation

as one can

with the words

on

‘formal/informal’ index. However, when

the

slang

equivalents in countries where this sport is

is used

unknown.

way to becoming standard speech. Yet on the
other level and unlike other words restrictively

Many social terms (such as those referring to
family relationships - kuparika, barika,
guru) culinary words, political and religious
words in English, have no equivalent in the
target language and require explanations instead
Shona

of or in addition to some approximate translation.
This lack of equivalence is particularly acute and
is

for concern when the two

languages are
greatly in cultural
backgrounds, but it occurs with surprising
frequency even in cultures with a similar heritage.
It is crucial, therefore, for the lexicographer to
decide whether his dictionary is intended to help
English speakers learn Shona or to help the
native-speakers to comprehend concepts
previously put to them in the Shona-English
dictionary.
Given the complexities of accurate translation
which I have barely touched upon but which give
cause

used in cultures that differ

some

idea of the difficulties, one can see that the

compilers have faced formidable problems. The
absence

or

lack of diachronic information

on

foreign words brings us face to face with the
issue of the development of a standard language

appropriately (as a discourse) it is on the

Much
slang has been introduced initially by people
labeled, slang is deliberately non-standard.
with little
who

were

or no

education, cooks and nannies

imitati ng the language of their masters.

language of the
opposed to the language
of the elite, like Latin was in the olden days of the
Roman empire. So with the fullness of time,
criminals, thieves and tsotsi, hucksters and
gamblers developed a language usage of their
own. These social status groups areoff the beaten
track but, are they necessarily of low cultural
level because their operations happen to be antisocial? Much slang derives also from the cant of
musicians like Mujuru etc and soldiers or
Vakomana vechimurenga - the Chi murenga boys
In the urban areas, it became the

workers, vernacular,

as

and their efforts to liberate Zimbabwe from

colonialism.

One notes the absence of words

like

mujibha (jib) mugorira (guerilla) and
mupuruvheya (purveyor), etc. Groups that feel
isolated or beleagured use slang as a means of
communication understood only among
themselves. Theirprivate vocabulary percolates
Sapem December/January. 1996/7
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through layers of language, so to speak, to become
tomorrow’s slang.
Although much slang deals with off-colour
subjects, their inclusion in Duramazwi is
commendable but the editor’s decision not to
indicate that such words or

phrases are slang is

much regretted.
Slang is novel-sounding and is often associated
with young bloods, raffish or otherwise
undignified speakers who use it for its striking
connotations of rudeness and impertinence,
disrespectfulness and irreverence and rejection
of conventional deportment.
When we went to school, our English teachers
and masters would not accept the use of slang
like, ‘He kicked the bucket’ for ‘He died or
passed away’. Why does Dr Chimhundu accept
Kudya marasha in place of kudya moto an idiom
which is not in his dictionary ? It is clear that the
former is a modern slang and that it is derived
from the latter whose imagery is graphic because
very

gives one

line, it is difficult to convey the intensity

misgivings experienced at
having to weaken a definition one had worked
hard to perfect. Even though the total number of
lexical items is not more than 16 000 resulting in
a 504 page dictionary, one will see why space is
at a premium. For example, the entry muramu is
explained in three paragraphs where the following

of the effort

or

womurume

effectively presented

if he/she lived in Zambia,

Malawi?
rutendo

eight instead of twenty-three words.
Repetition is a Shona narrative technique as
old as the verbal art itself It is religiously adhered
to in Duramazwi. It is realised in various guises
as

if it

muratu

This is a suspension bridge made

mushereketi

of rope, not
This person
tsotsi. A

-

food.’ Thus, to the
Afrikaaner, what the Africans ate was very much
like cattle food. Kuita weti is associated with the

1

Kubata ku-

2

kubata ku-

3

Kubata ku-

4

kubata ku-

bata K it

situation

fambisa K it

-fara K itik

1

Kana

2

Kufara

From the verb Kusunama (see

kunatna, tunama.)
Musikarudzi

awareness

not

people’s

increase the young

language sensitivity and sensibility?
Dr Chimhundu’s labelling of slang,
Chimanjemanje as he calls it, is consistent.
Definition
What do we mean when
has succeeded

entries

are

or

we

nouns

-

uchifara

Nyora dzinotemwa pamunhu
nyora are not put but incised

sherufu

It need not be made of wood.

waya

This is where the

Iwndohwe
1

Hondohwe ihwai-

I

Hube

hwowa D-< 14

1

Hwowa

muguri D- <3

I

Muguri chibage—

muhedheni DKLDD
mubuora DDDK
niubvumira D-

mudido Dsay DrChimhundu

failed to define a word? All his

first defined according to

9

<

<

<

<

mutungamiri DKKKD <

the class of

things to which they belong, and then
distinguished from all other things within that
class. Thus, murume is a man (genus) who is
unmarried (differentia) as opposed to pfunda
also an unmarried man but one who was

formally

married and has outlived his wife. Thus, as
lexical items Chimhundu has been

a success.

the essence of
the thing defined as 1 shall demonstrate anon.
Philosophers are concerned with the internal
However, he has failed to capture

coherence of their system

of definition,
lexicographers of the likes of Chimhundu, are
concerned with explaining something their

3.1

zvitambo
—

—

Muhedheni

and

song

Uyu muriwo

3. i Unvu rudzi

3.1

lyiinyama

I
2

Uyu munhu
Uyu munhu

KD

1

Kuti nyapu

people involved in the contract, that is the
his father-in-law and his wives. The
important element in the definition, namely, that
the man’s many wives comes from different
unrelated families, is left out. This is what barika
is. Guru is described in similar terms except that
this time, ‘it is the family of a man with many
wives and many chi Idren’. Once again, although
children are a necessary sequel, what is important

of the

ny

I

nzvori

Kana

—

-

yati nzvori

-

is made to u.se other words before the
ideophone such as Kunzi or ndiye and no help is given
to the reader, to sharpen his/her language sensitivity by
showing that ordinary nouns or demonstratives can
also be used as ideophones, e.g.

No attempt

Akanzi tsvimbo

mumusoro

man,

in this institution is the fact that the wives are

Akabva anzi iro

related, they could even be

Akarohwa

could be the

pfumo
ndiye tsvinzviri pasi

sisters or one of them
one of the wives’

daughter of

brother. This is the essence of guru.

randomly from the dictionary, are a pointer to the

the mother of your

quality of the book:

to amaz.e.
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thatis.the ‘children and his wives’ attheexpense

Vamwene ndimai

Generally, Chimhundu has problems in

as

—

definitions, explanations. The following entries, taken

found many

as

—

items which will make the
young and inexperienced reader any wiser, to
say the least and, the more is the pity.
not

Zvitambo

beautiful
and dance.
-

Many entries did not understand the concepts.
‘family’ of‘aman with
two or even more wives.’ The absurdity of this
definition focuses on the ‘family of the man,’

(iv) Incomplete, inadequate, misleading, cumbersome

am

of

Baniaisdescribedasthe

afraid that 1 have

readers well understand. 1

use

—

—

(iii) ideophones
nyapu

beautiful.

nengoma

—

3.1 Kuita mudido—

<

muteketeke D-

1

-

etymology would have been
very helpful. The word comes
from the English wire and the
use of dzakasiyana siyana is
abolutely unnecessary.
The word refers not only to girls,
but also to anything that is good

-

hube KD

-

temwa.

—

KKD<9>iO
<

The founder of the tribe - God is

Musikavanliu.
nembo

children’s

(ii)

as

tama.

Kubinya ku2
Kubinya ku1
Kufambisa2 kana uchifambisa 3 kana uchifambisa -

where it means, ‘cattle

fact be

himself

finds

Could have been defined

rutamo

suna

1

binya D it

-

necessarily iron.
is not necessarily a
person in a desparate

acliishereketa.

Description
-

use

musamho, tsika yokungotama-

Entry
(i) verbs

more

by the
In,-}

The word mutyora or surudzo
would have been adequate.

artistic.

were

of belief, judging
of the morpheme.

This is

soda

in

a

‘bed-wetting’, so why should not this
brought to the knowledge of young
readers? Similarly, why should we not be told
that musevenzi comes to us through Zulu from
the English servants'! Would this kind of

Would muShona not be

womunhu kana mukadzi

womunhu. This has been

own.

of mouth described here.

Murudzi

the

would have done the ‘trick’: Muninina kana

mukoma

things to call their

Not all creatures have the type

Muromo

words from acarefully crafted definition in order
to save a

feeling of heat whereas marasha
(coal) is not necessarily hot. Why does
Chimhundu accept the u.se of Chikafu where
there is a perfectly good word Kudya ? Does he
know that it is a term of insult usually taken to be
offensive by those who know its etymology. The
term is derogatory as it comes from Afrikaans
it

have

handling both abstract and concrete concepts.
To one who has not struggled to cut two or three

Murombo

Poverty is relative. The poor

Vamwene

(mother-in-law) is defined
vemurume

as

wako (Vamwene is

husband). This never ceases
is: who is one’s

The question one asks

husband? Who is the husband of

a

young
37
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woman?

unmarried

This

definition

is

personalised and particularised and is not of
universal validity - only one of the principles of
defining. Murisi is cumbersomely defined as
Miirisi (note repetition) munhii anofitdza mombe.
Why couldn’t he be simply defined as mufudzi
wemombe ? Again this definition is not complete
who looks after goats mbiidzi mumbudzi (LLH)
and sheep hwai muhwai (LLH)? cf mubasa =
-

people who ‘loved’ each other, and not ‘calling’

kecliemu which sounds like Shona is of English

each other.

origin. The word is derived from the English

In the definition which follows after kare, the
editor is

clearly out of his depth as he thinks kare
It also refers to the future
just as makei. Muridzo is described as whistling;
refers to the past alone.

what about the drumstick ?
The definition of murume excludes

men

who

unable to

inconsistencies in

produce sperm for the purposes of
having children. Entry 2 below seems to be
pertinent and speaking etymologically murume

Duramazwi. For instance, the idiom nishoka

from kuruma (to court) would have been more to

worker.
There are

a

number of entry

ndibereke should have been entered
first but

one

as

rushoka

is refeixed to mtsokandihereke

as a

single entry. The verb -dya appropriately
as the taking in of food through the
mouth, chewing and swallowing. This obviously
refers to human beings. What then happens to
biological creatures without a mouth or even
teeth, don’t they eat? This item is followed by a
number of idioms relating to the process of
eating. What has happened to -dya mow when
described

the

-dya marasha from which it emanates is

Under Bandwe

we are

told that it is the fifth

month of the year

and we are further warned not
to say, ‘May (in English) when we are speaking
in Shona’. Duramazwi now openly prescribes
what to say and what not to say. Taking this
commandment to its logical conclusion we are
now allowed to spell ibwe (stone) even though
the rule pertaining to the implosive /b/ and the
plosive /bh/ specifically forbids it. With regard
to the phoneme /b/ turn to Duramazwi p,3 where
the implosive phoneme is confused with the
morpheme (bhi) which is eiToneously written
‘ichinzi bi’. The mistake is carried forward in

‘pakati paa-a [pa/a/na/ch]. This should read
■pakati pd-/a/na-cli' ! Because these phonemes
come

in

as

clusters with the semi-

vowel /w/in/bw/ and/bhw/ as minimal

pairs or in
thing
other, Chimhundu was caught

binary opposition enabling
rather than the

us to say one

unawares.

This does not

mean

that Dr Chimhundu did

know about this, it

simply means, (the
mupepeti) he did not check and he is the
accounting officer, he is ultimately held
responsible for so many mistakes. Having said
not

this about these two distinct units of sound.

Zimbabwe should

strictly be spelt Zimbahhwe

and Chirabwe and ibwe as Chirabhwe and ibhwe.

Many words therefore in Duramazwi pp 36-40,
either right or wrong depending on the
meaningful sound (morpheme) required.

are

Buka. The idea of convulsions common to

especially, and to grown-ups generally
is played down in preference to/ear and alarm.
In the definition after the entry gwiti, the
editor does not appear to distinguish the difference
between da (love) and dana (call). The brotherin-law and his sister-in-law were dancing like
children
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the

point and consequently what he produces to
prospective wife is nduma. Kubata is
described as ‘to raise up or to support a thing.
Nothing could be further from the truth in my
his

dialect.

expression known as the proverb. How could the
editor have taken a decision to completely ignore
a structure that has been recognised by previous
lexicographers? Look under Chenga and you
see a

This dictionary does not make an effort to
give such derivations, presumably on the
grounds that the book is not concerned with
etymology, but only with modern usage. This
argument holds good with old civilisations which
have been engaged in dictionary making for

centuries. Such works

are

in their archives and

libraries where information

the

history of
easily be retrieved. This book, by
black scholars for black searchers of knowledge
presumes that people know the origins of new
words

on

can

words.
As if this

was the only problem of derivations
morphemes faced by the editor, the author is
at pains to gain an insight into the meanings of
words through how words are made up.
Kuronga>murongi, Kuronza>muronzi, muronzi,
therefore is a person who rongera and mianopa.
The definition would have been emplified if the
author had seen the relatedness of the morphemes.
Reflections of Social Values

and

One very disturbing aspect of this dictionary is
the absence of that poetic and formulaic

will

present ?

/b/ and /bh/

are

catch them.

well constructed sentence, but this

could have been buttressed

by a proverb divided
into two well-balanced parts: Chenga ose

manhanga/Zhapana risina mhodzi. The beauty
of this proverb lies in the fact that one can say
either part of the expression and the rest is
understood. The students have

buy
anthologies of proverbs, they would rather buy a
dictionary which would clarify the use of a word
from a quoted proverb.
no

money to

The question of the inclusion of foreign

words
origin is one that has preoccupied
lexicophers throughout the history of philology.
Some have argued that the origin of a word
matters little as long as its modern usage is
clarified. On the contrary, the historical
development of a word will enhance the readers
sensibility to its usage. One of Chimhundu’s first
and their

The relative

length of description accorded to
compared to others in
Duramazwi provides us with an idea of its scheme
of values implicit in its handling and treatment of
some

kinds of words,

lexical items. A notable example is

that of taboo
pertaining to human private parts of the
body, parts which are often defined with extreme
care and brevity, not because they are unimportant
but because their meanings are considered
offensive. Duramazwi, perhaps in keeping with
its name, has not shied away from calling a spade
a spade.
This it has done sometimes at the
expense of clarity if only to assume the role of an
encyclopedia. The degree of specificity of most
of these items goes far beyond what the readerwho
is a native speaker needs or wants. The overall
tone and feeling of Duramazwi, therefore, is that
words

the extent that conservatives find

entries is adhiresi (address) and after a rather

it is

clumsy description marred by the usual
unnecessarily verbiage uku ndekunosvikira —
we are immediately referred to its synonym kero.

themselves unable to recommend it

As Chimhundu well understands

as a

student of

languages, synonyms do not necessarily mean
same thing. Address is the place where a
person or organisation is situated. Particulars of
this in terms of postage are what is written on the
envelope. We turn to the entry kero, we are
referred, and rightly so, toarf/iireji. Diachonically
speaking kero from ‘care of, ’ abbreviated to c/o
was known to the Shona long before the word
‘address’ because they were people of ‘no fixed
abode’ until the passing of the Native
Accommodation Act in 1910 when they lived in
the

numbered houses in the location (rukisheni).
Otherwise before this,
letters ‘care of
with

a

they used to receive
[hence kero] a village school

box number or a relative who worked for

George Elcombe in Salisbury, Similarly,

coarse to

text book

as a

standard

in educational institutions, because of

its lack of

traditionally accepted taste and
feelings and ideas are
defensible, even noble, they are. nevertheless,
seldom defended because they are not widely
recognised, especially these days, as policies.

decorum. While such

Conclusion

Dictionary work is not heroic and
lexicographers should not be immune from
criticism, but critics should take in considerations
that stand in the way of the production of a work
of art and scholarship - the sheer size and volume

of work, time consumed, cost of production, and,
most importantly
the calibre of the team of
experts and their experience. Did Dr Herbert
Chimhundu, the editor-in-chief (mupepeti —
not in the book) have to carry out his normal
teaching and administrative duties in addition to
the supervision of the work on the dictionary ?□
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POLICY DIALOGUE SERIES

THE CASE FOR A PAN-AFRICAN-LED

INTERVENTION FORCE IN THE GREAT
LAKES REGION OF AFRICA
Yusuf bangura

CURRENT

HE

T

war

between

Rwandan-backed rebels in Eastern

Zaire and the Zairean army

threatens

political stability and
human security in the countries that border
the Great Lakes region — Rwanda, Burundi,
Zaire, Uganda and Tanzania. This region is
to further

host to

undermine

over one

million refugees.

Two countries, Rwanda

and Burundi, have

highest population densities,
and a recent record of state-sponsored and
ethnically-inspired genocide. One country,
Zaire, has Africa’s second highest land mass
and has been without effective political
authority since 1991. Another country, Uganda
fought highly destructive civil wars in the late
1970s and much of the 1980s, and although it
now has an effective government and a rapidly
growing economy, the low-intensity war in the
North has gained renewed momentum in recent
the continent’s

months.

Military rule has been restored in Burundi in
a minority group, the Tutsis, whose

which

engineered the coup, feel threatened by
majority Hutu. That country also has the
misfortune of having to deal with a range of

elites
the

neighbouring countries
following the military
coup. Only Tanzania, which has recently
organised multi-party elections that threw up
much ethnic or racial hatred, appears to be an
island of peace and stability.
In short, we are dealing with a region that is
likely to be plunged into large scale and
protracted instability if immediate steps are
sanctions which
slammed

not

on

taken to

Where is the

pan-African force?

it in July,

reverse

the current disorder and to

help the local populations to rebuild their
battered in.stitutions.
African leaders and the rest of the world

equivocated in the first two weeks of November
as the fighting between the Zairian army and
the rebels intensified. Large numbers of
refugees and local people were killed either
directly by the warring groups or as a result of
war-induced hunger and disea.se. For two years,

atrocities in

post-independence Africa, were

being fed by international relief agencies, and
allowed to enjoy sanctuary among, as well as
hold as hostages, a traumatised Hutu population
in the camps at Goma and Bukavu. Events
have now finally forced many of the refugees
to return to

Rwanda.

Whether the

itself

planned by the
its local Zairian-led
rebels to force the refugees to return or not, the
war

was

Rwandan government and

decision to return must rank

of

as one

of the great

our time.
doomsday scenario of total
anarchy that is being predicted and anxiously
awaited by the purveyors of Afro-pessimism
moments

refugee movements in

For now, the

has been contained. The common sense of

itself agai n, and that the region
spared of the conflagration that has
threatened it in the last few weeks. Nothing
be at peace with
would be

could be further from the truth. More than ever

before, what the situation requires is a

disciplined, well funded, and well armed panAfrican force to help stabilise the region,
prevent further acts of opportunistic behaviour
by conte.stants for power, and to rebuild the
institutions of the

region. Africa should learn
efforts of NATO in helping to
bring peace and to create new all-inclusive
political institutions in Bosnia. People who
have been traumatised by war, genocide, and
ethnic hatred are not likely on their own to
show the maturity and discipline that is required
from the great

rebuild social lives, communities and

community has been unable
tofind solutions to the problems of the refugees

ordinary people has opened up new vistas of
opportunity to bring jjeace and stability to the
region. Africa and the world should seize the

to

the international

and the immediate crisis in Rwanda and

initiative

We believe that the initiative for creating

Bands of young men,
who have committed

now

before

a new

dynamic unfolds.

Unfortunately, there is growing belief among

Burundi.

the Hutu Interhamwe.
some

of the worst
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African and world leaders that the situation

will

soon return to

normal, that Rwanda would

political institutions. They need a sympathetic,
but firm external arbiter to help them do this.
an

arbiter should

come

such

from Africa and not

from Western countries.
There is too much

Afro-pessimism in
39
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support to the Economic Community of West
African States initiative in Liberia. These efforts

impact. Western soldiers do not understand

region that has been created by the return of
many of the refugees? What the region needs
is much more than what the West is ready to

African people, cultures

commit itself to.

been

cou ntries

Western

at the moment for a Western-

led intervention force in Africa to have much

and institutions, and
of the negative attitudes
that are currently fashionable in their societies

probably hold

many

i .e. that Africans cannot govern

—

themselves,

totally helpless like little children, and
need to be dictated to if things are going to be
done right. The disaster of the US mission in
Somalia should provide a salutary lesson to
are

a mission
hope turned sour for

both Africa and the West about how
that

was meant to

restore

both the US and Somalia. Americans went into

Somalia without the foggiest idea about Somali
traditions and institutions. They therefore

high-handed tactics against the
population when what they thought was
going to be an easy mission became difficult to
manage. They later withdrew in shame to let
the Somalis sort things out for themselves.
While Western forces may be able toexplain
the shedding of Western blood in Bosnia to
their public, it seems unlikely that they would
be able to do the same if they incur high body
losses in Africa. In general, Africa is too remote
to the everyday lives of Westerners, who would
resorted to
local

rather treat it

as a

basket

case

still

past activities

Belgium, whose
contributed to the current
problems in the region are strategically located
in the Western power structure. Belgium was
the colonial power in Zaire, Rwanda and

not properly focused and there have
lags between external fund commitments
and their disbursement. But they point in the
right direction. The European Community
should follow suit. Western comparative
advantage lies in providing finance, logistics,
armaments, and the technical training to a pan-

Burundi. Its record of colonial rule stands out

African force. There could

Two countries, France and

are

even

be technical

the most barbaric even by Western standards.

links between this force and NATO, which has

King Leopold's rule in The Congo (Zaire) was
nightmare. And Belgian colonial officials
helped shape and nurture the ethnic hatred
between the Tutsis and Hutus by promoting
the myth that Tutsis were more intelligent than
Hutus. France was in very good terms with the
previous Rwandan regime that committed the
genocide of 1994, and has been accused of
helping the fieeing killers in 1994 as it feared

proved to be very effective in Bosnia.
Often, nothing gets done easily if initiatives
for rapid intervention are left to international
organisations alone. Without the intervention
of the US, Bosnia would still be burning. In
Liberia, it was Nigeria that took the initiative.
The OAU was unable to do anything with the

as

a

dictator, Idi Amin, until Tanzania took the
initiative to oust him. The OAU is

unlikely on
pan-African
force. The responsibility for setting up the
force should fall on Tanzania. Ethiopia and
Kenya, backed by South Africa. Uganda’s
neutrality is likely to be questioned because of
its

own

to

take the initiative for

a

its close links with the current Rwandan

government. Zaire is in disarray. And Rwanda
and Burundi need help. With the return of the
refugees, these two countries are now ruled by
regimes whose primary base of support comes

for the odd

charity or relief work, and not as a place where
strategic choices about Western lives and

amounts

from a very small fraction of the population.
They would need to be assured that
democratisation. when it eventually comes,

mineral

would not lead to

progress are to be made. Only companies and
individuals that are currently making enormous

of money from the continent’s rich
and arms markets would be
interested in a strategy of long term
resources

engagement. But these, by

definition, profit

collapse and protracted civil war.
The Great Lakes region is a difficult terrain,
which would require long-term positive
engagement, and perhaps readiness to absorb
from state

a

certain level of human losses before the

situation could be brought under control. Why
start a mission which is likely to be aborted just
when it would be needed most to defend local

populations? Sending a We.stern-led force to
the region would amount to misplaced
priorities. What the region needs instead is
Western logistics, finance, training and arms
that would be controlled by an African-led
force.

Besides, judging from pronouncements by
political leaders in the US and Europe, the
Western-led force would only be concerned
with creating the conditions for the return of
the refugees and to allow relief agencies to
reach those who

are

still in the wilderness.

Heading for Home
that the

new

rulers of Rwanda, all of whom

speak English by virtue of having lived in
Uganda, are likely to take Rwanda out of the
Francophone orbit. Despite the leadership role
that has been given to Canada in the proposed
force, Belgium and France are likely to play
influential roles in any Western strategy of
intervention. This will highly compromise the

neutrality of such

a force.
Africa and the world have no alternative, but

support a pan-African led force in the region
if the goal of long-term stability is to be attained.

to

They do not want to get involved in the difficult
business of dealing with the Interahamwe and

Recent pronouncements by the US

other armed groups,

empowering pan-African institutions in the
area of conflict resolution and peace building.
It is helping the OAU to develop its conflict
resolution department, and has provided

the ending of the armed

conflict, and the rebuilding of institutions in

Why waste the political opportunity
positive long-term engagement with the

the region.

of

40

new massacres.

The

is

show that it

already beginning to accept the wisdom of

pan-African-led force should have a
long-term goal of deterring future acts of
rebellion and genocide, allow people of that
region to rethink the political systems of their
countries from regional as opposed to a purely
national perspective, and helping local people
to craft appropriate institutions for managing
the conflicting claims of groups that have led
to this terrible chapter of suffering, misery and
pain. For all its current problems, there have
been high levels of social interaction among
groups in this region. The lingua franca in
Eastern Zaire, Tanzania, and much of Uganda
is Swahili. Contrary to current media stories,
the Banyamulenge are not all Tutsi. Indeed,
Banyamulenge translated literally means the
people from the hill of mulenge which, as is the
case for the Kivu region as a whole, is rich in
gold reserves, and therefore home to numerous
ethnic groups in search of economic
opportunities. All speak Swahili in addition to
Mashi, Kinyarwanda and other languages in
Kivu province. Many people in Rwanda also
speak Swahili, Mashi and other languages in
Eastern Zaire. There has been

a

lot of

intermarriage over the centuries, and it is not
always easy to differentiate groups on the basis
of

physical features alone.Q
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DEBATES & VIEWPOINTS

THE UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE CRISIS
DEBATE RAGES ON
Anthony F. Masendeke
INCE Professor Gordon Chavunduka

s

announced that he would be retiring as
Vice-Chancellor of the University of

(U.Z.) at the end of December this
there has been a contentious debate
leadership (or more accurately the lack
of it) at the nation’s oldest and most prestigious
institution of higher learning. The question
which immediately occupied the various
constituent groups with competing interests in

Zimbabwe
year,
about

a statement dated April 15,1996 and asked
applicants to send their applications to Mr
Gwata, through his Standard Chartered Bank
address.
This requirement was a major
departure from the previous practices in which
all applications for University positions are

in

the affairs of the U.Z. was who will succeed
ProfessorChavunduka? Amongst otherthings,
Jonathan N. Moyo’s recent article (SAPEM
Vol. 10,No. 1, October 1996) raises a profound

question: will whoever is selected as
Chavunduka’s

successor

command the

credibility and respect necessary to manage
U.Z. affairs into the next century?
This new question on the credibility of
Chavunduka’s successor which Moyo raises
is fundamental, more so because it appears
that the Selection Committee of the U.Z.

office at Standard Chartered Bank is not

composed of the Chairman of Council, Mr
Livingstone Gwata, who is an Executive
Director of Standard Chartered Bank

(Zimbabwe); the Deputy-Chairperson of
Council, Mrs Hope Sadza (who is a Public
Service Commissioner and a U.Z. graduatestudent in the Department of Political and
Administrative Studies); the Managing
Director of the Commercial Bank of Zimbabwe

(C.B.Z.), Mr Gideon Gono; the Permanent

Secretary in the Ministry of Higher Education,
Dr Michael Mambo and

a

Senior Lecturer at

the U.Z., DrLindela Ndlovu. In my opinion,
this Committee proved to be incapable of

meeting the national challenge of appointing
the next U.Z. Vice-Chancellor. There are

number of reasons

a

why the Committee failed.

First and foremost, the selection process
was not transparent at all. The process was
handled in a fashion that can only be described
as clandestine and suspicious. 'The first signs
of problems in the selection process emerged

when the U.Z. Council advertised the vacancy
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conducted at the Harare Sheraton Hotel.
as a venue

was
with the consequent result

shrouding the process in further secrecy
intrigue. On the day of the interviews.
Professor Levi Nyagura, suddenly appeared
even though he had not been initially shortlisted. Controversy immediately arose because
the Selection Committee had previously
re.solved to short-list only full professors, even
though they had strangely not invited Ken
Mufuka, who is a full profe.ssor with many
years of experience. Nyagura is not a full
professor. In what appears to be nothing, but
a shabby attempt to cover-up the controversy,
and

from the various U.Z. constituent groups. In
this article, I seek to critically review the

was

short-listed forinterviews. The interviews

were

of

UZ students and Academics

The live-member Selection Committee

were

avoided

I
could not agree more with Moyo’s view given
the way the Council Selection Committee
handled the whole process. In the light of this,
whoever emerges as the selected candidate,
will definitely not enjoy the necessary goodwill
in which the U.Z. Council through its
Selection Committee went about choosing
Chavunduka’s successor.

1996. But the damage had already been done:
applications sent to Mr. Gwata’s Standard
Bank office had been leaked, probably in bits
and pieces in order to maximize the intended
propaganda. Given the above developments,
there was no transparency in the way the
applications were received and processed.
In any event, there were nine applicants
(Professors Ngwabi Bhebe, Henry
Dzinotyiweyi, Graham Hill, George Kahari,
Jonathan Moyo, Ken Mufuka, Emmanuel
Ngara, Levi Nyagura and Mr. Timothy
Tsvakirayi). Five applicants (Professors
Ngwabi Bhebe, Henry Dzinotyiweyi, Graham
Hill, George Kahari and Emmanuel Ngara)

Strangely enough, the University

Council, messed-up the selection process.

manner

piece as opposed to, forexample, theZimbabwe
Independent’s stories of July 5, 12 and 26,

President

Mugabe; Subject of attack by

directed to the

University itself through the
Registrar’s office. Given that Mr. Gwata’s
bound

by University Regulations, especially
confidentiality and

in relation to issues of

professional conduct, one can only imagine
what must have happened to the applications
when they were received by his office. It is
alleged that the applications were leaked and
one newspaper, the Zimbabwe Independent
took advantage of the leakages. This leaked
information about the applicants formed the
basis of the Zimbabwe Independent's pieces
on

the

contest

for

the

U.Z.

Vice-

Chancellorship beginning with a July 5 article
entitled “Race now on for UZ leadership.”
However, as usually happens with leaked
information, the Zimbabwe Independent
published false and potentially libelous
information (e.g. that Professor Eliphas G.
Mukonoweshuro had applied for the post,
when in fact he had not, and even went on to

allege that because he was from Masvingo, he
was necessarily a factionalist), about the
applicants. It also had what appeared to be
partisan propaganda in favour of others
(especially Professor Hill, whom the paper
described as the best qualified candidate, but
for his race).
It took the Financial Gazette

(September

5) to provide a better informed and balanced

the Selection Committee considered two

proposals; (a) to either include Professor
who had been excluded from
the initial short-list ostensibly because he is an
associate professor, or (b) to interview
everyone who had applied forthepost. Neither
of these proposals was effected.
In the process, the Selection Committee
opened doors to all kinds of boardroom politics. Candidates with strong political intlu-

Jonathan Moyo,

ence

flexed their muscles while others waited

in ignorance.

TheCouncil Selection Commitviolating its own Terms of
Reference with regards to the selection criteria it had adopted prior to meeting to short-list
candidates. For example, earlier suggestions
from the Selection Committee that Nyagura
tee thus

started

had not been short-listed because he is not

a

full-professor make no sense whatsoever. The
April 15, position announcement did not say
that only full-professors should apply. Contrary to the .short-listing criteria uncritically
adopted by the Selection Committee, there is
no connection between being a full-professor
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process

should start afresh. If the Minister of

Higher Education in particular, and the
government in general, does not want to pay a
very high, but unneces.sary
the near-future, then the prudent

pri(^ some time in

thing to do is

to send back

the three names recommended by

the Council

on

Monday September 2, 1996,

and to ask the Council to re-do the whole

exercise all-over. Council recommended the
names of Professors Nyagura, Dzinotyiweyi
and Hill

(in this order) for appointment as the

U.Z.’s next Vice-Chancellor.
The need for
been made

a

fresh selection exercise has

urgent by the fact that
Nyagura’s candidacy has received very
negative responses from the donor community,
more

without whose support the U.Z. cannot survive,
in the light of recent revelations that he

improperly < perated a university bank account
while he was Directorof the Human Resources

Research Centre

Temporary Ceasefire: UZ students, the police and journalists during a demonstration
and

a Vice-Chancellor. For instance,
Walter Kamba was not a full-professor when

being

earmarked for the post of Vice- Chancellor at U.Z. Indeed, Kamba obtained a
he

was

professorship out of administrative considerations and not because of professional publications and scholarship. Therefore, if the Selection Committee had no hidden agenda, it
would have avoided unnecessary controversy

by initially short-listing Nyagura on grounds
that he is

a

Pro-Vice-Chancellor and is there-

fore in a position to act as Vice-Chancellor.
Needless to say, short-listing an applicant
does not guarantee appointment. The Selection Committee wittingly or unwittingly gave
the impression that he was unprocedurally
short-listed in order to be appointed. A related

impression that was alsocreated is that Nyagura
was a political choice.
All this would be understandable if the
issue had been about a succession crisis within

help but conclude that the current Counci I is in
a sea of confusion. It simply does not know
what to do nor how to do it. In the relatively
short-period of its existence, the present
Council has succeeded in further dividing the
various U.Z. constituent groups with the result
of deepening mutual suspicions within a
community which should otherwise be
working together. It has also now become
quite apparent that in dismissing the previous
Council and appointing the present one,
the government used a hammer with blunt
results.
There has not been

sign that the present
Council is providing any form of leadership.
Council members ought to realise that the
U.Z. is not suffering a minor mechanical fault,
through Council's failure to provide leadership. The institution is slowly falling apart.
one

(H.R.R.C.) at the U.Z. In the
light of these late.st developments, the Ministry
of Higher Education is said to be actively
looking for a formula for appointing either the
second

or

third candidates

on

the list Council

recommended to the Mini.ster.
The fact that
the interviews

than three months after

more
were

conducted and

more

a few days before
Professor Chavunduka’s retirement, a

importantly, with less than

successor

has still not been

appointed, speaks

volumes about the failed selection process,
which is indeed a very worrying development

for the U.Z.’s future. This leaves the Minister
of Higher Education with no other option

except to order Council to begin the selection
process afresh.
In re-doing the

exercise this time, every
effort should be made to ensure that the process
is above board and professionally managed.
In order to do this well, a new Selection

Committee should be set up.

If that Committee

What is unfortunate is that the Selection Com-

is going to identify, interview and recommend
credible candidates, then the Committee itself

mittee

must be

searching for the next Vice-Chancellor

credible. One of the

major problems

Committee and the U.Z. Council let down the

U.Z. is blind to its own limitations. It is
not hard to see what this will lead to if nothing

with the present Selection Committee is that it
is not credible at all. It has on it people who

nation

is done

should

a

political party. Quite clearly, the Selection

by failing a simple, but nonetheless
important task: appointing the U.Z.’s next
Vice-Chancellor. This failure is very serious
especially when one notes that the present
Council was put in place following the
dismissal of another. After this U.Z. affairs
were run

under the controversial Presidential

(Temporary Measures) Powers Act by a
Committee of seven. Judging by the way the
present U.Z. Council has gone about selecting
the next U.Z. Vice-Chancellor, it would be

fool

hardy for anyone to even suggest that the
present Council is anywhere better than the
one that was dismissed in August 1994. At
least, to its credit, the previous Council headed
by Mr. William Turpin managed to appoint a
Vice-Chancellor in a procedural and
professional manner.
Given the recent chain of events, one cannot
42

at the

stop the rot within the present
The failures of the Council,
there for all to see, will no doubt be

now to

U.Z. Council.
which

are

the failure of President

Mugabe in his
the U.Z. Chancellor. Inevitably
the government would, therefore, be the target
of attacks by students and academics, who
clearly have been upset by this murky process.
The U.Z. will revisit the years of
ungovernability with all the disaster associated with university unrest. What would hapseen as

capacity

as

pen next is anyone’s guess.
But what is clear is that disaster

can

be

normally have nothing to do with the
university. To avoid the kind of
gymnastics displayed by the present Selection
affairs of any

Committee, which

was Ux)

and eleven members. If the process

of
appointing ProfessorChavunduka’ssucces.sor,
and also through it the U.Z. Council, is to
retain some integrity, then this new Committee
should without failure include the two past
U.Z. Vice-Chancellors (Professors Kamba and

Chavunduka) and at least

sitting Viceuni versi ty outside
If something that re.sembles this

of
selecting the next U.Z. Vice-Chancellor has
clearly been so blotched-up that whoever

Chancellor from a reputable

emerges out of it as the next Vice-Chancellor
will find it between difficult and impossible to

the

averted here and

govern

now.

How? The process

the U.Z. For this

reason,

the whole

small for this

important national task, the new Committee
should be expanded to have say between seven

Zimbabwe.
or a

one

better variation is not done soon, then, like
will for sure rise tomorrow, dark days

sun

lie ahead of the U.Z.

build

as

the crisis continues to

up.Q
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TRIBUTE TO HENRY MEEBELO

rmuTE TO HEmy
17 November 1935

—

3 July

meebelo

1994

BYSIPULAKABANJE
Meebelo was an optimist who
passionately researched into the
struggles and triumphs and failures of
ordinary people in their search for freedom and
liberty. His writings do in themselves tell the
story of a master dialectician unravelling the

H

enry

contradictions hidden in the historic process.
But history was not only his strong

his
in

point. In

university days, he had come across writers

political theoi^, economics and philosophy.

He used all these disciplines and fashioned out
of them a fresh version of history as a chronicle
of the

coming into being and passing away of

power

relations. Every relationship was

transient.

namely, food, shelter and clothing. History
once
again becomes a science about welfare
and the need to maintain the flame of human

spirit. Inexorably, Meebelo was led to an
examination of major ideological currents. The
two competing ideological systems, capitalism
and communism, were to draw his scholarship.
But under Dr Kenneth Kaunda (KK) a third
theory, absorbing parts of communism and
parts of socialism, or Humanism, became a
state ideology in Zambia. Meebelo could not
have, but studied this with great care. This is

historical materialism
as fashioned by Hegel and Marx. It is not true
that historical materialism is synonymous with
economic determinism. No, that approach is
mechanistic and Meebelo had nothing to do

paid tribute to the labouring people in one
thoroughly researched work
African Proletarians and Colonial Capitalism:
The Origins, Crowth and struggles of the
of his finest and

Zambian Labour Movement to 1964.

With the decline of the Soviet system,

ideological raptures were felt all over the world.
The Gorbachev Revolution is the

most

important social event in the late 20th century
political histoiy. With Gorbachev’s perestoika
and glasnost, the older came to pass. One party
rule

discredited. Marxism

was

was

now

treated in his Main Currents of Zambian

disdained and dismissed asa crude propaganda

Thought. That book attempted to
heavily
religious and utopian hue into a credible social

impact on social history.

Humanist

rescue

His methodology was

he

Zambian Humanism from its

tool. What did revolution mean? How did it
This indeed is the

major thesis of the
Ch'eniewofthe Reforms
in the USSR, Eastern Europe and China in the
Gorbachev Era. Gorbachev Legacy, Meebelo’s
last book. Ifotheis thought that with Gorbachev,
Gorbachev Legacy: An

the revolution

with it.

was

finished, Meebelo remains

of the people
society, namely political power
and the acquisition of the social product.
Invariably, this led to analysis of class and
property relations as well as the ideological

optimist. To him, the developments in
Eastern Europe were indicative of unfinished
revolutions! How prophetic! Today in Poland,

motivations under which such agreements are

elections

history was a long drama
of the people of self-realisation in two senses.
Firstly the ordinary workers should strive to

of the human

His focus was the participation

at two

ever an

levels in

the communists

liberation

phase. Secondly, the people should

control and determine the mode in which the
social

product is appropriate.
Because of this methodological unity we see

the author at work in his Reaction

Golonialism: Prelude

to

to

their studies. But Meebelo

was

above that. To

him every part

of Zambia was his place.
Nationalist politics transcended the “tribe”and
region.
However, the consummation of national

independence may in one sense be a mere
prelude to the solution of the economic
problem. After political power, there are other
important considerations facing the people.
Sapem December/January, \996/91

seem to

vindicated

Henry Meebelo: A Historian who loved

Dr

ordinary'people

parliamentary

favour the communists.

currents

of social

internadonal
I have

the

no

democracy as well
working class movement.

as

the

doubt that Meebelo contributed to

respectability of Zambian Humanism.
His book also led to ideological tolerance of
Marxist theory in UNIP ranks. This work was
followed in terms of subject matter by his
near

Zambian Humanism and Scientific Socialism:
A

Comparative Study. I think the book speaks
clear, if somewhat
threatening to the Right, Humanism and

for itself. Its message was

Scientific socialism, were after all allies.

Meebelo’s historic works were clearly pardsan
in the sense of commitment to the working
people. Earlier, before Zambian Humanism

and Sciendfic Socialism: A

spirit
by history.

over

greed,

triumph
appears

Gorbachev Legacy is in a way the
Legacy. Dr Meebelo was an

To me, the

Meebelo

embodiment of dedicated service and

science which would borrow from the social

the Politics of

Independence in Northern Zambia (18931939) uying to explain the story ofthe Ztimbian
liberation. It is noteworthy here that historians
usually take their “tribe” as a starting point of

voted in office. Likewise,

In the end Meebelo’s belief in the

veiled. To Meebelo,

capture the polidcal fortress. This is the nadonal

are

in the former Soviet Union,

Comparative Study,

unflinching loyalty to principles. This in a tvay
explains why, though he had never in all his
years ever sought effective office, he returned
to Sesheke to contest parliamentary elections
in 1991, during the twilight days of UNIP. Did
he

ever

I

believe he would win?

privileged to discuss with him the
posed by the Gorbachev revolution.
He knew that UNIP was going to suffer a big
loss, that the one-party system was over and
probably socialism would never beat a strategic
was

variables

retreat.

The

euphoria and ecstasy of the /lourwhich

swept Zambia like a tornado, would have offered
Dr Meebelo

decided

a

as a

UNIP and KK.

place in government. But he
of principle to stick to
He was not an opportunist; not

matter
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TRIBUTE TO HENRY MEEBELO

one to

abandon old friends. He

after the

movement

for

thought that
multi-party (MMD)

Deraocracyvictory, UNlPwould takestockand
rebuild itself afresh, learning as it were, from
the mistakes of history. .41as, he is no longer
with

Southern African Feminist
Review

us.

(SAFERE)

Let me conclude wi th three sign ifican t poin ts.
Mecbclo

was at

all times either

a

full time

politician ora citil senant. But he wrote more
than any full time academic at the University of
Zambia (UNZ.4). Let the academics take a leaf!
He did so because,

he told me, of the wonderful

dear aunt Maty Meebelo gave to
She was a great pillar to
him, an oasis of peace, a refuge for his mind to
recharge itself The family is proud to have this

support my
him

over

the years.

wonderful ladv, and we see

co-author of my

her as the invisible

uncle’s books.

over evil, he
finer and

good

will be

a

triumph

thought that the future
quieter place than the

are

The main themes will be Women’s Movements in

Articles should
a

Because he believed so much in the
of

calling for contributions in the forthcoming editions of SAFERE.
Africa: An African
Feminist Perspective. (Vol. 2,No 2) and Feminisation of Poverty and
Structural Adjustment Programmes in Africa (Vol 3,No. 1)
We

normally be about 4000 words in length, preceded with
more than 200 words, reviews 600, manifestoes

brief abstract of not

and conference reports,

1000. Two copies of each contribution should
format and also 31/2 or 51/4 inch floppy
disks. Contributions can also be transmitted to us through the electronic
be submitted in hard copy

On that account, he dedicated his last
Tumaini Matunda,
wishing him and his contemporaries a better
time in a much kinder and gentlerworld wthout
nuclear weapons and cold war super power

mail.

rivaliy.

other Black Feminists

present.
book

to

his first grandson,

Were he

alive, he would have liked to thank

the secretaries, Ms Jane

Sakala and Ms Sylvia

Bwalnsa, fora wonderful work, the Government
Printers for a greatjob, as well as several friends
who read the

proofs.

The book which should have been

launched

originally

the Garden House Hotel

at

on

the

1 Ithjuly, 1994, was assured of the support and
compliments of Mr G Rossi and Mr T Bull. May
I record the family’s deepest thanks to them.
Finally, the author wanted one particular

Zambian

to

launch this book. And who could

JM Mwanakattve (JMM), SC.
Why |MM? Many reasons, I can only touch one
or two.
JMM and my Uncle Henry loved books.
Both took education seriously and were
accomplished technocrats. But above all, 1
think, these two though having served in high

The deadline for contributions is 31 December 1996 and 28

Febmary 1997 for the respective editions.
forum for Southern African Feminists and
articulate
their views. The journal is produced biannually by a Black Feminist
collective based in Harare and published by the Southern African
Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS).
SAFERE aims at creating a
on

the continent and in the diaspora, to

Back Issues

1995 - The Gendered Politics of Land
Vol. l,no. 2, 1995 - Gender Politics and Democracy
Vol. 2,no. 1, 1996 - Sexuality, Identity and Change
Vol. l,no. 1,

Direct all your enquiries to:

that be but Mr

paradoxical politicians.
They are not like the classical politicians,
who, for electoral advantages, would promise
the moon. These were men ofideas; performers
offices,

and

were

creators

1 think it

of nation

was

building blocs.

the type

The Editor
SAFERE

P.O. Box MP 111
Mt. Pleasant

HARARE
ZIMBABWE

Tel. 263 4 727875
Fax 263 4 732735

of men like JM.M and

my late uncle whom the framers ofthe American

Constitution had in mind when

E-niail.sapes@harare.iafrica.com

they enacted

that the Presidentshall choose cabinet from all

of the land. These

the

corners

the

dignity of principle and truth.□
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Civil Society, the OAU and
Governments in Africa
BY INTERNATIONAL ALERT

n

I

the midst of dramatic

eastern

developments in

Zaire and the return of hundreds of

refugees to Rwanda, among
representatives
from the Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
member states and secretariat,United
thousands of

critical events in the continent,

Nations(UN) agencies, regional and sub-regional
institutions, international and African non-

governmental organisations met at the Africa
Hall, UNECA, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from

conference focused

“Creating an
Society, the

Its aim was to reflect on the practice of peace,
bringing togetherpeople engaged in constructive
programmes on the ground, wi lling to share their
experience and insights, and ready to collaborate
on common action urgently required by historic
developments taking place in the continent.

Given the OAU’s efforts to work with NGOs

namely, the OAU, the Inter-Africa Group (1 AG),
ACCORD-South Africa, and International Alert

(lA) identified the following overall conference
objectives:
*
to identify mechanisms for building and
extending the level of co-operation and
interaction
between
civil
society

*

conflict

prevention and peace-building
in Africa, as well as the stress on
supportive collaboration conveyed by the UN
Secretary-General’s Special Initiative on Africa,
the conference spelled out ways to enhance
complementarity ofefforts as well as forge lasting
partnerships to meet the challenge of peace in

18 to 20 November 1996.

follow-up to previous gatherings
in the continent co-sponsored by International
Alert, in particular, the 1994 “Challenge for
Peacemaking in Africa,” and the 1995 Focal
Points Workshop, “Regional Mechanisms for
Early Warning and Preventive Diplomacy in
Africa,” and benefiting from the insights of other
relevant gatherings in the continent, the

programmes

as a

the theme:

OAU and Governments in Africa”.

on

Planned

on

Effective Interface Between Civil

*

troubled conllict areas.
In this

spirit, the conference organisers.

*

organisations and the OAU as well as
governments in Africa;
to provide an opportunity for a review and
analysis of past and ongoing measures for
collaboration between governmental and
non-governmental actors, in order to forge
healthy partnerships for the future;
to develop and enhance, through the proce.ss
of dialogue, creative and participatory
approaches to Itic task of strengthening
conflict resolution capabilities in Africa;
to strengthen existing networks and build

Struggling to return home
Sapem December/January, 1996/97
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new

coalitions for peace

in Africa.

The consultation process

began

on

the first

morning with an opening ceremony. This was
UN EconomicCommission for Africa,
Executive Secretary Dr. K.Y. Amoako, and
included on the distinguished panel,were
Ethiopia’s National Assembly Speaker, Ato

chaired by

Dawit Yahannes, Ambassador Daniel Antonio,

assistant Secretary General Salim Ahmed Salim,
OAU

Secretary-General, and Aristide Pereira,
formerpresidentofCape Verde,and International
Alert

Secretary-General Kumar Rupesinghe,
Welcoming the participants to the meeting.
Dr. Amoako put the meeting into context by
noting that armed conflicts were raging in “no
less than a dozen countries, threatening to tear
nations and societies apart, causing colossal loss
in human lives and resources”. He stressed the

importance of supporting civil society in areas of
development and good governance, and
reported that in 1997, the EGA will establish and
operate a Regional Resource Centre for
strengthening the capacity of NGOs and civil
society organisations and promote peacemaking
and peace-building efforts.
peace,

In his address, Ato Dawit Yohannes noted that
this

was

the third time International Alert had

Great Lakes

organised a gathering in Ethiopia. He stressed
that democracy is the progeny of a democratic
order, and that respect for human and people’s
rights was a sine qua non for a peaceful society.
Democracy, which he insisted was a value that
cannot be imposed by government, was
inextricably linked tocivil society. Nodemocratic
society, he noted, had ever started a war, except
to fight to preserve democracy. He concluded by
stressing that civil society co-operation across
boundaries can help support the OAU’ mandate.
Speaking on behalf of the OAU SecretaryGeneral. Amb. Daniel Antonio spoke of the need
for the OAU “to act together” with the civil
institutions in the continent to take urgent action
to respond to “African tragedies.” He recognised
the role of civil society and significant sectors
such as the sectors such as the religious, women
and youth in the common endeavour to construct
effective mechanisms for conflict prevention
and resolution in Africa.

The former President of Cape

Verde, Aristide
spoke of the historic moment which the
important event taking place in Africa Hall
represented. “Africa has gone through a long
history of suffering and struggle,” he
Pereira

stressed,”and, it is

now

time that the African

Region Working Group Report

citizen be enabled to contribute

on

the state of I nterface, and the second re viewi ng

OAU/NGO

co-operation.
Day Two was highlighted by a special session
on the Great Lakes region, necessitated by the
on-going crisis in eastern Zaire and its many
ramifications for the sub-region.
This was
followed by workshops, with participants divided
into two working groups. While the first
concentrated on the Great Lakes region, the
second focused on Li beria i n West Africa, Uganda
in East Africa and finally. Southern Africa. A
special session focussing on landmines marked
the end of day two.
Recommendations from the two working
groups were reported back to plenary on the final
morning, followed by discussion and suggestions
for revision. Draft conference recommendations
were

The discussions of the

Zaire;
2.

supporting and revitalising the local markets through food aid
monetization;

3.
4.
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supporting and stabilising existing health systems;
considering long term political solutions within the regional context.

resolve the

of the continent’s
history and life.” He mentioned the problems of
the Great Lakes region, the Horn of Africa and
West Africa, and reaffirmed his hope in the
future inspite the immensity of the tasks
confronting the continent.
An inaugural session examined the existing
state of relations, interactions and co-operation
between ci vil society, the OAU and governments
for peacemaking in Africa. This was followed
by two panels, the first discussing experiences

read

out

and

subsequently amended on the

basis of contributions from the

Working Group led to the following recommendations,
adopted for presentation to the plenary:
I.
Bring together the various actors of civil society in the sub-region to consult
on the root cause of the conflict, and develop mechanisms for dialogue
toward building a sustainable peace;
II.
Develop an information mechanism to feed into a process of lobbying and
advocacy campaigns, such as:
1.
“stop the killing” campaigns;
2. consultations through e-mail, fax, and other forms of communication;
3.
strengthening the capacity of NGOs in the region for information
management and linkages with international information systems;
III.
Support, in technical and financial terms, the Arusha negotiation process and
all other complementary African-initiated and led efforts aimed at building
a sustainable peace in the region;
IV.
Support initiatives by the OAU, UN and civil society institutions to promote
practice and preventive diplomacy aimed at regional peace;
V.
Support civil society organisations involved in working for good governance
in the region;
VI.
Reactivate and strengthen regional organisations in the Great Lakes region;
VII.
Ensure that humanitarian interventions do not undermine existing local
economic/social institutions, as well as long term political solutions, by:
1.
responding to the emergency needs of affected populations in eastern

to

conflicts which have been part

participants.

After final remarks from the co-chairs of the
last session Dr Chris

OAU Conflict

Bakwesegha, head of the
Management Division, and Ato

Abdul Mohammed, chair of the lAG, Dr.

Rupesinghe closed the meeting.
Because of the current crisis in the Great

Lakes
an

region, the following recommendation of

urgent and immediate character was adopted:

Recognising the unprecedented return of
refugees from Zaire to Rwanda in an accelerated
manner,

and mindful of theconsensus of African

governments in the region, the OAU, the UN and
the donor
of the

community, that the voluntary return
refugees is imperative for reconciliation

and reconstruction in Rwanda and wi 11 contribute
to

regional stability, the Conference calls

all concerned

to

upon
facilitate the resettlement and

reintegration of the returnees. The Conferenee
further calls upon the international community
to provide timely, generous and meaningful
assistance towards that end. cal ling upon Ngos to
play an active role in supporting this effort on
both the material and political levels.
The Conference requests that Ngos should do
their utmost in initiating a dialogue with civil
society organisations on long-term peace and
stability for all the peoples of the Great Lakes
region, as wel I as on the required socio-economic
and socio-political rebuilding, and the shortterm alleviation of human suffering.Q
Sapem December/January, 1996/97
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DCCOIONIZING TH€ MIND
Henning Melber

D

URING THE late 19th century, colonial

policy in most European states
competing for occupation of overseas
territories, used the subjugation offoreign peoples
and theircultures as

a means

todi vert the citizens

of their countries from the

burning issues of the
They
had successfully domesticated their own citizenry
to loyal followers of state sanctioned expansion
motivated by individual bourgeois interests. The

aftermath of the “industrial revolution”.

proclaimed struggle for a much wanted “place in
the sun” was diverted through promises of a
betterlifeforall from widespread social, material
and psychological deprivation, which had
followed the establishment of

“modern”,

a

industrial

capitalist system at home.
The growing dissatisfaction among the
population was to have been appeased and their
aspirations channeled by the new colonial
possessions and the promise they offered of a
better future. At the same time, the dominant

self-interest of

a small group in control of the
institutions of state power, industrial production

and trade combined their arguments

for colonies

by pretending to have humanistic ideals as the
motivating force in their mind. Primarily,
therefore, two arguments were used forthe public

justification of the violent acquisition ofcolonies
and the subjugation of millions of people: that
such an initiative would serve the well-being and
self-interest both of all colonisers and

simulatenously of the colonised.
Exalting European Culture
To get these two, basically contradictory
statements, into harmony with each other required
a certain attitude towards and judgement of the
people living originally in these colonies. As
autonomous subjects with a history, present and
future of their own, they were not allowed to
exist. This view was made possible by exalting
‘European culture’ as the only valid criterion for
the a tolerable way of life. According to this
eurocentric view, cultural forms and ways of life

differing from this label did not represent the
accepted or even acknowledged human ideal,
and therefore, also had no right to claim an
independent, respectable existence. Non“European” (in the sense of exclusively Central
or Western European) cultures were regarded as
barbarous and thereby legitimate objects of
violent conquest. The establishment of foreign
institutions of dominance followed.
Namibian history of colonisation has been no
exception to this pattern within the German
imperialism of the late 19th century. The “cultural

task” of the colonial invasion of

Sapem December/January, 1996/97

overseas

territories, i.e. introducing “civilisation” has been

only

described in the

which leads most safely

typical hypocritical fashion of
these days by one of the most popular authors of
books for the German youth. In one of his novels
entitled “Young Germany in Africa”, this
representative of dominant thinking in those
days emphasised the ‘human obligation’ of
colonialism in the following manner:
German diligence and German energy have
gained have gained an important field of
activity. Now it is their task to make these

one

guiding principle, namely the one
towards the aspired

business f
This is not the place to go into detail on the
atrocities which occurred in ihecotirseof colonial

penetration, establishment of the white settler
community and the various stages of colonial
rule. Numerous other publications give a clear
and profound picture, critical of the colonial
myths.

upward towards
brighter heights of morality.'
The
humiliating ignorance of the
representatives of such missionary enthusiasm

Challenging Myths
regard to the cultural dimension within
the particular Namibian context, Uazuvara
Katjivena challenged the myths of civilisation
already long before independence during his
years in exile. Addressing a primarily German

time in their limited,

audienee in their motherland, he eonfronted them

countries accessible, to lead those, who are

descended into barbarism,

shows them at the
narrow

same

minded view of the world

as

victims

themselves. Their

incompetence to perceive the
diversity of social and cultural reality the world
over is amply and exemplary demonstrated in
another documentary evidence selected. The
quote is taken from the rather prominent “Letters
of a German Maid from South West", published
early this century:
What do we know about the past of this
country? Thousands of years of deepest
ignorance passed over it. People, living until
the present day like animals, dwelt in the
grasslands and mountain nooks. They lived
and perished without realising any sense of

with the

following sobering statement:
of the history of my people,
think of what we had to suffer from the
Europeans, then I can only say, you should
have kept your so-called culture to
yourselves. They have tried to destroy our
identity, to cultivate us to slavery. I believe
as atrocious as genocide is the mental
murdering that was to have been carried out
on us
in the name of humanity and
When I think

—

occidental culture.'*
The effects of such rigid foreign rule have in
general terms been clearly sketched by Frantz
Fanon in his manifesto about “The Wretched of
the Earth”:

life.'
Such

With

a

view, which denied any meaningful

Colonial domination, because it is total and

people and their socio-economic and -cultural
set-up prior to colonisation, made it possible to
justify the destruction — including even the
physical eradication — of the original societies

tends to oversimplify, very soon manages to
disrupt in spectacular fashion the cultural
life of a conquered people.''
In consequence, as Amilcar Cabral
emphasised, the colonial system laid a solid

and their social orders without any remorse.

foundation of external dominance, which

What had these

arrested the historical development of the
people” also with regard to cultural aspects:
“Since imperialist ride is the negation ofthe
historical process the dominated society..
it is also the negation ofthe cultural process. ”
The one exception from this general experience
(but part and parcel of the externally dominated
set-up) is the deformed and selective recognition
ofculturalfragmentsofthe indigenous population
as long as this fits into the structure of colonial
rule: ‘Should the coloniser recognise the
e.xistence ofa colonised culture, he is still tempted
to privilege those elements ofsuch a culture that

sense to

the existence and way

of life of other

people to expect from the white
invading their area, who claimed to
operate in the name of civilisation and culture?
individuals

Theodor Leutwein, as Governor of “German

South West Africa” the
between 1894 and
“Eleven Years
West Africa’

as

an

highest colonial officer
1904, gives in his memoirs

Governor in German South

open
abut the real motives:

and honest explanation

The final aim

ofeach and every colonisation
stripped of all its idealistic and
humanitrian accessories
finally just a
simple business. The colonising race does
not intend to bring the possibly e.xpected
fortune to the indigenous population of the
advantage
With respect to the way of
colonisation there is consequently basically
is

—

—

.

.

.

.

serve

his

own

needs. ’’

This has been the

case

in the further

course

of

colonial rule in Namibia, when after the South

African occupation

of the territory, the specific
47
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Apartheid-structure was finally introduced.
Fragmented “cultural revival” as recreation of
narrow group identities gained acceptance as a
tool for modified continuation of foreign
domination undera new ideological label entitled
‘separate development’.
This context of a material and ideological
framework interrelating, has its roots in a
particular way of social engineering;
Political powernever rests entirely on naked

force. By the time it has reached that stage,
it is already doomed. All political power
presents itself to the world within a certain
framework of ideas'.*
The specific framework of ideas prevailing
under the Nationalist Party’s political rule in
South Africa and Namibia tried to integrate
cultural aspects on a basis of ‘invented tradition’’
as a tool or means for perpetuation of colonial
structures under the cover of ‘separate
development’. But these more sophisticated
attempts of fragmentation of the colonised
majority were introduced at a stage too late to be
effective any longer; the unifying impetus of the
colonial machinery, resulting in the creation of a
common consciousness of the oppressed within
the frame of the system equalising them as second
or third rate individuals, of interest only as
labourers contributing to efficient economic
exploitation, had already been too strong in its
effects. And the people, confronted with the
strategy of having some forgotten and destroyed
values, suddenly attributed to their traditional
environment of earlier times no longer intact,
realised that culture divorced from politics is
forever and always a delusion. '^'
The culture the system now was prepared to
acknowledge and offer, was no longer the culture

for most of the colonised intellectuals — also for

Like mine.

the few in Namibia;

Because she is

Today the black intellectual stands poised

proud
Of the hair with which she

somewhere between where

/ luwe

we

have

come

that

an

end with the cease of

means more

than the

mere

social and

In the

case

a

similar

it

For the colonised is

deprived of the choices

peers, and to the outside world.'^
Even for the colonised intellectuals—believed
be

suited and

prepared to adapt
themselves to the existing structures than the
mass of the colonised majority — the system did
not offer any satisfying solution. Not even their
formal educational qualifications enabled them
to (re-)construct an identity under the prevai ling
to

more

circumstances. What has been characterised

as a

problem for the Black American
intellectual was a typical dilemma characteristic

central
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neither a fixed matter

created

of a
hierarchy. It is an articulation of the mind of the
people, theirattitudes, their self-identity. Itresults
from their daily experiences and interaction with
a concrete environment. We are part of this
constant process and share the challenge; A
challenge of decolonising the minds (including
our own ones), towards a genuine common
humanity based on dignity and respect to
nor

on

top

ourselves and others. Such an achievement could

finally result in an expression of self-confidence
and self-consciousness as articulated by Lawino
in the impressive East African poem “Song of
Lawino” by the late Ugandan writer Okot p’ Bitek.
When she confronts her husbands Ocol with her

identity as a black woman, Lawino has the
following to say, which needs no further
conclusion;'’
am

And

proud of the hair
as no

was

white

in
Africa: Der Baumtoter, Dresden 1894, p.3

aus

Briefe eines deutschen
Sudwest, Berlin 1912, p,4

(own translation).

ElfJahre Gouverneurin
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Tifre SpecialisPs

"Our Stones

Truck and
Wheel

Keep on Turning"

Passenger Tyres

balancing (both truck and passenger)
Wheel

alignment

Hot and Cold Cure retreads

Leap T^ead wiPLt a QpaliPif Tread
Contact, Harare:

8

Telford Rd, Graniteside, P.O. Box 1211,

Tel:

Masvingo:
Chitungwiza:

791213, 751776, 751778. Fax: 751753

Tel: 64203
Tel: 23950, Stand No. 1966711/, Makoni Centre
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BICC CAFCA specialise |
in live performances—gJ

'^°jdiska afrikainstitutet

D9000

Especially when you need to put togeth
competitive, yet viable, tender. The technical
expertise and dedication of the BICC CAFCA
team will ensure that you get the right cabling
for the job, at competitive prices. And, once your

worldwide network, BICC CAFCA can aisu source
any additional cable requirements.
Put life into your cable tender. Contact BICC

tender has succeeded, BICC CAFCA will ensure

CAFCA for cable service that’s second to

none.

BICCGAFn
CABLES FOR AFRICA, CABLES FOR THE
LYTTON ROAD, WORKINGTON, P. 0. BOX 1651, HARARE, ZIMBABWE. TEL:

WORLD

2634-754075, 754084, FAX: 263-4-754080,754086, TELEX: 24408 ZW

